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“Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever. “ 

(Mahatma Gandhi) 
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Abstract 

For large cities, focussing on public transportation is crucial in order to limit congestions 

and to meet the mobility requirements of a growing urban population. In addition, locally 

emission-free battery-electric vehicles have the potential to make urban transport cleaner. 

However, many past studies about electric vehicles focus on private vehicles.  

Costs and user acceptance are essential for the adoption of electric vehicles. Comparing 

both costs and acceptance in the same environment at the same time is necessary to get 

a complete image of the viability of the new technology. Previous studies however mainly 

investigate either the actual costs of electric vehicles or the user acceptance. 

Thus, this work complements existing literature by investigating the viability of battery-

electric taxi vehicles in an urban environment. For the study, data from the city state of 

Singapore was used where taxis are considered an important part of the public 

transportation system. Singapore is an ideal place with its highly efficient public 

transportation system and its masterplan to make the city a more sustainable place to live.  

The present work focuses on investigating the costs of battery-electric taxis compared to 

existing conventional ones. A comprehensive total cost of ownership model is set up and 

used to calculate the costs of taxis from their start of operation until their end-of-life as a 

taxi vehicle. This model is complemented by a revenue tool which is designed to estimate 

the taxi drivers’ earnings, assuming that they use a battery-electric taxi instead of their 

conventional one. In order to perform the estimation, data has been collected from a 

variety of existing literature sources as well as from taxi drivers in Singapore whose travel 

patterns and revenues were recorded. The entire approach is user-centred. It focuses on 

the costs of single taxi vehicles and the revenue of a taxi driver under different conditions.  

Regarding the acceptance of battery-electric taxis by its users, behavioural data was 

collected from both taxi drivers and passengers. Drivers were asked in personal 

interviews about their opinion of electric taxis, whereas an online survey was used to get 

an insight into the passengers’ views of electric taxis. The focuses of both surveys were 

the costs of taxis in order to be able to combine the results with the findings about the 

actual total cost of ownership of electric taxis.  

The results indicate that battery-electric taxis can be competitive compared to existing 

conventional taxis in terms of total costs. Although their acquisition costs may be high, 

operating costs are low due to low energy and maintenance costs. Battery costs and 

energy consumption are found to have a major impact on the competitiveness. With 

electric vehicle technology maturing over the coming years, battery-electric taxis are 

expected to become more competitive in the future. Regardless of the individual vehicle 

specifications, policies and regulations are found to be decisive for the success of electric 

taxis in Singapore. In particular, vehicle taxation plays an important role in determining 

which technology will be the winner.  
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On the other hand, the acceptance of battery-electric taxis is low by both taxi drivers and 

taxi passengers. For the drivers, short range and long charging times matter, although 

travel data suggests that these aspects should not be a major problem. Higher fixed costs 

(taxi leasing fee) combined with lower operating costs (electricity costs) compared to their 

current taxis are also not much appreciated. Passengers are generally not willing to pay 

more for a different ride experience and a more environmentally friendly ride in an electric 

taxi because electric taxis are not advantageous regarding the passengers’ main 

concerns – time savings. They are very sceptical towards minor increases of the flag-

down fares of electric taxis compared to existing ones.  

Nevertheless, if it is possible to overcome the hurdle of acceptance, battery-electric taxis 

are promising. Taxi drivers must be convinced that electric taxis work for them. Trials 

which focus on letting taxis drivers and passengers get in touch with the new technology 

are an option.  

Hence, three directions for further activities are proposed. Firstly, the total costs of electric 

taxi vehicles should be targeted because costs and revenue are most crucial for the taxi 

business, in particular compared to private cars where other values that a car has to its 

user play a role so that costs may not be the most important criterion. In Singapore, 

vehicle taxation policies have the power to override the true costs so that electric vehicles 

can be favoured if this is desired. Secondly, future activities should focus on getting 

people in touch with electric vehicles. This should help to overcome false impressions and 

finally increase acceptance. And thirdly, electric vehicle infrastructure such as charging 

facilities needs to be in place for an adoption of battery-electric taxis. Without an 

appropriate charging infrastructure which specifically meets the requirements of a fleet of 

taxis, operating battery-electric taxis will not be possible.  

In addition to the main results, a brief overview of the environmental impact of battery-

electric taxis is given. It is found that they have the potential to reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions, which confirm the findings from previous studies. Battery-electric taxis are 

locally emission-free so that intra-urban traffic emissions are reduced. In addition, for the 

case of Singapore, the overall lifetime carbon emissions are lower, too, compared to the 

emissions from conventional taxis.  

Finally, the approach presented in this work is applicable in other locations or cities as 

well considering the similarity of taxi systems worldwide. Adaptions have to be made to 

the model and questionnaires in order to incorporate local particularities into the 

assessment such as vehicle taxation regulations and price levels.  
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1 Introduction 

Electric vehicles (EVs) have come into the focus of the public over the last years. Most 

major automobile manufacturers have invested into research and development of different 

types of EV technologies, and more and more of them are now offering cars with different 

degrees of electrification, ranging from conventional vehicles running on fossil fuels with 

small electric support to pure EVs without an internal combustion engine (ICE). Reasons 

for this trend are diverse. [Win13 p25] lists a couple of them, including the reduction of a 

country’s energy dependency, lowering the environmental impact of transport systems 

and providing a cost effective alternative to conventional vehicles.  

Regarding this development and the fact that some important characteristics of EVs such 

as costs, electric driving range, fuelling (charging) time, driving behaviour or greenhouse 

gas (GHG) emissions are different from their conventional counterparts, it is important to 

understand which use cases a particular EV is suitable for. The question of how a 

framework has to be designed in order to be able to operate EVs efficiently has to be 

answered. The questions to be answered may include the following: Is the range on a 

single charge sufficient? Is there enough time to recharge the vehicle? Is it 

environmentally friendly in terms of emissions? It is cost-effective?  

It is important, too, that the term ‘electric vehicle’ is not limited to private electric cars, but 

covers a whole range of vehicles for different use cases including motorcycles, private 

cars, taxis, buses, lorries or other delivery vehicles. Moreover, different degrees of 

electrification of the powertrain can be found on the market, ranging from cars running on 

fossil fuels which are equipped with some fuel-saving technology, to hybrid vehicles with 

both an ICE and an electric motor, and on to pure battery-electric vehicles (BEVs) which 

do not consume fossil fuels at all [BCG09 p2, Wal11 p88].  

1.1 Motivation 

Which of these types of vehicles should ideally be electric certainly depends on a number 

of factors. [Sch16b p95] provides an insight into how EVs should be designed in order to 

be suitable for use in a given urban environment. He provides a tool that automatically 

derives and evaluates suitable BEV concepts based on data from 24 cities worldwide 

which is publically available, such as driving distances and average speed.  

In the context of the present work, EVs shall mainly be referred to as battery-electric taxi 

vehicles, or vehicles used for similar (public) transport services, which are operated in an 

urban environment. The South-East Asian city state of Singapore is taken as an example 

of a stereotype urban environment. It is sometimes referred to as a ‘living laboratory’ 

[URA12 p18].  
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Why taxis? There are three main reasons for focussing on taxi services. Firstly, economic 

considerations, which are an integral part of this work, are assumed to play a more 

important role for vehicles which are used to generate income for some of its user groups 

(e.g. taxi drivers) than for vehicles which are merely use privately. According to [Tur07 

p1222], automobiles have an important non-quantifiable or non-monetised value for 

(private) car users or buyers, which may impact the way how they respond to the prices of 

alternative fuel vehicles. Secondly, taxis usually travel higher distances. Consequently, 

they have a higher potential of contributing significantly to the reduction of GHG emissions 

if EVs are used instead of vehicles which run on fossil fuels. For instance, taxis in 

Singapore travel about 350 km (km = kilometres) per day on average, which is close to 

130,000 km per year compared to only 18,000 km per year for private cars [LTA15a, 

Sel15]. And thirdly, compared to private EVs, little evidence can be found in literature 

about the investigation of electric taxi vehicles which makes this work a valuable 

complement to existing studies.  

Why BEVs? BEVs are the type EVs which run on electricity alone. They do not consume 

fossil fuels while driving. The electricity is stored in a battery on-board the vehicle, and it 

can be recharged by plugging it into a power outlet. This makes BEVs ideal for urban use 

as they offer the greatest savings potential in terms of local emission reduction compared 

to internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs). For the case of Singapore, [Reu14 p132] 

found that e-taxis (BEVs) are cleaner in terms of lifetime GHG emissions compared to 

conventional vehicles. This finding is confirmed by [LTA16f pp27,31]. In addition, technical 

factors including the limited driving range on a full battery and the extended charging time 

to top up the battery again represent challenges that may limit the usability of BEVs as 

taxis, especially regarding the high daily mileages that they need to cover. Consequently, 

the question arises which type of BEVs are suitable to be operated as taxis.  

Why urban environment? EVs are considered to have advantages compared to 

conventional vehicles. These include potentially lower noise and exhaust gas emissions. 

These benefits are important for residents in metropolitan areas where lowering noise and 

pollution levels can contribute to an improvement of their quality of live. For example, 

statistics show that about 3.2 million people die annually due to particulate matter air 

pollution [Lim12 p2238]. However, the environmental advantage of EVs depends on 

where the vehicles are used, and which primary energy sources contribute to the energy 

mix that is used to produce the electricity. For example, [Lie14] found cost differences 

between vehicles operating in different regions worldwide, depending on the energy 

sources for fuel production at certain GHG emission prices. Hence, EVs may not 

necessarily be a lot cleaner than conventional vehicles. However, using them inside cities 

can still help to improve the urban air quality because they allow to move the source of 

emissions away from the major living areas to the power plants outside the cities.  

Why Singapore? Taxis are considered a part of the public transport system in Singapore. 

Thus, focussing on taxis is in line with the policies of the Singaporean government that are 
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designed to reduce traffic congestions and encourage people to use public transport 

options instead of private vehicles [LTA13 p4]. In addition, low-emission electric taxis can 

contribute to the realisation of a greener and more sustainable city, as outlined in 

[MEW15]. These taxis can also help to make electric mobility more visible and tangible to 

the general public, considering the large number of more than 28,000 taxis in Singapore 

[LTA15a, LTA15b]. As far as electric taxis are concerned, suitable charging infrastructure 

needs to be in place as well, in order to allow taxi drivers to charge both at convenient 

locations and fast enough so that they do not lose precious time for earning money, i.e. for 

picking up passengers and bringing them to their desired destinations. In order to 

investigate an optimal design of charging infrastructure, Singapore is an ideal place due to 

its defined geographical boundaries and developed urban infrastructure.  

Besides pure technical and feasibility aspects, costs play an important role when 

analysing EVs in general, as the relatively high price of the new technology has certainly 

an impact on its success [e.g. Koc14b]. For electric taxis, prices are considered to play an 

even more important role than for private cars because they are a mean for its users to 

earn income (taxi drivers) or to get from one place to another in return for a reasonable 

taxi fare (passengers). In addition, taxi operators who purchase taxis and lease them to 

taxi drivers also need to make a profit.  

Consequently, costs are assumed to play an important role when it comes to investigating 

the success of electric taxis and their acceptance by the different parties involved, and it is 

an aspect that all drivers, passengers and taxi operators will care about. Of course, these 

costs depend on a range of technical, economic, regulatory or other factors which have to 

be taken into consideration when assessing the feasibility of introducing electric taxis.  

1.2 Objective of the work  

Consequently, this work mainly deals with the costs of battery-electric taxis (e-taxis). E-

taxis shall be referred to as BEVs used as taxis or in similar services such as Uber 

[Ube16a] or GrabCar [Gra16a]. These services can be considered similar to traditional 

taxis as they provide comparable on-demand transport services.  

The final objective is to provide a structured assessment of the viability of e-taxis. 

Conventional taxis are compared to e-taxis, and a range of important parameters is 

analysed. The aim is to investigate and suggest directions for a framework which allows to 

successfully introduce and operate e-taxis in Singapore.  

The basis of this assessment consists of a total cost of ownership (TCO) approach which 

is used to compare the costs of e-taxis and existing conventional taxis. Such a TCO 

approach is used as costs are often decisive for the implementation of a new technology. 

This TCO calculation is complemented on the input side (input data) as well as on its 

output side in order to incorporate the acceptance of e-taxis by taxi users such as drivers 

and passengers, and to provide specific outputs which allow the comparison of different 
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options. The overall assessment is parameter-based taking into consideration technical, 

economic as well as regulatory boundary conditions regarding EVs and their users in the 

regulated urban environment of Singapore.  

This work should be considered as a concept that can be adapted to other cities or 

transport services with the objective of performing similar assessments for other locations. 

In fact, taxi systems in serval large cities worldwide are similar to the one in Singapore 

where taxi drivers are effectively self-employed, as they lease a taxi for a fixed price from 

a taxi operator and keep the trip fares that they get paid from the passengers (see section 

3.2.1).  

1.3 Outline of content and structure of the work 

This thesis is structured as follows. In section 2, definitions and explanations are given for 

basic concepts which are referred to later on. Understanding these basics is considered 

crucial because major parts of the work are based on them. Section 3 contains a 

comprehensive summary of the state of knowledge in the fields of research which are 

relevant to this work. Important previous findings which are relevant for the topic of this 

work are summarised, and technical and economic terms concerning EVs, taxis and taxi 

systems, costs of EVs and acceptance of EVs by its users are given. A subsection is 

dedicated to the EVs and taxis in Singapore because data used in this thesis originates 

predominantly from in this city state. In section 4, a definition of the topic is given which is 

based on the insights listed in section 3.  

Sections 5 to 7 are dedicated to the presentation of the approach and results. In section 5, 

the approach and methodology is explained in detail. It covers the model which was 

developed to estimate the TCO of taxis in Singapore as well as the taxi drivers’ potential 

income with e-taxis. In addition, survey methodologies which were applied to collect data 

from taxi drivers and passengers are explained. Section 6 contains the results. These 

include results about the TCO of taxis as well as results from surveys with taxi drivers and 

passengers. All of these results are combined in order to make a comprehensive 

statement about the viability of e-taxis. In addition, as an add-on to the main results, the 

emissions caused by the operation of taxis in Singapore are addressed in section 5 and 6. 

In section 7, the results presented in section 6 are discussed. This includes the 

investigation of how changes to the key parameters of the model impact the overall 

results, i.e. the viability of e-taxis.  

Section 8 discusses the transferability of the present work. The purpose is to provide a 

comparison between other cities and the situation in Singapore in order to make a 

statement about the generalisation of the approach and the results. It also includes 

references to previous studies, and future research activities are proposed based on the 

findings of this work. Finally, it contains a summary of the work and an outlook. Figure 1.1 

contains an overview of the structure of this thesis.  
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Figure 1.1: Overall structure of the thesis 
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2 Definitions 

In this chapter, definitions of the main fundamental concepts are provided, which this work 

about the investigation of e-taxis is based on. The most important one is the idea of the 

TCO which forms the basis for the present work. Section 2.1 gives an overview of this 

concept. In addition, the term of life cycle costing (LCC) is explained as it is often used in 

a similar context. Section 2.2 refers to the somehow related concepts of willingness-to-pay 

(WTP) and willingness-to-accept (WTA) which represent the second fundamental idea 

that is referred to in this work. In section 2.3, the theory of planned behaviour (TPB) is 

explained, which is also used in this thesis.  

2.1 Total cost of ownership and life cycle costing 

The basic idea behind the ‘total cost’ of a product is that initial high (or low) purchase 

costs can be offset over time by low (or high) costs during the usage phase of a product. 

Consequently, it does not necessarily make sense to purchase the cheapest product on 

the market because it can result in higher total costs, for example due to increased costs 

during its usage period. This means that the lowest total cost can be described as an 

optimal combination of the upfront costs (e.g. purchase price of a car) and the operating 

costs (e.g. fuel costs) [Bru09 p36]. Figure 2.1 illustrates this situation in a simplified way. 

In literature, the total cost of a product is often referred to as the TCO or LCC.  

 

Figure 2.1: Basic idea of LCC considerations [Bru09 p36] 

According to [Gei09a p696, Wil00 p3], the topic of TCO has been formed by the Gartner 

Group which announced in 1987 that the assessment of costs for information technology 

(IT) equipment is often only based on its acquisition costs, and that costs which occur 
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during the operation of this equipment are not clear or not considered adequately. 

However, evidence can be found that TCO-like approaches were applied much earlier 

already. For example, according to [Cav91 p285, Gei09a pp695-696], total cost concepts 

have already been implemented in logistics in the 1940s.  

Until today, several attempts were made to define TCO. For example, [Ell94 p171] states 

that the TCO “represents an innovative philosophy aimed at developing an understanding 

of the “true cost” of doing business” because it does not only look at the price of 

purchasing a good, but also includes other cost issues associated with the product. In the 

case of a car, this may be fuel, maintenance or insurance costs. In addition, five major 

benefits of adopting a TCO approach are mentioned [Ell94 p173]: performance 

measurement, decision making, communication, insight/understanding and support of 

continuous improvement. Often, TCO is mentioned in relation to supplier evaluation or 

selection when it comes to assess the total costs associated with a product, and not only 

its purchase price [e.g. Boe01 p75, Ell95 p4].  

In addition to the TCO concept, LCC is described as an approach which has similar 

characteristics. For example, [VDI05 p3] states that for IT systems, TCO is used in the 

same sense as LCC. According to [Ell95 p5], LCC focuses on the purchase price of an 

asset, but also on the costs for using, maintaining and disposing it at the end of its 

lifetime. In addition, LCC tends to emphasise pre-transaction costs. [Gei09a] provides a 

comparison of the concepts: TCO and LCC are both instruments of strategic cost 

management which can be used to support the analysis of direct and indirect costs of 

capital goods. TCO is found to be sometimes a bit more comprehensive because it also 

includes transaction costs along the supply chain which are less important for LCC. In 

general, however, there is a lack of clear definitions of these concepts. Some authors 

consider both terms as somehow identical, others use LCC as a subset of TCO, and 

again others mention TCO without referring to LCC at all, which is found be related to the 

perspective of the user. In contrast, TCO is usually not considered as a subset of LCC.  

Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 visualise in two different ways that the acquisition costs (e.g. 

initial investment, acquisition and installation) are often only a fraction of the true total 

costs associated with a product. Table 2.1 provides a list of possible definitions and 

descriptions of the TCO and LCC concepts.  
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Figure 2.2: Graphic representation of life cycle costs [VDI05 p5] 

 

Figure 2.3: The role of acquisition costs within the life cycle [Gei09b p2] 

Table 2.1: Possible definitions and descriptions of TCO and LCC 

Definition / description Source 

“TCO-based models attempt to include all quantifiable costs in the 

supplier choice that are incurred throughout the purchased item's life 

cycle.“ 

[Boe01 p82] 
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“Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) is an analysis meant to uncover all the 

lifetime costs that follow from owning certain kinds of assets. For this 

reason, TCO is sometimes called life cycle cost analysis.” 

[Sch16a] 

“TCO includes a variety of cost related items. Whether a cost is included 

in the TCO analysis generally depends on the relative importance or 

magnitude of those costs for the items purchased. […] TCO and variations 

thereof are called many names: all-in-costs, life cycle costing, cost-based 

supplier performance evaluation, and the total cost concept, to name a 

few.“ 

[Ell94 p171] 

“TCO is a purchasing tool and philosophy aimed at understanding the 

relevant cost of buying a particular good or service from a particular 

supplier. […] In addition to the price paid for the item, TCO may include 

the costs incurred by purchasing for order placement, research and 

qualification of suppliers, transportation, receiving, inspection, rejection, 

storage and disposal.“ 

[Ell98 p56] 

“No one model fits all purchase situations. A standard TCO model 

analyses a number of predetermined factors. A unique TCO model is one 

developed specifically to consider whatever cost elements are most 

applicable to that particular purchase.“ 

[Ell98 p67] 

“Life cycle costs (LCC) are summations of the estimated cost from 

inception to disposal for both equipment and projects as determined by an 

analytical study and an estimate of the total costs experienced during the 

life of equipment or projects …” 

[Hei06 p3970] 

(process industry) 

“… TCO includes all costs, direct and indirect, incurred throughout the life 

cycle of an asset, including acquisition and procurement, operations and 

maintenance, and end-of-life management.” 

[Hei06 p3970] 

(IT) 

“… TCO denotes the cost of owning a vehicle from the purchase, through 

its maintenance, and finally its sale as a used car.“ 

[Hei06 p3971] 

(automotive) 

“Customer life-cycle costs focus on the total costs incurred by a customer 

to acquire, use, maintain, and dispose of a product or service.“ 
[Hor15 p533] 

“… the so-called total cost of ownership (TCO). It sums up all relevant 

expenses during the “life” of a vehicle that need to be paid by the owner 

and can consider economic effects like inflation or depreciation of value.” 

[Lie14 p3] 

“The life cycle cost of an item is the sum of all funds expended in support 

of the item from its conception and fabrication through its operation to the 

end of its useful life.“ 

[Whi76 p39] 

In general, it can be said that there is no overall standardised TCO concept that can be 

used in all contexts or for various problems. TCO approaches have rather been developed 

for specific applications which prevented standardisation [Gei09a p693]. Hence, as no 
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clear definition of the TCO and LCC concepts can be found in literature, there have been 

attempts to provide some kind of standardisation which may facilitate a more widespread 

usage of TCO and LCC analyses [Gei09a p697]. [Gei09a pp710-711] also suggests to 

use the DIN-model [DIN05 p14] as a basis for such a standardisation as it already 

incorporates many of the criteria which the authors define as being key criteria for a 

standardised TCO or LCC model. Figure 2.4 shows the DIN model. It is structured into the 

six main phases of the life cycle of a product, namely concept and definition, design and 

development, manufacturing, assembly, usage and maintenance as well as disposal. For 

each of these phases, different cost categories (types) and structural levels of a product 

have to be considered.  

 

Figure 2.4: Concept for cost elements [DIN05 p14] 

In the following parts of this work, the term TCO shall be used to describe the total costs 

associated with the life cycle of a product. In the present case, the product is considered 

to be a single car or taxi vehicle. Hence, the definitions of the TCO according to [Hei06 

p3971, Lie14 p3] (see Table 2.1) seem most appropriate to be used as a basis.  

2.2 Willingness-to-Pay and Willingness-to-Accept 

Both concepts, WTP and WTA, are derived from Hicks’ welfare measures [Hic43 p33-35] 

who distinguishes between ‘compensating variation’ and ‘equivalent variation’. [Gru08 

p1110] summarises Hicks’ idea as follows: “Compensating variation measures the amount 

of money that is required after the change to make a respondent’s level of utility the same 

as before the change, while equivalent variation measures the amount of money that is 

required before the change, to make utility the same as it would be after the change. 
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Within both of these concepts, a distinction can be made between WTA (when 

compensation is required) and WTP (when a payment is required)”.  

Hence, one has to distinguish between situations of increase and decrease of a person’s 

level of utility [Ahl99 p3-6]. For an increase of the utility, e.g. better urban air quality due to 

a higher number of zero-emission BEVs, the compensating variation is called WTP, 

whereas the equivalent variation is called WTA. For a situation where a person’s level of 

utility decreases, e.g. lower driving range of a BEV compared to an ICEV due to limited 

battery capacity of the traction battery, WTP and WTA have to be inversed. Thus, WTP 

and WTA can be defined as described in Table 2.2:  

Table 2.2: WTP and WTA [based on Ahl99 p3-6] 

 Increase of utility (ΔU > 0) Decrease of utility (ΔU < 0) 

Compensating 

variation (point 

of view: after 

change of 

situation) 

WTP 

Maximum amount that someone is 

willing to pay to prevent a 

(previous) lower level of utility 

compared to his/her present 

situation 

WTA 

Minimum amount that someone 

requires as a compensation for 

accepting a (previous) higher level 

of utility compared to his/her 

present situation 

Equivalent 

variation (point 

of view: before 

change of 

situation) 

WTA 

Minimum amount that someone is 

willing to accept to go without a 

(future) higher level of utility 

compared to his/her present 

situation 

WTP 

Maximum amount that someone is 

willing to pay to prevent a (future) 

lower level of utility compared to 

his/her present situation 

Knowledge about the WTP plays a key role in many pricing decisions and new product 

development [Bre06 p8, Voe06 p137]. BEVs can be considered as new products 

compared to ICEVs, which makes WTP and WTA important concepts in the context of this 

work. According to [Voe06 p137], it is important as well to measure WTP with respect to a 

given quantity of a product.  

For example, regarding the purchase and usage of vehicles or taxis, someone may have 

a higher WTP to buy or lease a BEV compared to an equivalent ICEV because the BEV 

offers a higher utility in terms of emission reduction or driving behaviour. The WTP can 

also be negative, for example if the driving range of the BEV is considered to low so that it 

offers a lower level of utility only. In contrast to the definition above, the term WTA shall be 

used in this work as a non-monetary measurement of the attitude of people towards a 

product or service, i.e. to what extent they accept it depending on particular characteristics 

of product or service. A description of the methods to measure WTP can be found in 

section 3.4.  
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2.3 Theory of planned behaviour 

Apart from the terms TCO and WTP or WTA, the TPB is another concept which is used in 

this work. The TPB was shaped by Ajzen [Ajz91, Ajz05], and it is essentially an extension 

of the theory of reasoned action (TRA) [Ajz91 p181, Arm01 p471], which shall not be 

further explained in this work.  

The TPB is one of the most popular models to predict a person’s behaviour [Arm01 p471]. 

It claims that behaviour is influenced by three main constructs and that is can be predicted 

by analysing the intention to perform this behaviour [Ajz91 pp181-182, Ajz05 p118]. The 

tree constructs are: 

The attitude towards the behaviour (AB): This can be explained as a person’s 

evaluation of performing a particular behaviour.  

The perceived social norm (SN): This can be considered as a person’s social pressure 

to perform or not perform a particular behaviour, and it is usually governed by the person’s 

normative perceptions.  

The perceived behavioural control (BC): This factor has been added by Ajzen to the 

TRA in order to form the TPB. It represents a person’s ability to perform a particular 

behaviour taking into account non-motivational factors such as opportunities or resources 

which may extend or restrict a person’s ability to perform the behaviour.  

Figure 2.5 shows the TPB in form of a structural diagram according to [Ajz91 p182]. BC 

and intention towards this behaviour can be used to predict behaviour. The intention to 

perform this behaviour can be explained by the AB, the BC as well as the SN which are 

shown on the left of the diagram.  
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Figure 2.5: The TPB [Ajz91 p182] 

The TPB has since been applied in a diverse range of research topics including for 

example tourism, e-commerce and medicine [Han10, Pav06, Roc13]. In the present work, 

the concept of the TPB is used to explain a person’s intention to use a BEV, or in 

particular an e-taxi. However, this particular aspect should be considered as add-on to the 

main work on the TCO of e-taxis.  
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3 State of knowledge 

In this chapter, the context of this work as well as relevant previous research on EVs is 

explained. This includes a description of previous findings that are related to EVs and taxi 

industries. Section 3.1 gives an introduction about the different types of EVs and their 

technology. In section 3.2, taxi systems in different cities are described in order to provide 

a basis for the understanding of the method of assessing e-taxis, which are explained in 

section 5. Section 3.3 summarises important aspects of previous studies on the costs of 

electric and conventional vehicles. Section 3.4 contains an overview of previous studies 

about the WTP for different types of EVs. Finally, in section 3.5, the situation in Singapore 

is explained in greater detail in order to establish a basis for the assessment of e-taxis in 

Singapore which is presented in the following chapters (5 to 8).  

3.1 Electric vehicles 

EVs form an integral part of this work. Hence, this paragraph gives an overview of their 

development, classification, current technology as well as their benefits and drawbacks.  

3.1.1 History of electric vehicles 

The concept of vehicles propelled by an electric motor is older than the idea to power 

them by an ICE. In fact, around the beginning of the 20th century, EVs were seen as 

‘environmental saviour’ for many cities [Spa12 p169]. At that time, horses served as a 

main mode of transportation, but they left behind large amounts of manure in the cities 

which was unhygienic and caused health issues.  

EVs, however, were quiet and locally emission-free. With the mass production of 

rechargeable batteries around the end of the 19th century, they became a widely used 

mode of transportation [Low12 p3]. For example, in 1897, the first commercial application 

of EVs was a fleet of e-taxis in New Nork City [Cha13 p208]. Figure 3.1 shows such a 

battery-electric New York taxi cab. In contrast, ICEVs were noisy, vibrating machines that 

emitted exhaust fumes. They had to be started manually by hand cranking and were 

relatively unreliable and difficult to drive without synchronised gear boxes [Cha13 p209, 

Low12 pp3-4, Spa12 p169].  
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Figure 3.1: E-taxi in New York in the early 1900s [Low12 p5, Cha13 p209] 

With the invention and commercialisation of essential ICEV technologies including the 

muffler, carburettor and especially the electric starter motor, major drawbacks of ICEVs 

disappeared. In addition, BEVs were expensive and had a low range due to their heavy 

lead-acid batteries with low energy density. It also took several hours to recharge the 

batteries, and charging infrastructure was limited. In contrast, ICEVs were able to travel 

much higher distances on a comparatively small amount of fossil fuel. [Cha13 p210, 

Low12 pp5-6, Spa12 pp170-171].  

With the development of lithium ion (Li-ion) batteries and the increasing concern about the 

scarcity of fossil fuels and the negative environmental impact of ICEVs running on fossil 

fuel, EVs experienced a revival in the recent years. Li-ion batteries can now be recharged 

in a reasonable amount of time, have a sufficient energy density and allow to make 

vehicles independent from the availability of fossil fuels. Thus, a range of different types of 

EVs came on the market, ranging from electric bicycles over passenger cars to battery-

powered buses. [Low12 pp13-14, Spa12 p171] This recent development can be seen as 

an equivalent to the need for cleaner modes of transportation about a century ago when 

horses polluted the cities instead of ICEVs.  

3.1.2 Electric vehicle technologies 

The term EV covers a range of vehicles with different degrees of electrification of their 

powertrains. The degree of electrification is defined by [Low12 p22] as the electric motor 

power divided by the sum of the electric motor power and the ICE power. [BCG09 p2] 
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structures the degrees of electrification by aligning them along an ‘electrification path’. 

Starting from advanced ICEVs which run on fossil fuels such as diesel or petrol, the path 

extends towards BEVs, covering ICEVs with fuel saving technologies (mild hybrid 

vehicles), hybrid-electric vehicles (HEVs), plug-in hybrid-electric vehicles (PHEVs), range-

extended electric vehicles (REEVs) as well as fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs). HEVs, 

PHEVs and REEVs are equipped with an ICE and an electric motor which contribute both 

to the propulsion of the vehicles. In addition, the battery of BEVs, PHEVs and REEVs can 

usually be recharged by an external power source. [BCG09 pp2-3, Yay12 pp44-49] 

FCEVs do not have an ICE, but they can be refuelled at hydrogen fuelling stations similar 

to ICEVs which run on petrol or diesel. Unlike BEVs and PHEVs, FECVs generally do not 

require charging as the energy for driving is generated on-board the vehicle by 

transforming hydrogen into electricity [Was14].  

Figure 3.2 depicts this pathway, including a brief description of the main characteristics of 

each of these powertrain technologies. Strictly speaking, not all of them feature some 

degree of electrification. Advanced ICEVs and mild hybrid vehicles are essentially ICEVs 

with technologies that allow to save fuel and limit exhaust emissions. According to the 

definition above, their degree of electrification would be zero. Hence, EVs shall be 

referred to as those vehicles that actually use an electric motor for driving: HEV, PHEV, 

FCEV, BEV and REEV.  

 

Figure 3.2: Electrification pathway [based on BCG09 p2; Yay12 pp44-49] 

In the context of this work, ICEVs as well as HEVs serve as a point of reference for the 

evaluation of BEVs, as these types of vehicles are currently operating as taxis in 

Singapore. Hence, the respective powertrain technologies will be explained in greater 

detail. The other types of EVs shall not be described further. 
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In a BEV, a traction battery is the only power source. It supplies energy to an electric 

motor which is connected to the drive wheels via a transmission. The energy flow to the 

motor is controlled by power electronics (inverter). The battery can be charged by an 

external power source via a plug-in charger which can be a part of either the vehicle or the 

charging device. Usually, it is desirable to recoup kinetic energy when the vehicle 

decelerates and store it in the battery in form of electric energy. In this case, the electric 

motor functions as a generator and allows for (frictionless) regenerative breaking which 

helps to save energy, to prolong the range of the EV and to reduce wear of mechanical 

parts such as the traditional friction breaks. [Low12 p19] A BEV does not have an ICE and 

exhaust system so that it does not produce emissions from driving. However, emissions 

from energy production in power plants can be considered as the emissions caused by 

the usage of a BEV (see section 3.1.5).  

Contrary to the BEV, an HEV features both an electric motor and an ICE [McK10 p15]. 

Different configurations are possible of how the ICE and the electric motor are connected 

to the wheels and how they contribute to the propulsion of the vehicle [Low12 pp21,23]. In 

the case of the Toyota Prius, the HEV that is referred to in this work, both motors are 

connected to the transmission and contribute to the propulsion of the vehicle. A power 

split device controls how much of the combined power comes from the electric motor or 

ICE [Toy03 p2].  

The battery of a HEV cannot be recharged by an external power source. Instead, a 

generator converts the mechanical energy from the engine into electric energy which is 

stored in the battery. In addition, regenerative breaking is possible. [Low12 pp21,23] 

Figure 3.3 depicts the powertrain layout of a BEV and a HEV such as the Toyota Prius. In 

addition, the layout of an ICEV is shown. As the ICE powertrain is a standard technology 

which is used in most series production cars today, it will not be described in detail here.  

 

Figure 3.3: Powertrain configurations of an ICEV, a HEV and a BEV [based on McK10 p15] 
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3.1.3 Battery technologies 

The two most commonly used battery technologies in EVs today are Li-ion and nickel 

metal hydride (NiMH) batteries. HEVs are usually equipped with NiMH batteries, whereas 

todays BEVs as well as PHEV usually feature Li-ion batteries [You13 p16]. There are 

different Li-ion battery technologies that have similar battery chemistries. In contrast to 

HEVs and BEVs, ICEVs usually rely on lead-acid batteries. In this work, the focus will be 

on Li-ion batteries used in BEVs because they contribute to a large part of the TCO of the 

vehicles.  

In EVs, batteries consist of several battery cells which are grouped in battery modules. 

The entire battery pack of a car is usually a combination of a number of such modules. 

[You13 p20] Regarding the battery cells which make up Li-ion battery packs in EVs, one 

can generally distinguish between round cells (‘18650’-type cells) which can also be found 

in other devices such as laptops, and cells designed for automotive use (‘VDA’ cells) 

[Koc14a pp5-6]. Most EV manufacturers today use battery packs which consist of VDA 

cells. Tesla, however, use 18560-typ cells in their current Model S car.  

Table 3.1 provides an explanation of the main battery parameters which are referred to in 

this work. It also gives a typical range of values for (VDA-type) Li-ion battery packs in 

BEVs.  

Table 3.1: Main Li-ion battery parameters 

Parameter Explanation / Calculation Unit Typical values Source 

Capacity 

Maximum amount of 

energy that can be stored 

in a (fully charged) battery 

[kWh] 

From 16 kWh 

(Mitsubishi iMiev) 

to 100 kWh 

(Tesla Model S) 

Mit16 

Tes16a 

C-rate 

Charge or discharge rate of 

the battery; e.g. 1C equals 

one full charge or 

discharge in one hour 

[1/h] 

Charge: up to 3C 

Discharge: 2-3C 

(18650), 10-20C 

(VDA) 

Mat14 p4 

You13 p20 

State of 

charge 

(SOC) 

Percentage of remaining 

battery capacity at a given 

point of time: 

��� = ����	
	
� ���	������� ���	��  

[%] 

Min. approx. 

10% to 20% 

Max. 100% 

You13 p21 

Depth of 

discharge 

(DOD) 

��� = 100% − ��� [%] 
Approx. 

80% to 90% 
You13 p21 
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State of 

health (SOH) 

Ratio of maximum capacity 

of aged battery to 

maximum capacity of new 

battery: 

��� = ���� ���	������� ���	�� 

[%] ≥ 80% 

Bic11 p17 

BuW16 p73 

Con04 p3 

Dul11 p13 

You13 p21 

Cycle life 

Number of discharge-

charge cycles until battery 

fails to meet defined 

performance criteria 

- 

500 to 5000 

(values vary 

significantly) 

Con04 p3 

Moe13 p32 

Pes09 p9 

Yay12 p55 

Calendar life 

Ability of battery to 

withstand degradation over 

time 

[a] 10 to15 

Con04 p3 

Dul11 p5 

Nem09 p9 

Pes09 p9 

(Gravimetric) 

Energy 

density of 

battery pack 

Energy capacity per unit of 

mass 
[Wh/kg] 

160-200 (18650) 

80-150 (VDA) 
Mat14 p4 

(Volumetric) 

Energy 

density of 

battery pack 

Energy capacity per unit of 

volume 
[Wh/L] 

150-250 (18650) 

100-150 (VDA) 
Mat14 p4 

Cost 
Cost per kWh of battery 

pack 1 [SGD/kWh] 2 

Approx. 280 to 

190 (18560) 

Approx. 450 to 

280 (VDA) 

Koc14a p6 

Note: a = year(s); h = hour(s); L = litre(s); kg = kilogram(s); (k)Wh = (kilo)watt hour(s).  
1 More details about costs of batteries for BEVs are provided in section 5.1.3.  
2 SGD refers to Singapore dollars. Exchange rates used in this work are provided in section 5.1.1.  

It has to be kept in mind that the values listed in Table 3.1 serve as a general reference 

only. In particular, the cycle life which is an important parameter used in this work strongly 

depends on a number of factors. They include the operating temperature, the SOC, the 

calendar life, the DOD and the C-rate. [Aru16] provides an overview of all the stress 

factors and their influence on Li-ion battery ageing. Their understanding requires 

extensive knowledge about the battery behaviour under different conditions, and they 

shall not be a focus of this work. Nevertheless, the impact of the battery life on the cost of 

EVs will be assessed. This is considered important for e-taxis which generally cover 

higher annual mileages compared to private cars [LTA15a, Sel15] and hence ‘use up’ the 

battery cycle life much quicker. In general, the following relationships between battery 

parameters and battery life exist [You13 p17, Aru16]: 
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- SOC: high SOC range has negative effect on battery life 

- DOD: high DOD has negative effect on battery life 

- C-rate: high C-rate has negative effect on battery life 

- Operating temperature: high temperatures have negative effect on battery life 

For automotive applications, the cycle life of the battery is typically defined as the number 

of (complete) charge and discharge cycles that a battery withstands before its remaining 

capacity is only 80% of the initial capacity of the new battery [Bic11 p17, BuW16 p73, 

Con04 p3, Dul11 p13]. Below that value, a battery is considered unusable because the 

reduced capacity would lead to a lower range of the vehicle so that more frequent 

charging would be required. This is particularly important for this work as frequent 

charging may be very inconvenient for taxi drivers who have to recharge their vehicle 

relatively often compared to private vehicles due to the high daily mileage they drive.  

3.1.4 EV Charging Infrastructure 

Operating EVs with rechargeable batteries also requires the availability of suitable 

charging facilities. This paragraph gives a short overview of the different charging 

systems.  

In general, different charging technologies can de distinguished [Yay12 pp61-66]. The 

most common technology today is conductive charging where the vehicle battery is 

connected with a power source using a plug and cable. Depending on the power source, 

alternating current (AC) or direct current (DC) can be supplied. As the vehicle battery 

requires DC to be charged, AC needs to be converted by a suitable converter which can 

be part of the vehicle or the charging facility. AC is widely available for charging (e.g. 

household plug), but charging speed is low compared to DC chargers [Klu11, Vid11 p9]. 

Inductive charging is another possibility. In contrast to conductive charging, there is no 

physical linkage between the power source and the battery. Instead, the principle of 

inductive energy transmission is used where energy is transferred through an air gap 

[Shi14 pp1179-1180, Yay12 p64]. For example, coils can be placed underneath a parking 

spot of an EV which induce a current inside the vehicle so that the battery can be 

charged. Battery swapping can also be considered as a charging technology. Here, the 

entire traction battery of the EV is removed from the vehicle at special facilities (swapping 

station) and replaced by another fully charged battery. The process is quick compared to 

conductive or inductive charging, taking only 90 seconds [Bel09]. As charging 

infrastructure is not the main focus of this work, the analysis will be limited to conductive 

charging.  

Charging can also be classified by charging type. [Vid11 p9] proposes four charging types 

which are listed in Table 3.2. Except for battery swapping, the power rating for all types 

refers to the conductive or inductive charging technology.  
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Table 3.2: Charging type by power rating [based on Vid11 p9] 

Charging type Power rating 

slow < 7 kW 

quick 7 kW – 44 kW 

fast > 44 kW 

battery swapping - 

Note: kW = kilowatt.  

Due to lack of standardisation, a variety of charging connectors is used in EVs. [Klu11] 

provides an overview of different connectors which are used in different countries. 

Although a variety of plugs are required for different countries and usage scenarios, a 

certain degree of standardisation would help to reduce incompatibilities.  

In order to compensate for the limited range of EVs, networks of charging facilities are 

required to make long-distance travel with BEVs more convenient. The US BEV 

manufacturer Tesla Motors has set their own charging network in many countries in North 

America, Europe and the Asia/Pacific region. This network allows Tesla customers to 

travel longer distances by fast-charging the battery of their car with a charging power of 

120 kW (DC), which reduces the charging time significantly compared to AC charging. 

Charging the vehicle battery from 10% to about 80% SOC takes approximate 40 min only. 

[Tes16b] 

3.1.5 Benefits and challenges of electric vehicles 

In general, EVs and in particular BEVs have a number of advantages compared to 

conventional vehicles. However, there are also some drawbacks which have to be taken 

into consideration.  

Regarding the advantages, the reduction of GHG emissions is usually mentioned. Unlike 

ICEVs, BEVs do not produce tailpipe emissions from driving which can contribute to 

improved air quality in areas where they are used instead of ICEVs. Thus, BEVs can help 

to cope with air pollution in urban areas caused by traffic. Air pollution covers GHG 

emissions such as carbon dioxide (CO2) and other exhaust gases such as methane and 

nitrous oxide [Lie14 p3].  

However, as the electricity which EVs use to drive is generated in power plants, energy 

production has to be considered as well. As a consequence, the magnitude of the savings 

potential depends on the energy mix in the respective location. For example, it is 

understandable that in China where emissions for the production of petrol, diesel, 

compressed natural gas (CNG) and electricity are higher than in other countries [Lie14 

p11], the emissions from using vehicles which rely on those fuels are higher, too. In 
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contrast, in Singapore where about 95% of the electricity is produced from natural gas 

[EMA15 p100], the overall lifetime emissions can be reduced. Thus, the so-called well-to-

tank (WTT) emissions for electricity generation as well as tank-to-wheel (TTW) emissions 

from driving have to be considered for a holistic assessment. Ideally, emissions from 

vehicle production are also considered. They can be different for ICEVs and BEVs due to 

different vehicle components, in particular the battery [Reu14 p129].  

BEVs are also considered to be quieter compared to ICEVs. In fact, electric drivetrains 

operate more quietly so that there is a potential to reduce traffic noise. However, speed is 

a critical factor. According to [Coc14 p381], only at very low speeds below 32 km/h, EVs 

were found to be quieter than ICEVs, and differences already diminish at around 20 km/h. 

Consequently, it is questionable whether a large number of BEVs will help to significantly 

reduce traffic noise in urban areas where the average speed is higher. [Sch16b Appendix 

E] reports average speed values between about 17 and 55 km/h, which Singapore being 

at about 33 km/h.  

Another advantage is the independence from primary energy sources. ICEVs heavily rely 

on oil or gas, which form the basis for petrol, diesel or CNG. Electricity, however, can be 

produced from various energy sources including fossil fuels such as oil, gas or coal, or 

renewable energy sources such as wind, hydro or solar power. Hence, BEVs have a 

greater flexibility in terms of energy sources, and they have the potential to make mobility 

more independent from fossil fuels by using electricity from renewable energy sources.  

On the other hand, the limited range of BEVs is one of their main disadvantages 

compared to ICEVs. Currently, even Tesla’s Model S which is a BEV with a comparatively 

large battery and long range only covers about 500 km on a full battery using the New 

European Driving Cycle (NEDC) as a reference [Tes16c]. Today’s ICEVs can easily cover 

more than that on a full tank of petrol or diesel.  

In addition to the range, ‘fuelling’ time is another concern. Whereas a petrol tank of an 

ICEV can be filled at a petrol station within a few minutes, fully charging a battery of a 

BEV can take several hours. Even with Tesla’s super chargers which allow to fast-charge 

the vehicle battery, 30 min are needed to charge for about 170 miles (274 km) [Tes16b]. 

This makes BEVs an inconvenient choice for long distance travelling, especially if fast-

charging options along the route are not available. It can also be a critical point for taxi 

drivers who drive many kilometres per day, and who do not want to lose time for charging 

their taxis while they could transport passengers and earn money.  

Finally, costs are a major obstacle for the uptake of EVs, which are generally more 

expensive to buy compared to similar ICEVs due to the expensive battery technology 

which can account for up to 50% of the costs of an EV [Kam13 p47]. However, in return, 

EVs offer the possibility to save on operating costs including for example fuel and 

maintenance costs. Hence, the competitiveness of EVs in terms of costs has to be 
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assessed on an individual basis depending on the use case. As costs are a key element 

of this work, a more detailed description can be found in a separate chapter (section 3.3).  

[Yay12 p50] provides a comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of both BEVs 

and ICEVs, which is summarised in Table 3.3.  

Table 3.3: Advantages and disadvantages of ICEVs and BEVs [based on Yay12 p50] 

BEV ICEV 

Advantages Disadvantages 

- High efficiency of electric motor (95%) 

- Regenerative braking possible 

- Relatively silent 

- No local emissions 

- Low maintenance 

- Low variable mobility costs (low electricity 

costs) 

- Low efficiency of ICE 

- Regenerative braking not possible 

- Medium to high noise level 

- Local (tailpipe) emissions 

- Regular service, incl. oil changes 

- High variable mobility costs (high fuel 

costs) 

Disadvantages Advantages 

- Low range 

- High battery costs 

 

- Missing charging infrastructure 

- High range 

- Petrol tank, no additional costs for energy 

storage 

- Established network of petrol stations 

3.2 Taxi systems 

This section contains a brief description of the taxi systems in various cities. This includes 

the Singaporean system which is similar to the one in many other cities, and whose 

structure is an important basis for the approach presented later in this work. A more 

detailed description of taxis in Singapore can be found in section 3.5.3.  

3.2.1 Taxi systems in different cities 

In many cities around the world, taxis are part of the urban transportation system. In 

general, the number of taxis in a city is strongly related to its population [Sal11 p159].  

A summary of the taxi systems in selected cities is given in Table 3.4 below. Data about 

the population, number of taxis and e-taxis is included. Usually, taxi drivers are either self-

employed or lease a taxi vehicle from a taxi operator. In addition, taxi drivers need a 

particular license or permit in order for them to carry passengers for reward. In Germany, 

taxi drivers can also be employed by a taxi operator on a contract which allows them to 

earn a regular salary [Lin16 p48]. As taxi drivers usually have fixed daily costs from 

owning or leasing a vehicle, they are required to have enough passengers every day to 

cover their costs and have a regular income. 
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In some cities, conditions apply to drivers for leasing a taxi. For example, in Singapore, 

taxi drivers are required to accumulate a minimum of 250 km per day in order to comply 

with taxi availability standards. In addition, taxi operators are required to ensure that a 

given percentage of their fleets are operating during peak and non-peak hours. [LTA15c]  

Thus, the taxi systems in different cities worldwide seem to work similar. Drivers usually 

have fixed costs for owning or hiring a vehicle, and they keep the fares that they get paid 

from the passengers.  

Table 3.4: Taxi systems in different cities 

City Parameter Value / Description Sources 

Amsterdam Population /  
Taxis /  
Taxis per 1000 inhab. 

1,099,000 
3,500 
3.18 

UN16 p22 
Die16 
calculated 

 Taxi system Self-employed drivers Tax17 

 E-taxis 
 
Number / status 

e.g. Tesla Model S, Nissan Leaf, 
Nissan e-NV200 
339 / operational 

Kan15 

Beijing Population /  
Taxis /  
Taxis per 1000 inhab. 

21,240,000 
67,546 
3.18 

UN16 p12 

Sta14 
calculated 

 Taxi system Taxi operators with drivers leasing 
taxis from them 

Eek13 

 E-taxis 
 
Number / status 

e.g. Beijing Auto E150EV, Beijing 
Auto Senova EV200 
1600 / pilot projects 

APE14 p4 
Fei15 

Berlin Population /  
Taxis /  
Taxis per 1000 inhab. 

3,578,000 
7,647 
2.14 

UN16 p21 
Sta15 
calculated 

 Taxi system 1. Owner drivers; 2. Employed drivers Lin16 p4,5,48 

 E-taxis 
Number / status 

Tesla Model S, Nissan Leaf 
Less than 10 / operational 

Eco15 
Fun16 

Hong Kong Population /  
Taxis /  
Taxis per 1000 inhab. 

7,365,000 
18,138 
2.65 

UN16 p14 
HTD16 p1 
calculated 

 Taxi system Taxi operators with drivers leasing 
taxis from them 

Bi13 

 E-taxis 
Number / status 

BYD e6 
45 / trial project, declared failure after 
two years 

Ge17 

London Population /  
Taxis /  
 
Taxis per 1000 inhab. 

10,434,000 
22,000 taxis and 62,800 private hire 
vehicles 
2.11 (8.13 including private hire 
vehicles) 

UN16 p21 
UDT15 p2 
 
calculated 
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 Taxi system 1. Owner drivers; 2. Taxi operators 
with drivers leasing taxis from them 

TfL17 

 E-taxis 
Number / status 

BYD e6 
20 private hire vehicles / in operation 

ECR14 

New York Population /  
Taxis /  
Taxis per 1000 inhab. 

8,537,673 
13,237 
1.55 

NYC16  
NYC13 p13 
calculated 

 Taxi system 1. Owner drivers; 2. Taxi operators 
with drivers leasing taxis from them;  
3. Mixed system (privately owned 
vehicle and leased taxi license) 

NYC13 p17 

 E-taxis 
Number / status 

Nissan Leaf 
5 / trial program 2013 to 2015 

INL16 p1 

Shenzhen Population /  
Taxis /  
Taxis per 1000 inhab. 

10,828,000 
15,850 
1.46 

UN16 p13 
He15 
calculated 

 Taxi system Taxi operators with drivers leasing 
taxis from them 

Hua15 

 E-taxis 
Number / status 

BYD e6 
850 / operational 

He15 

Singapore Population /  
Taxis /  
Taxis per 1000 inhab. 

5,717,000 
28,259 
4.96 

UN16 p18 
LTA15b 
calculated 

 Taxi system 1. Taxi operators with drivers leasing 
taxis from them; 2. Owner drivers 

SMR16a 
Tax16 

 E-taxis 
Number / status 

BYD e6 
100 / trial started in September 2016 

TST16b 

Sydney Population /  
Taxis /  
Taxis per 1000 inhab. 

4,540,000 
5,568 
1.23 

UN16 p26 
CIE12 p18 
calculated 

 Taxi system 1. Fixed leasing rate per shift; 2. 
Bailee (quasi-employed) driver 

CIE12 pp14-17 

 E-taxis 
 
Number / status 

Tesla Model S limousine service (no 
regular taxi service) 
Unknown / fully operational 

Evo16 

Note: figures date from different years; they provide a rough indication of the taxi populations in different cities, 

but they may not be directly comparable.  

With smartphones being used by most people, new applications are being released by 

taxi companies and third party application developers which allow passengers to book taxi 

trips in a more convenient way. Taxi passengers key in their pickup location and desired 

destination into the app via a passenger user interface. Then, taxi drivers are able to see 

a list of bookings from different passengers, respond via a driver interface and pick up the 

passenger at the indicated location. In Singapore, some of the taxi companies including 

the biggest taxi operator, ComforDelgro [Com16], offer such smartphone applications. In 
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addition, third party apps are available with the most important one being GrabTaxi 

[Gra16b]. GrabTaxi is also available in a range of other South-East Asian countries.  

3.2.2 Alternatives to traditional taxis 

In many major cities around the world, the taxi system is currently facing challenges as 

new transport providers enter the market. In particular, the transportation network 

company Uber is considered a main competitor for the taxi industry. Using a smartphone 

application, passengers are able to book private trips with Uber drivers [Ube16a]. In a 

range of South-East Asian countries, GrabCar [Gra16a] is another competitor. Its service 

is comparable to the one of Uber.  

In general, everyone with a car driver’s license and a car can become an Uber driver. 

However, following legal restrictions and sometimes protests by the highly regulated taxi 

industry, more and more cities now require Uber drivers to fulfil minimum requirements 

which include requirements for the car (e.g. age limits, number of doors) and the drivers 

(e.g. driving license requirements, clean driving records). This conflict was also fuelled by 

the fact that Uber rides are often a bit cheaper compared to taxi trips. Safety may also be 

improved as the privacy of the drivers is removed by the smartphone application where 

their profile is visible to the potential customer. However, Uber drivers are usually not 

allowed to pick up passengers along the street or queue at taxi stands, which remains a 

privilege of taxis. [DAE16 pp3,7,14,43].  

Hence, such services have opened up new alternatives for people who want to do taxi 

driving or who look for an additional income. Uber or GrabCar drivers can even rent 

vehicles for long term from specific rental companies which have offers tailored to people 

who want to become Uber or GrabCar drivers [e.g. Ube16b, Ube16c].  

3.3 TCO of BEVs and conventional vehicles 

This section summarises previous work on the TCO of EVs and conventional vehicles. 

Many studies can be found on the TCO of private vehicles. In contrast, studies about 

public vehicles such as taxis are rare.  

The assessment of the TCO from the user’s point of view is often based on the description 

of the TCO provided by [Hei06 p3971] (see Table 2.1), which says that the TCO of 

vehicles is a sum of all costs incurred during their life including purchase, operation and 

end-of-life (EOL). Thus, the first part of the TCO of vehicles is the purchase price including 

margins and applicable taxes. During the operation of the vehicle, additional costs 

accumulate, which include for example fuel costs, maintenance costs, insurance costs, 

road taxes and parking fees. Finally, at the end of the usage period of the vehicles, the 

user or owner will usually sell or scrap the vehicle which can lead to a profit (selling) or 

incur additional costs (scrapping).  
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3.3.1 Classification of TCO models for vehicles 

There are a vast range of models that deal with the TCO of vehicles in different ways. This 

makes it difficult to classify them and to provide a comprehensive overview of previous 

TCO studies. Often, TCO models form a part of a larger analysis. This may include an 

assessment of GHG emissions of single vehicles or fleets of vehicles with different 

propulsion technologies, or an analysis of the charging infrastructure required for EVs.  

Such models investigate entire transportation systems, analyse the potential market share 

of a particular type of vehicles such as BEVs or include consumer acceptance data, and 

they may be initiated by research organisations or government agencies in order to 

evaluate the implications for the society. In these assessments, the level of detail for the 

TCO calculation varies. Some studies take an average value for the purchase price of a 

vehicle that falls into a particular vehicle class, other studies break the purchase price 

down into cost components.  

There are also differences regarding the structure of the studies. Some earlier studies 

analysed the costs of environmental performance of a particular type of vehicle in 

isolation, whereas recent studies tend to compare vehicles with several powertrain 

technologies. In general, the technologies analysed include the following: ICEVs, ICEVs 

with advanced technologies such as biofuels, HEVs, PHEVs, REEVs, BEVs and FCEVs.  

Based on the range of studies found, a simple classification of TCO models into three 

levels is proposed:  

1. Future transportation systems:  

This type of analysis covers a large scope focussing on entire transportation systems 

rather than individual vehicles. Vehicle emissions, infrastructure, vehicle costs and 

energy consumption of different vehicles can be included. Market shares may be 

analysed and future scenarios explored. The estimation of the TCO of vehicles or 

vehicle types is usually only a part of the entire analysis. Examples of such 

comprehensive analyses can be found in [BCG09, Jer12, McK10, NPE11].  

2. Individual TCO models:  

These models focus on the TCO of individual vehicles or vehicle types, and different 

powertrain technologies are compared. They usually adopt a user perspective, i.e. the 

TCO is calculated from the vehicle user’s point of view. Some studies analyse different 

market segments or fleets with different vehicle usage patterns. Sometimes, the 

environmental impact of alternative fuel vehicles is addressed in addition to the 

analysis of the costs. For example, the work presented in [Con11, Far12, Koc16a, Li15, 

Ng11, Vli11, Won11] can be classified under this category.  

3. Other cost models:  

There is a vast range of other models and studies that investigate the costs of vehicles, 

sometimes without mentioning the term TCO. Examples include studies that aim at 

providing cost values per vehicle kilometre [Ray06], or studies that present an 
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approach to assess the social cost of vehicle usage, which is not part of the TCO of a 

vehicle [Del98].  

The model that is presented in this work can be classified as an individual TCO model 

because the costs of individual taxi vehicles are compared. A detailed description of the 

model is provided in section 5.1.  

3.3.2 Previous individual vehicle TCO studies for private vehicles and taxis 

Many studies can be found from the United States or Europe, and many of them cover the 

vehicle types ICEV, HEV and BEV which are most relevant for this work. For taxis, 

Chinese cities where e-taxis are already in operation are often subject to the analyses.  

The trend of the findings is similar in the studies. The position of EVs in terms of costs 

compared to conventional vehicles will generally improve in the coming years. In general, 

no conclusive statement can be made about which technology will be most cost-effective. 

Looking at niche markets, certain vehicle technologies are more competitive than others. 

However, financial support will usually be required for their widespread adoption. This 

includes the vehicles itself as well as the development of a suitable network of charging 

facilities. Regarding traffic emissions, EVs can contribute to lower emissions especially if a 

greater share of renewable energies is used to produce electricity.  

Table 3.5 gives an overview of selected relevant TCO studies and the different aspects 

covered. The focus is on studies that analyse the TCO of individual vehicles, which is also 

a focus of this work. Both studies investigating private vehicles and taxis are listed. 

Studies about taxis often cover a broader aspect such as the entire taxi system, instead of 

focussing on the costs of individual vehicles.  

Table 3.5: Previous TCO studies on electric private vehicles and taxis 

Private vehicles 

Source Vehicle 

types 

Location Focus / 

Description 

Findings 

[Con11] BEV 

PHEV 

FCEV 

HEV 

ICEV 

U.K. TCO and emissions 

of various vehicle 

technologies; review 

of previous studies 

Findings from previous studies not 

strictly comparable due to 

complexity of passenger car 

market; analysis of different market 

segments gives insight into which 

vehicle technologies are more 

competitive.  
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[EE11] BEV 

PHEV 

FCEV 

REEV 

HEV 

ICEV 

U.K. TCO and emissions 

of conventional and 

alternative fuel 

vehicles, focussing 

on future 

developments 

EVs have lower emissions 

compared to ICEVs, but are not yet 

cost-competitive in terms of TCO; 

competitiveness of EVs will 

improve until 2030, but still require 

financial support to become widely 

adopted in the future.  

[Ern11] PHEV 

ICEV 

Germany TCO and emissions 

of PHEVs compared 

to ICEVs, focus on 

battery capacity 

PHEVs are cost-competitive 

depending on the battery size; 

significant reduction of emissions 

is possible.  

[Far12] BEV 

PHEV 

HEV 

ICEV 

U.K. LCC and emissions 

of conventional and 

alternative fuel 

vehicles 

Substantial reduction of emissions 

possible; BEVs not cost-

competitive, but improvement 

expected with falling battery costs.  

[Koc14b] BEV 

ICEV 

Singapore TCO of and WTP 

for private cars 

Gap between vehicle costs and 

WTP; modification of vehicle 

taxation can close the gap; in 

contrast, modification of technical 

vehicle parameters are not 

considered promising to close the 

gap.  

[Li15] BEV 

ICEV 

Singapore TCO and emissions 

of private cars and 

fleet vehicles, 

focussing on 

policies 

BEVs cost-competitive in niche 

markets; policies are called for to 

accelerate the adoption of BEVs; 

charging infrastructure should be 

given support in the early phase of 

BEV operations.  

[Ng11] BEV 

HEV 

ICEV 

U.S. TCO of EVs and 

ICEVs in terms of 

break-even costs 

EVs are not cost-competitive; 

suggestions for supportive policy 

changes are given.  

[Vli11] BEV 

PHEV 

HEV 

ICEV 

Netherlands Costs and 

emissions of private 

cars 

Emissions of EVs are lower, but 

BEVs and PHEVs are not cost-

competitive compared to ICEVs 

and HEVs.  

[Won11] BEV 

HEV 

ICEV 

Singapore LCC of private cars EVs are most expensive option; 

taxation schemes to be adapted or 

breakthrough in battery costs 

needed to make EVs more cost 

competitive.  
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Taxis 

Source Vehicle 

types 

Location Focus / 

Description 

Findings 

[Bae13] BEV 

ICEV 

Brabant, 

Netherlands 

Study of e-taxis in 

operation, including 

an analysis of TCO 

and emissions 

E-taxis economically viable due to 

subsidies; emissions not 

significantly different from the ones 

of conventional vehicles.  

[Koc16a] BEV 

ICEV 

Singapore TCO and 

acceptance of e-

taxis 

E-taxis may allow higher profits for 

taxis drivers; key system 

parameters need to be further 

investigated.  

[Sat14] BEV 

PHEV 

HEV 

ICEV 

Barcelona, 

Spain 

Design of e-taxi 

system focussing on 

total costs 

E-taxi systems have similar costs 

compared to conventional taxi 

systems.  

[Tia14] BEV 

ICEV 

Shenzhen, 

China 

Operating patterns 

and charging 

behaviour of taxis 

based on Global 

Positioning System 

(GPS) data 

E-taxis can be profitable if they 

receive support by specific 

policies; the profit of an e-taxi 

driver is lower compared to the one 

of a conventional taxi driver.  

3.3.3 TCO of individual vehicles 

Analysing the different TCO calculation models presented in the previous studies, 

common structures can be identified despite the different scopes and focuses of the 

models. In this section, an overall structure of the TCO of individual vehicles is presented 

(Figure 3.4). It is a conclusion from the definition of the TCO (see section 2.1) and from 

previous studies (see section 3.3.2). This structure is rather generic, and it only covers the 

main components and subcomponents of the TCO which can be found in most studies. 

Some aspects such as the battery costs only apply to EVs where battery costs make up a 

substantial amount of the purchase price of the vehicle. Section 5.1 contains a detailed 

description of the TCO model developed in this work.  
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Figure 3.4: Main components of an individual vehicle TCO model 

On the first level, the TCO is broken down into the three main parts – acquisition costs, 

operating costs and EOL value. The acquisition costs can be referred to as the purchase 

price that a customer pays when buying the vehicle. It includes the price of the car itself 

that goes to the seller. On top of that, taxes may have to be paid, or subsidies can be 

granted. The operating costs include items such as fuel costs, maintenance costs, 

insurance costs, parking costs and taxes (e.g. road taxes or tolls). For BEVs, special 

maintenance costs may occur as the traction battery may have to be replaced at some 

point of time during the usage period of the vehicle. For example, a replacement makes 

sense when the battery capacity has faded too much in order to maintain a given range on 

a single charge (SOH < 80%, see Table 3.1). A low range may be inconvenient or make 

the vehicle unusable for certain applications where a sufficient range is required (e.g. 

taxis). Finally, the EOL value can be considered as the amount that one would get for 

selling the car at the end of the usage period. Similar to the purchase price, the EOL value 

may contain taxes or subsidies such as the ‘Abwrackprämie’, a financial benefit which was 

offered to car owners in Germany during the economic crises in order to encourage them 

to replace their old car by a newer and more fuel efficient model and thus support the 

automotive industry and contribute to the environment [BWA10 p2]. For BEVs, the traction 

battery can make up a substantial part of the EOL value, for example depending on its 

SOH at the time of sale. However, the EOL value can be negative as well if the user 

needs to put money into getting rid of the vehicle, which can be the case when scrapping 

it.  
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3.3.4 Differences between the TCO of ICEVs and BEVs 

Even if the TCO of different types of vehicles is similar, the structure may be very different 

as different amounts of costs occur at different stages throughout the life cycle of the 

vehicles. For instance, an ICEV with a diesel engine is usually a bit more expensive to 

buy, but there may be cost savings for the user as diesel engines are generally more fuel 

efficient compared to petrol engines. Thus, over the usage period of a car, increased 

upfront costs can be compensated by lower operating costs.  

For BEVs, the situation in comparison to ICEVs is similar. Today’s BEVs are usually 

relatively expensive compared to their ICEV counterparts. The reason is the battery-

electric technology which still has to become cheaper as the technology becomes more 

mature. In particular, this applies to the traction battery which is one of the most costly 

components of a BEV. [Kam13 p47] estimates that the battery costs can be responsible 

for up to 50% of the vehicle costs (production costs). Figure 3.5 reflects this figure and 

shows exemplarily how the acquisition costs of ICEVs and BEVs are generally made up.  

 

Figure 3.5: Cost structure of an ICEV and BEV [based on Kam13 p47, Koc14a p4] 

3.4 WTP for and acceptance of EVs 

The following paragraphs summarise different methods to measure WTP. In addition, 

previous findings about the WTP for EVs are presented. In general, many studies can be 

found for the private EV market, including HEVs, PEHVs, FCEVs and BEVs. In contrast, 

studies investigating public EVs such as buses or taxis are comparatively limited.  

3.4.1 Methodologies to estimate the Willingness-to-Pay 

There is a range of different methods to measure WTP. [Bre06 p10] provides a 

classification framework for these methods (see Figure 3.6). In general, revealed and 

stated preference methods can be distinguished. Whereas revealed preference methods 

use actual or simulated data to estimate the WTP, stated preference data is usually 

obtained from surveys.  
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Figure 3.6: Classification framework for methods to measure WTP [based on Bre06 p10] 

Revealed preference data can be obtained by conducting experiments with participants of 

a study or by analysing (historic) market data, whereas stated preference techniques ask 

respondents directly or indirectly about their WTP for the product or service in question. 

For both direct and indirect stated preference approaches, several survey techniques 

exist. Under direct methods, [Bre06 pp13-14] lists expert judgements and consumer 

surveys where people are directly asked about their (maximum) WTP for a product or 

service, which is an evident and straight-forward approach. In contrast, indirect methods 

use a variety of techniques that allow respondents to react to a given price, which is 

similar to a real-life purchase situation. Examples that are mentioned by [Bre06 pp15-23] 

are the conjoint analysis and discrete choice analysis. However, other techniques 

involving a rating or ranking of options (e.g. Likert scale) can be considered to fall into this 

category as well.  

All survey techniques have certain advantages and disadvantages. For example, 

consumer surveys which are designed to estimate the WTP focus on the price and may 

neglect other product features. Hence, indirect survey techniques asking respondents to 

provide a preference ranking of several product features including the price may be more 

suitable. [Bre06 p25] 

As this work focuses on EVs, the following paragraphs give an overview of methods that 

have been used to analyse EVs, EV markets and consumers’ attitudes towards and WTP 

for EVs. Most studies that are considered relevant for this work use indirect methods to 

analyse the consumers’ WTP.  

3.4.2 Private vehicles 

For private EVs, the WTP or WTA has been investigated by many studies. As EVs have 

come into focus in the last years only, most studies are relatively recent. Reviewing 

available literature, two common types of analyses shall be presented that analyse the 

consumers’ attitudes towards EVs and their attributes, including the price.  

[Tan14 p196] provides a comprehensive list of the first type of studies. These are stated 

preference studies that investigate the users’ views of EVs using a choice-based 

Measuring WTP

Revealed Preference Stated Preference

Market Data Experiments Direct Surveys Indirect Surveys

Likert Scale
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approach. An excerpt of this list is presented in Table 3.6. It is extended by a few more 

recent studies which also analyse the private EV market. The price or the consumers’ 

acceptance of EVs are usually only a part of several EV attributes that are investigated. 

Such studies often focus on the WTP for single EV attributes, or aim at predicting market 

shares, purchase behaviour or potential demand for EVs. Attributes are usually of 

technical nature relating to vehicle characteristics such as range on a single charge, 

performance, vehicle price, operating costs or availability of charging infrastructure. 

However, variables for socio-demographic characteristics and governmental interventions 

may also be included in the model.  

The second type of studies uses rating scales (e.g. Likert scale) in order to investigate the 

factors that may explain the acceptance of EVs by potential consumers. The focus is not 

primarily on estimating the WTP or demand for EVs, but to analyse the drivers that affect 

EV usage or acceptance. However, price attributes may be included as well. Common 

attributes relate to environmental aspects of EVs, their performance and financial aspects. 

In addition, demographic variables are usually included in the models. Relevant examples 

for this type of studies are also listed in Table 3.6.  

The studies agree that the acceptance of EVs is currently slow and that conventional 

vehicles will remain the first choice. Subsidisation or governmental interventions are often 

required for a wide-spread adoption of EVs. Improvements of technical features such as 

driving range or charging time have a positive effect as well. Market shares of EVs are 

low, but are likely to increase with the right measures in place. There is a WTP for certain 

aspects of EVs including for example lower emissions or other benefits such as free 

parking. Personal characteristics such as age, education or living area play a role 

regarding the acceptance of EVs.  

Table 3.6: Relevant stated preference studies on private clean fuel vehicles and EVs 

Source Survey  

method / model 

Location Description / Findings 

[Egg12] Stated pref. 

(discrete choice) 

and revealed 

pref. / 

multinomial logit 

Singapore Analysis of factors influencing private vehicle 

ownership; income, proximity to public transport 

influence the utility of owning a car, the influence of 

variable costs of owning a car is insignificant.  

[Hac13] Discrete choice / 

mixed logit 

Germany Estimation of market share of alternative fuel 

vehicles; low demand for BEVs and FCEVs, higher 

acceptance of PHEVs, especially by the young 

urban population.  
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[Hid11] Discrete choice / 

latent class 

U.S. WTP estimation for driving range, charging time, fuel 

cost saving, pollution reduction, and performance in 

terms of increased purchase price of a vehicle; 

battery costs must drop for wide-spread BEV 

adoption.  

[Koc14b] Discrete choice / 

dim. marginal 

utility 

Singapore Difference of WTP for ICEV and BEV; WTP for BEV 

is lower than for ICEV, and significantly lower than 

the estimated BEV purchase price.  

[Tan14] Discrete choice / 

mixed logit 

U.S. and 

Japan 

Estimation of EV market shares under different 

scenarios; WTP estimation for purchase price, 

driving range, fuel costs, emission reduction, 

alternative fuel availability and home plug-in setup 

costs.  

[Bar16] Rating 7-point 

Likert scale / 

hierarchical 

regression 

Germany Contrary to the beliefs of EV experts and non-

experts, non-cost-related attributes such as social 

norms have stronger influence on acceptance than 

cost-factors.  

[San15] Rating 5-point 

Likert scale / 

linear regression 

Malaysia EV acceptance significantly related to social 

influences, performance attributes, financial 

benefits, environmental concerns, demographics, 

infrastructure readiness and government 

interventions.  

[Zha13] Rating 7-point 

Likert scale / 

logistic 

regression 

China, 

various 

cities 

Financial benefits, performance attributes, 

environmentalism, psychological needs and 

government policies influence acceptance of new 

energy vehicles; performance attributes are more 

important than financial attributes.  

3.4.3 Public transport 

All acceptance studies mentioned above have in common that they focus on private 

vehicles. In fact, many studies can be found for the private market, whereas the number of 

comparable studies on public vehicles such as taxis is considerably lower. However, it is 

considered equally important to analyse the acceptance of public EVs. In particular, cost 

aspects may be even more important when getting from A to B is the main purpose. In the 

case of public vehicles, value meanings other than costs which private cars may have to 

their buyers and which have an impact on automotive purchase decisions [Tur07 p1222] 

may play a less important role.  

Relevant studies that investigate the acceptance of electric taxi vehicles or WTP for 

electrified public transport services are mentioned in [Koc16b]. A range of attributes 

covering costs, environmental aspects, vehicle features and the respondents’ personal 
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characteristics have been taken into consideration. Table 3.7 summarises these studies. 

In general, similar to private vehicles, there is an additional WTP for low-emission 

vehicles. Regarding taxis, financial aspects seem to be a strong driver for the decision to 

buy or use EVs. Personal characteristics such as the driver’s age, education, taxi driving 

experience and income also play a role. On the passengers’ side, there is a WTP for 

clean fuel public transport (hydrogen fuel cell electric buses). The studies take into 

account either of the user groups of the public transportation vehicles – the driver’s side, 

or the passenger’s side.  

Table 3.7: Selected relevant studies on public clean fuel vehicles and EVs 

Source Survey  

method / model 

Location / 

Vehicle 

Description / Findings 

[Gao08] Manual 

distribution of 

questionnaires / 

logistic 

regression 

New York City 

/ hybrid-electric 

taxis 

Estimation of taxi drivers’ WTP for HEVs to be 

used as taxis; focus on relationship between 

the drivers’ WTP and their personal 

characteristics; prediction of substantial hybrid-

electric taxi market share.  

[Liu12] Manual 

distribution of 

questionnaires / 

multinomial logit 

Nanjing, China 

/ natural gas 

taxis 

Investigation of willingness to switch to cleaner 

natural gas taxis; willingness correlates with 

personal characteristics, taxi utilisation 

(mileage) and vehicle features; even small 

incentives increase the acceptance.  

[Mou04] Face-to-face 

interviews / 

contingent 

valuation 

London / fuel 

cell electric 

taxis 

Investigation of taxi drivers’ willingness to 

switch to fuel cell electric taxis; financial gains 

and environmental concerns play an important 

role.  

[OGa07] Telephone 

interviews / 

contingent 

valuation 

Berlin, London, 

Luxembourg, 

Perth / fuel cell 

public buses 

Investigation of passengers’ WTP for hydrogen 

fuel cell electric buses; positive WTP of both 

bus users and non-bus users; similar values for 

different locations.  

3.5 How does all of this look like in Singapore 

This section gives details about the current situation of taxis, EVs and EV infrastructure in 

Singapore. The information is considered important for the remainder of this work which 

focuses on Singapore as an example for an urban transportation environment. In 

particular, the costs of vehicles are addressed. In addition, information is provided about 

the taxi system in Singapore as well as about previous EV acceptance studies which refer 

to Singapore.  
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3.5.1 The Singapore vehicle taxation system 

Understanding the Singaporean vehicle taxation system is essential for the analysis of the 

potential of EVs in this city state. Hence, this paragraph gives an overview of the taxation 

system which applies to all vehicles registered in Singapore.  

In general, vehicle taxes in Singapore are one of the highest worldwide. A reason 

therefore is that Singapore authorities try to limit the number of vehicles on the road by 

imposing high taxes on them. This measure aims at encouraging more people to use 

means of public transportation such as buses, trains and taxis instead of buying and using 

private cars. As a result, congestions can be limited and traffic flow improved in this 

densely populated city state.  

An overview of the vehicle taxation system can be found in [LTA16a]. The basis for many 

of the taxes is the open market value (OMV) of a vehicle. The OMV is the value of the car 

as it arrives in Singapore. It is assessed by Singapore customs taking into account 

different aspects including purchase price, freight and insurance [One16]. Based on the 

OMV, a goods and services tax (GST), excise duty (ED) and additional registration fee 

(ARF) are calculated. In addition, a car user has to pay a registration fee, road taxes for 

using a vehicle on the road, and special taxes which are imposed on diesel vehicles only 

(users of petrol vehicles are charged through petrol duty when paying for fuel). 

Furthermore, road users are charged for entering the central business district (CBD) area 

of the city through an electronic road pricing (ERP) system which charges drivers as they 

pass gantries located around the CBD area [LTA16b].  

In addition to all these taxes, a vehicle quota system (VQS) has been set up which 

requires each car buyer to obtain a certificate of entitlement (COE). The VQS is a main 

instrument to limit the growth of the vehicle population to a rate that can be supported by 

the road network [LTA16e]. Currently, there is a growth rate of the vehicle population of 

0.25% per year [LTA16d]. A COE is usually valid for ten years. It has to be renewed if a 

car user wishes to continue using the vehicle after the expiry of the COE. There are 

different COE categories for different types of vehicles, covering passenger cars, 

motorcycles, goods vehicles and buses. The price of a COE depends on the type of 

vehicle, and it is determined through a bidding system. [LTA16c] As a consequence, COE 

prices can reach several 10,000 SGD depending on the market situation.  

3.5.2 EVs and EV Infrastructure in Singapore 

In order to promote the usage of EVs, a few regulations have been set up that subsidise 

clean vehicles. A scheme called the Carbon Emissions-based Vehicle Scheme (CEVS) 

offers a tax rebate to vehicle buyers who decide to buy low-emission models. Currently, 

new private cars and used private cars registered after July 2015 receive a tax rebate of 

up to 30,000 SGD, which is deducted from the taxes that are part of the vehicle purchase 

price. As taxis accumulate higher mileages than cars, the CEVS rebate for taxis is 50% 
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higher. However, CEVS does not focus on EVs, but it gives an advantage to all low 

emission vehicles. Under CEVS, surcharges apply as well for cars and taxis which fail to 

meet defined emissions standards (in grams CO2 per kilometre [gCO2/km]) [LTA15d]. In 

the past, the Transport Technology Innovation and Development Scheme TIDES [EDB11] 

allowed vehicles to be registered for research and development purposes. Vehicles 

registered under this scheme also qualified for a tax rebate. However, due to the linkage 

to research and development activities, normal car buyers were excluded from this 

scheme.  

Hence, despite the introduction of CEVS, the current regulations still make it difficult and 

sometimes relatively expensive to register EVs for regular usage. This is particularly true 

for BEVs that are not equipped with an ICE. For example, high taxes on the market value 

of cars in Singapore disadvantage BEVs which are often more expensive than 

comparable ICEVs. The higher price (OMV) is multiplied by taxes as some of them are 

calculated as a percentage of the market value of the vehicle [LTA16g, LTA16h]. This 

increases the purchase price of the vehicles and can make them less attractive for buyers 

if the CEVS does not compensate for the higher amount of taxes.  

In addition, REEVs such as the BMW i3 with range extender engine can currently be 

registered, whereas there are hurdles for pure BEVs. As an example, a private car buyer 

had to take several hurdles to register a used Tesla Model S in Singapore (the Tesla 

Model S is a BEV) [Bha16]. This would not have been the case for a regular ICEV. Unlike 

many other locations around the world, Singapore authorities do currently not 

automatically grant tax rebates to BEVs which produce no emissions from driving. 

Instead, BEVs are assessed based on the emissions for the production of the energy they 

consume [Bha16].  

Charging infrastructure for EVs is limited, too. A complete list of charging locations is not 

available. ChargeNow and Greenlots, provider of EV charging solutions in Singapore, 

provide a list of their own publically accessible charging locations [Cha16]. However, there 

are signs to set up a more comprehensive charging network. According to [TST16a], 

Singapore pursues the plan to set up 2,000 charging stations in the city.  

As a result, relatively few EVs can be seen on Singapore’s roads today. In contrast, more 

and more other types of ‘clean vehicles’ appear on the road. For example, taxi companies 

are introducing large fleets of HEVs such as the Toyota Prius HEV which are 

comparatively fuel efficient.  

3.5.3 Taxis in Singapore 

As mentioned in section 3.2, the taxi system in Singapore works similar to the one in 

many cities. Taxi drivers usually hire taxis from a taxi operator for a daily rental fee which 

covers all costs except fuel. Thus, taxi drivers pay the rental fee and fuel, and they keep 

the majority of the trip fares which they get paid from the passengers. For booked taxi 
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trips, a driver has to pay a small fee to the booking service provider, which can be the taxi 

company or a third party service provider such as GrabTaxi [Gra16b]. The daily rental fee 

varies depending on the type of vehicle and the taxi company. Typical fees range between 

about 75 SGD and 140 SGD per day [SMR16a].  

In Singapore, there are two types of taxi services: standard taxis and limousine taxis. The 

majority are standard taxis which are used my most people. These taxis are average 

sedan or hatchback vehicles (e.g. Hyundai i40 sedan, Toyota Prius HEV). Limousine taxis 

(e.g. Chrysler 300) offer a more luxurious ride or more space for luggage or additional 

passengers [LTA16i]. 

Older taxi vehicles are regularly replaced by newer ones. Currently, many taxi operators 

also replace older ICEVs which run on diesel by new HEVs which are relatively fuel 

efficient, especially in urban traffic conditions with frequent stops as well as acceleration 

and deceleration processes.  

The taxi fare is composed of a flag-down fare plus a trip fare which depends on the 

distance driven and on the time needed for the trip (e.g. for waiting times at traffic lights 

when the vehicle is not moving). In 2016, flag-down fares for standard taxis ranged 

between 3.00 SGD and 3.90 SGD. 350 or 400 meters cost 0.22 SGD (depending on the 

total distance of the trip), and 45 seconds of waiting time were also charged 0.22 SGD 

[LTA16j]. This makes taxis in Singapore relatively cheap compared to taxi rides in other 

major cities worldwide with similar price levels [EIU15, POT10]. In the past, flag-down 

fares for new taxis which replace existing ones were usually a bit higher, which led to 

steadily increasing taxi fares over time.  

The taxi system in Singapore is strongly regulated by the government [LTA15c]. A main 

purpose is to maximise taxi availability in order to offer a good service for taxi passengers, 

especially during peak hours when the demand is high. For example, taxi operators have 

to make sure that 85% of their taxi fleet is on the road during core peak periods in the 

morning and evening. In addition, a minimum mileage of 250 km per day has to be met by 

the majority of the taxis in a fleet. Penalties apply if operators fail to meet the availability 

requirements.  

Similar to the situation in many other cities, the traditional taxi system in Singapore is 

being challenged by new online transportation network companies such as Uber [Ube16a] 

and GrabCar [Gra16a]. A more detailed description of these services is provided in 

section 3.2.2.  

3.5.4 TCO of EVs in Singapore 

In general, due to the high taxes imposed on vehicles, the TCO of vehicles in Singapore is 

relatively high. The purchase price of a new mid-sized car such as the Toyota Prius HEV 

can easy reach 130,000 SGD, despite the CEVS rebate [One15].  
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There are a few studies about the TCO of vehicles in Singapore. [Won11] (see Table 3.5) 

provides an early analysis of the potential costs of HEVs and BEVs compared to ICEVs in 

Singapore. The Mitsubishi iMiev is taken as an example BEV. The authors find that the 

BEV is significantly more expensive with its TCO being about twice as high as the one for 

the reference ICEVs. Only registering the iMiev under the TIDES scheme would allow it to 

be comparable to the ICEVs in terms of costs. The reason is mainly the extremely high 

market value of the BEVs caused by its expensive battery technology. This market value 

is multiplied by vehicle taxes which are calculated as a percentage of the vehicle value.  

A later study for Singapore [Koc14b] (see Table 3.5) found smaller differences between 

the TCO of BEVs and ICEVs, although BEVs remain the more expensive choice. This 

study was done for private vehicles analysing the Volkswagen e-Golf (BEV) and the 

conventional Volkswagen Golf (ICEV) as a reference vehicle. The authors conclude that 

tax incentives will be most effective to lower the costs at short term. Focussing on private 

vehicles, lower mileages were taken into consideration compared to taxis. As operating 

costs of BEVs are comparatively low, the higher annual mileage of taxis may be able to 

make them more cost-efficient than their ICEV counterparts.  

However, TCO studies about taxis in Singapore are rare. [Li15] (see Table 3.5) provides 

an economic assessment of different vehicles in Singapore, including taxis. Four use 

cases are assessed: private cars, car sharing, company fleets and taxis. In a few 

scenarios, BEVs are cost-competitive against other vehicles, in particular compared to 

gasoline driven ICEVs. However, the cases remain rare without additional support by the 

government. Policy implications are discussed that could speed up the adoption of EVs in 

Singapore. Reducing the tax burden on the purchase price of the vehicle or introducing 

innovative business models which exclude the battery costs from the initial sales price are 

considered promising. The study also points out that charging infrastructure needs to be 

made conveniently available to accelerate the uptake of BEVs. All in all, Singapore is 

found to be an ideal market for the (future) operation of BEVs regarding their economic, 

environmental and social benefits.  

3.5.5 Acceptance of EVs in Singapore 

There are a few acceptance studies about EVs in Singapore. This includes public vehicles 

such as taxis.  

Regarding private vehicles, [Lim13] analyses attributes for travelling mode choice in 

Singapore. 14 attributes are investigated. Time savings and safety turned out to be among 

the most important ones. However, the study focuses on psychological factors influencing 

car ownership which are believed to have a significant influence on the travel behaviour. 

Thus, regarding private cars, costs are only mentioned as being one of many factors. This 

is similar to the findings by [Tur07 p1222] who concludes that other value meanings than 

costs effect car choice.  
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[Koc14b] provides an analysis of the TCO of private cars in Singapore (see above) using 

the example of a Volkswagen Golf and e-Golf. The TCO results are combined with data 

obtained from a WTP study conducted among Singaporean private car users, which 

aimed at estimating the WTP for important mobility attributes. The attributes are similar to 

the important ones mentioned by [Lim13 p5], but operating costs and purchase price of 

cars are included as well. The results suggest that the WTP of potential car buyers does 

not cover the gap between the purchase price of the BEV and the ICEV version of the car. 

In fact, the WTP for buying the BEV version is found to be lower than the WTP for the 

ICEV. It is argued that this outcome is understandable regarding the perceived 

inconveniences of the BEV (e.g. long charging time) and the limited charging 

infrastructure available at the time of data collection. Tax incentives are proposed to be an 

effective measure to make BEVs more attractive at short term in order to motivate users 

to get in touch with the new technology.  

[Egg12] also analyses factors that influence vehicle ownership in Singapore, including 

monetary factors. High income is found to be a positive driver for vehicle ownership, 

whereas the vicinity of public transport decreases the utility of owning a car. Factors 

influencing the operating costs of cars (e.g. distance to nearest ERP gantry) are found to 

be rather insignificant.  

Finally, regarding taxis, [San08] provides a system-perspective, focussing on the 

efficiency of the Singaporean taxi system. In this context, the users’ point of view is taken 

into consideration by analysing the median waiting time for taxis (passenger’s 

perspective) as well as the occupancy rate of taxis (driver’s perspective). Passenger’s and 

driver’s satisfaction are inversely correlated as short waiting times mean a lower 

occupancy rate for the drivers.  
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4 Definition of the topic 

Current research in the field of EVs, and in particular public EVs such as taxis, reveals a 

few drawbacks. Firstly, regarding the investigation of the WTP for or acceptance of EVs, 

private vehicles are mostly subject of the studies. However, regarding increasing 

urbanisation worldwide [UN15 p1], the need to focus on public transportation increases, 

and public EVs including taxis should receive greater attention in urban areas. With the 

current uptake of EVs, e-taxis may become a key element of future urban transportation 

systems.  

Secondly, analysing existing studies about the user acceptance of EVs in public 

transportation, only one user group (drivers or passengers) is usually taken into 

consideration. In order to provide a more complete analysis, both the drivers’ and 

passengers’ points of view should be taken into consideration as the main user groups. 

Unlike private cars where the driver is also the main user, public vehicles have different 

user groups that have different requirements and interests. For example, both the drivers 

and the passengers of a taxi can be considered as its main users. Drivers operate their 

vehicles several hours per day, and they have to earn their living while driving. In contrast, 

passengers only use taxis for short trips in return for a trip fare. Hence, their usage 

behaviour is very different.  

And thirdly, regarding previous research about the acceptance of EVs as well as their 

TCO, it makes sense to combine both aspects in order to provide a more comprehensive 

assessment of the viability and potential success of EVs. The TCO allows to make a clear 

statement about the actual costs of a vehicle throughout its lifetime taking into account 

technical (e.g. technical vehicle specifications such as battery capacity, fuel consumption 

etc.), economic (e.g. battery costs per kilowatt hour [SGD/kWh], fuel prices per litre 

[SGD/L]) as well as regulatory (e.g. vehicle taxes) parameters. In contrast to the rather 

‘objective’ view of the TCO, the acceptance of EVs by its users can add a more 

‘subjective’ component. In particular, the acceptance of the price of taxis and other vehicle 

features can help to understand whether the actual costs match the users’ expectations. 

The combination of the costs and the user’s point of view is also important regarding the 

fact that there is a direct linkage between the use of e-taxis and the personal income of 

some of its users, i.e. the taxi drivers, which is usually not the case for private vehicles.  

Hence, the present work shall be considered as an attempt to provide a holistic approach 

of combining important aspects that have to be taken into consideration when assessing 

the viability of electrified public transport systems. The assessment is made using the 

example of e-taxis. The main aspects taken into consideration include EV technology, 

economics of EVs compared to ICEVs, the regulatory framework for operating EVs as well 

as the acceptance of e-taxis by its main users, the taxi drivers and the passengers. The 

goal is to provide an answer to the question about the viability of e-taxis by investigating 
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the conditions and parameter settings regarding the aspects mentioned before. This work 

is intended to support decision makers with a successful introduction of BEVs into an 

urban taxi system. Thus, it may be useful for governments or their collaborating partners 

who want to set up a framework for the integration of BEVs into a public transport system.  

The approach is user-centred. Hence, it does not aim at optimising or analysing the taxi 

system as a whole [e.g. San08], but at comparing the actual performance (notably costs) 

of single e-taxis with the opinions (acceptance) of their future users.  

In particular, the following questions shall be answered:  

1. What is the economic competitiveness of e-taxis compared to conventional 

taxis in terms of TCO and taxi drivers’ profits?  

2. What is the acceptance of e-taxis by its potential users, namely taxi 

passengers and taxi drivers?  

3. Which conclusions can be drawn from the answers to these questions 

regarding the successful introduction of e-taxis?  

The questions are addressed using the example of the city state of Singapore. Its goal of 

building a green and liveable city [MEW15] can be supported by the introduction of more 

EVs in the future.  

This research specifically focuses on taxis. However, as taxi systems and alternative 

services such as Uber or GrabCar work similarly across many cities, the transferability of 

the results will be addressed as well. The approach should also be applicable in a similar 

way for the electrification of other fleets of vehicles used in public transport systems where 

several user groups such as drivers and passengers play a role.  

The backbone of this work is a comprehensive TCO model which allows to compare the 

costs of conventional taxis (ICEVs), hybrid-electric taxis (HEVs) and e-taxis (BEVs), taking 

into consideration the specifications of the different propulsion technologies, their costs 

and the regulatory framework. The TCO model is extended by a revenue component 

which allows to analyse the (potential) income of taxi drivers with the different vehicle 

options.  

Data has been collected from several sources. Regarding the TCO, cost and technical 

data originates from various literature sources from inside and outside Singapore. On the 

user’s side, data about the actual travel behaviour of taxis in Singapore as well as stated 

preference data from taxi drivers and passengers regarding future e-taxis has been 

collected.  

The remainder of this work is structured as follows. The approach and TCO calculation 

model is outlined in section 5. This section also includes information about the data used 

as well as about data collection methods regarding the acceptance of e-taxis. The results 

are presented in section 6. After a description of the TCO of e-taxis and conventional taxis 

as well as the results about the taxi drivers’ and passengers’ acceptance of e-taxis, the 
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viability of e-taxis is addressed. This includes the potential profit of taxi drivers using e-

taxis instead of their current taxis. Section 7 contains a discussion of the results. This 

includes an investigation of which effects parameter changes can have on the results. 

Finally, section 8 addresses the general transferability of the results. The work concludes 

with a brief summary and outlook. As an add-on to sections 5 and 6, the environmental 

benefit of e-taxis is addressed as well.  
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5 Approach and model description 

This chapter covers the basic concept of this work. It consists of a detailed cost 

calculation model which allows to compare the TCO of vehicles with different types of 

powertrains based on technical, economic and regulatory parameters. In particular, the 

TCO of BEVs, HEVs and ICEVs are investigated. This model is extended by a taxi model 

in order to incorporate the situation of taxis as publicly used vehicles, focussing on the 

earnings of taxi drivers. Other than for private cars, more than one entity is involved, with 

the costs being managed by a taxi operator and the taxi driver, and paid for by the 

passengers.  

In addition, the data that has been collected, and that is used to perform the final 

assessment of e-taxis, is presented. The data originates from a comprehensive literature 

research, from tracking taxi vehicles in Singapore as well as from two customer surveys 

among taxi drivers and taxi passengers. Finally, the calculation of the environmental 

impact of e-taxis is described.  

5.1 TCO model for electric and conventional vehicles 

The TCO model has been implemented in Microsoft Excel. It allows the user to define an 

extensive set of parameter settings and input values. For most parameters and values, 

default settings are available. However, it is also possible for most parameters to use 

individual input values.  

The final outputs of the model are the TCO values for single vehicles, i.e. costs that occur 

over the lifetime of a vehicle from its acquisition by the user until its EOL from the user’s 

point of view. Costs for subsets of the TCO such as maintenance costs or fuel costs are 

returned as well. In addition, lifetime emissions of the respective vehicles can be 

estimated and compared.  

5.1.1 Model structure 

The overall model structure is hierarchical. At the top level is the TCO of a vehicle which is 

calculated as the sum of all of its components. According to the definitions of the TCO 

(section 2.1), the basic structure of automotive TCO models (see section 3.3.3) and the 

previous studies presented above, these components are the acquisition costs ���������� , 

operating costs ��!"#����  and the EOL value of the vehicle �$�% (Equation 5.1). If a 

vehicle still has a remaining value at the end of its usage period by the user, the EOL 

value is positive. This would result in the costs �$�% being negative.  

 &�� = ���������� + ��!"#���� + �$(% (5.1) 
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Each of these three main cost components is explained in detail in the following sections. 

Each parameter in the model is used to calculate one or more of the three cost 

components, i.e. some important parameters in the model such as the annual mileage � 

have an influence on more than one component of the TCO.  

In addition to the parameters, a few general settings are defined in the model. These 

settings describe the overall boundary conditions under which the TCO is estimated. The 

settings are: 

- The start year:  

This parameter is the year in which a user purchases the vehicle. In this year (i.e. 

at the beginning of this year), the purchase costs as well as operating costs for the 

first year accrue. The calculations in this work are done for the start years 2016 

and 2020. However, other years are possible. The model is currently implemented 

for years until 2030. An extension into the future is possible, but cost estimations 

are likely to become less accurate as the development of technical, cost or other 

parameters cannot be predicted.  

- The usage period or vehicle lifetime )*"+:  

This parameter is the number of years 
 that the vehicle is used. The first year of 

the usage period is the start year at the beginning of which the vehicle is 

purchased. The final year is the one at the end of which the user stops using the 

vehicle. The minimum usage period is one year, and only full years are 

considered.  

- The annual mileage �:  

This parameter is the mileage that a vehicle travels per year. It is assumed that the 

vehicle covers this mileage in each year of its usage period. Hence, the annual 

mileage is an average value which does not take into account that a vehicle may 

travel different mileages in different years.  

- The discount rate 	:  
This parameter allows to compare effects at different future times [Wei01 p260]. 

Thus, it takes into account that future expenses for a vehicle (e.g. operating costs 

towards the end of the usage period) may have a different value compared to 

current expenses (e.g. operating costs in the first year of usage). The discount rate 

takes into consideration that the vehicle user could use the money that he or she 

will spend in the future for different purposes now, for example by saving it and 

earn interest on it. According to [Wei01 p260], there is uncertainty in economic 

literature about which discount rate to use. Following the opinion of 2,160 experts, 

a rate of 3% per year [Wei01 p270] is proposed for the time horizon in this model 

(usage period of the vehicle).  

- The model price level:  

This parameter accounts for inflation, i.e. for the fact that price levels in different 

years may not be directly comparable. The model price level is set to the 2015 
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price level. As a result, values from previous years that are used in the calculations 

and that are stated in a price level earlier than 2015 have been adjusted to the 

2015 price level by applying an inflation rate for the respective years (i.e. inflation 

rates of source year until 2014 inclusive). The inflation rates for Singapore are 

taken from [TWB16].  

- The exchange rate: 

Input values collected from different sources may be stated in different currencies. 

In order to estimate costs of vehicles in Singapore, all cost values have been 

converted into SGD. Annual exchange rates were taken from [MAS16]. Currency 

conversions were done with average exchange rates of the past ten years (2006 to 

2015) in order to reduce the influence of above- or below-average exchange rates 

in some years. Most of the data used originates from this period of time. The rates 

are listed in Table 5.1.  

Table 5.1: Average SGD exchange rates 2006 to 2015 

Currency 1 SGD to USD 1 SGD to EUR 1 SGD to GBP 1 SGD to AUD 

Exchange rate 0.7332 0.5558 0.4437 0.8342 

Note: USD = U.S. Dollar; EUR = Euro; GBP = British Pound; AUD = Australian Dollar.  

The model is designed on an annual basis. This means that all costs that accumulate 

during each year of the operating period of the vehicle are added up first. Then, the total 

costs of each year are added to calculate the TCO. This structure is chosen with respect 

to the annual discount rate so that costs in each year can be discounted with a different 

factor if required.  

Figure 5.1 shows the structure of the TCO model. The above-mentioned general settings 

for the entire model are noted in the grey bar on the left. The TCO at the top of the figure 

is the sum of all of its main components below. Each of these main components is 

estimated individually using the model parameters. Important parameters or groups of 

parameters are listed below the main components. The three cost categories described in 

Equation 5.1, ���������� , ��!"#����  or �$(%, are shown on the left. The variables which are 

used to estimate the emissions of vehicles are added to the right of the structure, but they 

are not part of the actual TCO model.  
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5.1.2 Acquisition costs 

The acquisition costs are defined as the price a consumer has to pay for purchasing the 

vehicle and registering it so that it can legally be used on the road. In Singapore, the 

acquisition costs are based on the OMV of a vehicle. This means that the OMV is the 

calculation base for a range of taxes that apply upon purchase and registration of new 

cars, including taxis (see section 3.5.1). First, an ED of 20% of the OMV applies. Then, 

the GST of 7% is applied on the sum of the OMV and the ED, and the ARF is added. The 

ARF is also calculated on a percentage of the OMV, whereby the percentage depends on 

the amount of the OMV [LTA16a, LTA16h]. Table 5.2 lists the tiered ARF rates. 

Table 5.2: Tiered ARF rates [LTA16h] 

Vehicle OMV ARF rate 

First 20,000 SGD 100% 

Next 30,000 SGD 

(i.e. 20,001 SGD to 50,000 SGD) 

140% 

Above 50,000 SGD 180% 

The tiered rates make clear that vehicles with a higher OMV are taxed higher compared to 

cheaper vehicles. Thus, BEVs which often have a higher value compared to ICEVs of a 

similar size are disadvantaged by the current ARF system. However, the rebates granted 

to low-emission vehicles via the CEVS can offset this disadvantage. Depending on the 

carbon emissions, different rebates apply. For vehicles with high fuel consumption, 

surcharges are possible as well. However, a minimum ARF of 5,000 SGD applies 

[LTA16h]. In 2015, the rebates for vehicles with very low and surcharges for vehicles with 

very high fuel consumptions were increased by 50%, which gives a more significant 

advantage to fuel efficient vehicles, and penalises vehicles with poor fuel efficiency more. 

For taxis, rebates or surcharges of up to 45,000 SGD are possible today [LTA16h]. The 

rebates and surcharges are listed in Table 5.3.  

Table 5.3: CEVS bandings for taxis [LTA16h] 

Carbon Emissions 

[gCO2/km] 

Rebate 
1
 

[SGD] 

Surcharge 
1
 

[SGD] 

0 to 95 45,000 2  

96 to 105 22,500  

106 to 120 15,000  

121 to 135 7,500  

136 to 185 0 0 

186 to 200  7,500 
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201 to 215  15,000 

216 to 230  22,500 

231 & above  45,000 2 

Note: emissions according to [EEP14, One14, One15] for are used for the calculation of 

CEVS rebates for the reference taxi vehicles (see Table 5.5): Toyota Prius HEV 

92 gCO2/km, Chevrolet Epica Diesel 169 gCO2/km and Chrysler 300 Diesel 191 gCO2/km.  
1 Rebates and surcharges for taxis registered between 1 July 2015 and 30 June 2017.  
2 Was SGD 30,000 before 1 July 2015.  

Another significant amount of the acquisition costs consists of the price of the COE. As 

mentioned in section 3.5.1, the COE which a vehicle buyer obtains through a bidding 

system is usually valid for ten years. However, as the life span of taxis in Singapore is 

eight years only, the COE for taxis is prorated for eight years [LTA16h]. There are different 

COE prices for different types of vehicles. Taxi operators have to pay for the COE in form 

of a prevailing quota premium which equals the average bidding results for the previous 

three months for cars in the small car category (category A). For 2015, the prevailing 

quota premium was 62,195 SGD. As an example, the average COE for a taxi registered in 

2015 was 49,756 SGD (prorated: 80% of 62,195 SGD). Table 5.4 lists the prorated 

prevailing quota premiums for the last few years.  

Table 5.4: Average annual prorated prevailing quota premiums for a taxi COE between 2013 and 2015 

(calculation based on [LTA16m]) 

Year Premium [SGD] 

2013 62,162 

2014 55,874 

2015 49,756 

Finally, a registration fee of 140 SGD applies, which can be described as an 

administrative charge for the registration of a vehicle. In addition, number plates cost 

between 25 SGD and 30 SGD [LTA16a, LTA16k].  

On top of the OMV and different types of taxes and fees, a retailer margin has to be 

added. For private vehicles, a detailed cost structure of vehicles including their OMV as 

well as all taxes and margins is published by OneMotoring who provide monthly updates 

on the costs of cars of various brands in Singapore [One16]. Margins for midsized cars 

are around 100% for their OMV, but they can vary significantly depending on the model 

and make [Li15 p7, One15]. However, margins for taxis are usually different from the 

margins that retailers charge on private vehicles because taxis companies tend to make 

bulk purchases in order to renew their aging vehicle fleets. As a result, the margins that 

apply to taxis are lower than the relatively high margins for private cars. Following [Li13, 

Li15 p7], a margin of 7,500 SGD per vehicle is used for this work.  
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In summary, the acquisition costs of a taxi can be described by Equation 5.2 as the sum 

of the following cost components: the OMV �(,-, the ED �$., the GST �/01, the ARF �234, the rebate for green vehicles granted to low-emission vehicles under the CEVS �5$-0, the registration fee and costs for the number plate �#"67"" �8!9��" and the retailer 

margin �8�#6� . All costs are positive values (real costs) except for �5$-0 which can be 

positive or negative depending on the emissions of the vehicle (see Table 5.3). A negative �5$-0 represents a benefit to the car buyer as it lowers the acquisition costs ���������� .  

 
���������� = �(,- + �$. + �/01 + �234 + �5$-0 + �5($ + �#"67"" �8!9��"+ �8�#6�  (5.2) 

With �$. = 0.2�(,- and �/01 = 0.07=�(,- + �$.>, ��?��������  can be written as follows 

(Equation 5.3):  

 

���������� = �(,- + 0.2�(,- + 0.07=�(,- + 0.2�(,-> + �234 + �5$-0+ �5($ + �#"67"" �8!9��" + �8�#6�  

���������� = 1.284�(,- + �234 + �5$-0 + �5($ + �#"67"" �8!9��" + �8�#6�  

(5.3) 

 

Although OMVs for cars in Singapore are published regularly by OneMotoring [One16], 

data for BEVs is not available to date. The reason is that BEVs are not yet sold in 

Singapore to private customers. Thus, for a comparison of conventional taxis (ICEVs) and 

e-taxis (BEVs), the OMV for e-taxis has to be estimated based on available data. Two 

methods are proposed:  

1. Component-based approach:  

The OMV of BEVs can be estimated using the OMV of a comparable ICEV for 

which an OMV is available. Then, costs for components that are specific to ICEVs 

are subtracted from the OMV, and costs for BEV components such as the electric 

motor, converter and battery pack are added. The disadvantage of this approach is 

that it should only be applied to vehicles of which both a conventional and a 

battery-electric version exist that are technically very similar and comparable. Such 

vehicles can be found when a BEV was developed based on an existing ICEV 

using an approach called ‘conversion design’ [Wal11 pp140-141]. This means that 

an electric drivetrain is put into a vehicle which was originally propelled by an ICE. 

Examples are the E-Mini from BMW [Wal11 p140] or the e-Golf from Volkswagen 

which is analysed by [Koc14b]. However, many BEVs today such as the Tesla 

Model S and the Nissan Leaf are purpose-built (‘purpose design’ [Wal11 pp141-

142]) so that they cannot be directly compared to an existing ICEV.  

2. Comparative approach: 

Due to the limitations of the component-based approach, a more comparative 

approach was used in this work. The OMVs of a large number of passenger cars in 
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Singapore was compared to list prices of the same vehicles in other countries 

where BEVs are sold as well, i.e. list prices for BEVs were available in these 

countries. This comparison allows to estimate OMVs of the respective BEVs if they 

were sold in Singapore. Figure 5.2 illustrates the estimation process suggested by 

[Sel16]. The regression equation used for the estimation as well as the list prices 

of the respective BEVs in the other countries can be found in Appendix A. In Total, 

OMVs of 614 ICEV models in Singapore [One15] were compared to list prices in 

Germany, the U.K. and Australia [ADA15, Par16, Red16]. List prices of BEVs in 

these countries were obtained from [Kia16a, Kia16b, Nis16a, Nis16b, Vol16a, 

Vol16b, ADA15, Par16].  

 

Figure 5.2: Concept of OMV estimation of BEVs proposed by [Sel16] 

Table 5.5 below lists the resulting OMVs for all vehicles that are referred to in this work. 

The reference vehicles are taxis which currently operate in Singapore. The e-taxis were 

chosen based on their battery capacity which should be high for a sufficient range on a full 

charge. In addition, some of the vehicles are also operating as e-taxis in other cities (see 

Table 3.4), i.e. they are potentially suitable vehicles for Singapore as well. 

Table 5.5: Vehicle OMVs in 2015 (2016 start year) and 2019 (2020 start year) 

 Start year  Start year 

 2016 2020  2016 2020 

Conventional vehicle 

(ICEVs, HEVs)
 

OMV 

[SGD]  

OMV 

[SGD]  

BEVs 

(battery capacity) 
4 

OMV 

[SGD] 
5
 

OMV 

[SGD] 
6
 

Toyota Prius HEV 1 35,505 35,505 BYD e6 (61.4 kWh) 47,000 39,666 

Chevrolet Epica Diesel 2 20,858 20,858 Nissan Leaf (30 kWh) 35,253 31,179 

Chrysler 300 Diesel 3 58,119 58,119 Kia Soul EV (27 kWh) 33,087 29,296 

   VW e-Golf (24.2 kWh) 7 37,189 33,635 

   Tesla Model S 85D 100,947 87,783 

Data set of OMVs of 614 
ICEV models and model 
variants in Singapore

Data set of list prices 
of respective ICEVs in 
other countries

List prices of BEVs in 
the respective 
countries

Estimation of 
OMVs of BEVs 
in Singapore

comparison based on

price, engine power

regression 
equation(s)
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1 2015 OMV according to [One15]. 2019 OMV estimated to remain constant due to uncertainty about 

development of NiMH battery costs.  
2 Calculation based on 2011/2012 prices of petrol version [One11, One12], inflation-adjusted to 2015 price 

level; component prices and specifications of diesel version according to [Edw11 Appendix 1 p9, Koc14a p10, 

Red16].  
3 2014 price according to [One14] inflation-adjusted to 2015 price level.  
4 Battery capacities and other vehicle specifications according to [BYD16] (BYD e6), [Nis16a] (Nissan Leaf), 

[Kia16a p2] (Kia Soul EV), [Vol16a p3] (VW e Golf) and [ADA15 p38] (Tesla S 85D).  
5 Estimated 2015-values according to [Sel16] based on data from 2015 and 2016, used for vehicles starting to 

operate in 2016.  
6 Estimated 2019 values based in 2015 OMVs and decreasing components costs (battery, powertrain) 

according to [Koc14a pp6,9,10], used for vehicles starting to operate in 2020.  
7 VW = Volkswagen.  

5.1.3 Operating costs 

The operating costs are all costs that accumulate during the operating period of the 

vehicle. Taxis in Singapore are used for a period of up to eight years. Thereafter, the 

vehicles cannot be registered as taxis any more. Old Singapore taxis are often exported 

and used in other countries.  

For operating a taxi, the following costs occur:  

- Operating taxes (road tax and ERP charges) 

- Energy costs (petrol, diesel or electricity) 

- Maintenance costs 

- Insurance costs 

- Parking costs 

In addition to these costs, specific costs that apply to e-taxis are: 

- Replacement costs for the traction battery 

- Infrastructure costs for setting up and operating charging infrastructure 

The TCO model has an annual structure in order to incorporate an annual discount rate 

(see section 5.1.1). Discounting is most important for the operating costs ��!"#����  as 

they accrue at different times (in different years) during the usage period of the vehicle.  

For each of the cost categories listed above, the costs that accrue in each year are 

calculated and then added up. Next, the resulting sums for each year are summed up in 

order to calculate the total operating costs ��!"#���� . This approach is expressed by 

Equations 5.4 to 5.6. These are general equations which are applied to the different costs 

listed above.  

 �BC = �BCD ∙ =1 + �>CFG ∙ H 11 + 	ICFG
 (5.4) 

�BC represent the costs in year � for one cost category J (e.g. maintenance costs in 2015) 

based on costs �BCD for that category in a base year �K. The year �K is the year of the 
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model price level, which is set to 2015 in this work (see section 5.1.1). 	 is the annual 

discount rate of 3% which allows to make expenses in different future years comparable. 

For new vehicles which are subject to this study, the variable � can also be considered as 

the age of the vehicle at the end of each year.  

Costs accruing in the first year of operation are not discounted. The discount factor 

L GGM�NCFG
 equals one for � = 1. However, future expenses (� > 1> are given a lower value. 

The trend factor =1 + �>CFG is included in order to incorporate price trends into the 

assessment, with � being the trend. For example, fossil fuels such as petrol or diesel may 

become more expensive in the future due to increased scarcity of oil and gas, which 

would be taken into consideration by a positive value of �.  

As shown in Equation 5.5, all �BC for the individual years of operation of the vehicle are 

added up in order to calculate the total costs for one category �B in all 
 years of vehicle 

usage (e.g. maintenance costs for entire operating period of 
 years). Finally, in order to 

calculate the total operating costs ��!"#���� , all operating cost categories �B are added up 

(Equation 5.6).  

 �B = P �BC
 

CQG = P �BCD ∙ =1 + �>CFG ∙ H 11 + 	ICFG 
CQG  (5.5) 

 ��!"#���� = P �BB = P RP �BCD ∙ =1 + �>CFG ∙ H 11 + 	ICFG 
CQG SB  (5.6) 

The detailed calculation of each operating cost category �B is outlined in the following 

paragraphs.  

Operating taxes 

Operating taxes in Singapore include the road tax and the ERP charges for entering the 

CBD.  

ERP charges occur when a vehicle passes one of the ERP gantries in the city. For taxies, 

the charges vary according to the number of trips that a taxi driver makes to the CBD, and 

the time of day of these trips. These variables are generally determined by the 

passengers. As ERP charges are added on top of the trip fare and paid for by the 

passengers, they can be considered as irrelevant for the operating costs of the taxi. 

Hence, ERP charges are not explained in detail here.  

The road tax is a type of vehicle license that vehicle owners need to have in order to use 

public roads [LTA16a]. The road tax is a fixed annual amount �#��T��B,CD which is 

assumed to remain constant over the usage period of the vehicle. Hence, the trend � is 

zero, and the road tax is calculated as follows (Equation 5.7): 
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 �#��T��B = P �#��T��B,CD ∙ H 11 + 	ICFG 
CQG  (5.7) 

�#��T��B,CD is the road tax in the first year (and every subsequent year) of operation of the 

vehicle.  

In Singapore, the road tax for taxis is 510 SGD for a period of six months, i.e. �#��T��B,CD 

equals 1,020 SGD per year. For taxis running on diesel, and additional amount of 

2,550 SGD per six-month period applies in order to compensate for the absence of a fuel 

tax which only applies to petrol. [LTA16h] Hence, the total annual road tax amount for 

diesel taxis is 6,120 SGD.  

Energy costs 

Petrol, diesel or electricity costs are referred to as the energy costs to operate a vehicle. 

Unlike the road tax, energy costs are considered to be variable, even if the annual 

mileage remains constant. This approach allows to take into consideration future energy 

price trends. As mentioned before, fossil fuels may become more expensive in the future 

due to increased oil or gas prices. If electricity is generated from fossil fuel, its price may 

change as well. Hence, the formula for the fuel costs can be written as follows (Equation 

5.8): 

 �" "#6C = P �" "#6C,CD ∙ =1 + �>CFG ∙ H 11 + 	ICFG 
CQG  (5.8) 

In this model, energy types considered include petrol, diesel as well as electricity. ICEVs 

and HEVs run on petrol or diesel, whereas BEVs use electricity.  

The energy costs in the base year, �" "#6C,CD, depend on the following parameters: the 

annual energy consumption, the energy price in the given year, and the annual mileage of 

the vehicle. Energy consumption and annual mileage are considered to remain constant 

over the usage period of the vehicle, where the energy price may change. Inserting these 

parameters into Equation 5.8 results in the following formula (Equation 5.9):  

 �" "#6C = P � ∙ V" "#6C ∙ " "#6C,CD ∙ =1 + �>CFG ∙ H 11 + 	ICFG 
CQG  (5.9) 

� is the annual mileage, V" "#6C is the energy consumption in litres per kilometre [L/km] 

(for petrol and diesel), or kilowatt hours per kilometre [kWh/km] (for electricity), and " "#6C,CD is the base year energy price in SGD per litre (for petrol and diesel) or SGD per 

kilowatt hour (for electricity).  

Unlike ICEVs, the energy consumption of BEVs has two components. One component 

takes into consideration the energy consumption for operating the vehicle, i.e. driving as 

well as operating auxiliary systems such as wipers, lights and air conditioning. The second 
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component takes into consideration charging losses that occur when the vehicle is 

charged at a charging device. As a result of the charging losses, the energy consumption 

of the vehicle itself is lower than the energy that a vehicle user has to pay for. Thus, the 

electricity consumption V" "#6C is the actual electricity consumption for operating the 

vehicle in kilowatt hours per kilometre, V" "#6C,*"+�?9" , divided by the charging efficiency W?+�#6� 6 (Equation 5.10):  

 BEVs: V" "#6C = �XYXZ[\,]X^_`aX b`^cZ[_Y[  (5.10) 

Table 5.6 contains the energy prices " "#6C in Singapore in 2015 for the three different 

types of fuel which are considered in the model for the different taxi vehicles listed in 

Table 5.5: petrol, diesel and electricity. For diesel, two different prices are provided. The 

first one is the price that taxi drivers pay at public petrol stations. The second one is the 

price that the taxi operator SMRT Taxis charges. Large taxi operators in Singapore have 

own diesel pumps in order to provide diesel at discounted prices for their fleet of vehicles. 

In addition, a mean price trend for the years 2006 to 2015 is given. Earlier fuel price data 

was not available for all types of fuel.  

The charging efficiency W?+�#6� 6 varies according to the charging strategy of the drivers. 

According to [Far12 p22, Reu14 p130], charging efficiencies range between 85% and 

97% depending on the charging device used.  

Table 5.6: 2015 energy prices and price trends 

Energy type defeghi,jklm n (2006-2015) Sources 

(used for estimation of values) 

Petrol (public) 

95 octane 

1.61 SGD/L 1 -0.26% p.a. DSS13 table 19.3, DSS16 table 

22.4  

Diesel (public) 0.98 SGD/L 1 -2.04% p.a. DSS13 table 19.3, DSS16 table 

22.4  

Diesel (SMRT 

depot) 

0.83 SGD/L no data available SMR16b  

Electricity 0.23 SGD/kWh -2.51% p.a. EMA13 p61, EMA16 p89 

1 Includes a discount of 16% that taxi drivers get when they fuel at public petrol stations [SMR16b].  

Energy price trends are negative for the years 2006 to 2015. Extremely low fuel prices in 

2015 compared to previous years [EIA16, WWW16] contribute to this fact. However, it 

seems unlikely that such a trend continues to exist in the future. Consequently, in this 

work, a trend of 2% p.a. is used, which is considered more realistic than the negative 

trends obtained from the data, regarding the current fuel price level as well as regarding 

the increasing scarcity of fossil fuels. In Singapore, the primary energy source for 

electricity production is natural gas [EMA15 p100], which is a fossil fuel as well.  
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As the energy consumption is assumed to have a significant effect on the results due to 

the high annual mileage of the taxis, standard energy consumptions based on normed 

driving patterns such as the NEDC which do not reflect local driving patterns were 

considered inappropriate. Hence, energy consumptions for the reference taxis were 

obtained from personal interviews with taxi drivers (see section 5.4). However, for the e-

taxis listed in Table 5.5, energy consumptions for Singapore traffic conditions were not 

available. Instead, the energy consumptions were estimated based on recorded travel 

behaviour of existing taxis [Sel15] using a range of vehicle parameters such as drivetrain 

parameters, air drag coefficient and vehicle mass [Sel16]. For the e-taxis, the energy 

consumption depends on the driving style of the taxi driver. As a result, the energy 

consumptions are slightly different depending on which conventional taxi is used as a 

reference vehicle for the e-taxi. The resulting average energy consumptions V" "#6C are 

listed in Table 5.7. 

Table 5.7: Vehicle energy consumptions [Sel16] 

  Reference taxi Prius Epica Chrysler 

Conventional vehicle 

(ICEVs, HEVs) 

oefeghi 
[L/100km] 

BEVs 

(battery capacity) 

oefeghi 
[kWh/100km] 

Toyota Prius HEV 5.3 BYD e6 (61.4 kWh) 23.2 23.6 - 

Chevrolet Epica Diesel 10.4 Nissan Leaf (30 kWh) 15.9 16.2 - 

Chrysler 300 Diesel 12.3 Kia Soul EV (27 kWh) 16.1 16.4 - 

  VW e-Golf (24.2 kWh) 17.2 17.6 - 

  Tesla Model S 85D - - 17.8 

Service and maintenance costs 

The service and maintenance costs take into account that a vehicle needs to be serviced 

and repaired regularly throughout its life. This is particularly important for taxis which 

accumulate high mileages, and which are consequently subject to increased wear and 

tear compared to private vehicles. In addition, taxis represent the basis for the taxi driver’s 

income so that the vehicles should be serviced regularly in order to avoid breakdowns and 

loss of income.  

Based on previous studies as well as data provided by SMRT Taxis [AEC09, Bau10, 

Bie09, Plo14, Wie10, SMR16b], service and maintenance costs �8�� �" � ?" are 

estimated using a fixed cost coefficient per kilometre 8�� �� " ?" multiplied by the annual 

mileage � of the vehicle (Equation 5.11):  

 �8�� �" � ?" = P � ∙ 8�� �� " ?" ∙ H 11 + 	ICFG 
CQG  (5.11) 
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The service and maintenance costs are assumed to be constant throughout the usage 

period of the vehicle. Hence, the factor =1 + �>CFG does not apply here. Strictly speaking, 

maintenance cost may increase during the usage period as wear and tear may become 

more noticeable with higher total mileages. However, reliable data sources for the change 

of maintenance costs of taxis in Singapore are not available.  

According to literature [e.g. Plo14 p67], 8�� �� " ?" varies for different powertrain 

technologies. In general, the electric drivetrains used in BEVs require less maintenance 

as they are less complex compared to an ICE drivetrain [Pro12 p4], and the use of 

regenerative breaking results in a lower wear and tear of mechanical breaks [EE11 p34]. 

As a result, the service and maintenance costs for BEVs are lower compared to ICEVs.  

Table 5.8 lists the service and maintenance costs in SGD per kilometre which is used in 

this work. The numbers are average values (ICEV, BEV) as well as interpolated values 

(HEV) based on a range of literature values. Using these values, annual maintenance 

costs of roughly 8,000 to 10,000 SGD accrue. Of course, lower and higher values may 

occur depending on the annual mileage of the taxi. However, this cost range was 

confirmed by SMRT Taxis to be realistic.  

According to [e.g. EE11 p81, Plo14 p67], the amount of maintenance costs also depends 

on the vehicle size, which large vehicles having higher maintenance costs than mid-sized 

and small cars. For this work, maintenance costs for mid-sized vehicles are used, except 

for the Chrysler 300 Diesel and Tesla Models S which are considered as large vehicles 

and therefore have higher maintenance costs.  

Table 5.8: Maintenance costs 

Vehicle type Taxi models dpqrfnqfefde 
[SGD/km] 

Sources 

(used for value estimation) 

HEV (mid-sized) Toyota Prius HEV 0.055 [SMR16b] 

ICEV (mid-sized) Chevrolet Epica Diesel 0.066 [SMR16b] 

ICEV (large) Chrysler 300 Diesel 0.097 1 [EE11 p81, Plo14 p67, 

SMR16b] 

BEV (mid-sized) BYD e6, Nissan Leaf, 

Kia Soul EV, VW e-Golf 

0.044 2 [AEC09 p50, Bau10 p164, 

Bie09 p175, CIE12 p52, EE11 

p81, Ele13 p5, Plo14 p67, 

Pro12 p7, Wie10 p93, SMR16b] 

BEV (large) Tesla Model S 0.069 2 [AEC09 p50, Bau10 p164, 

Bie09 p175, CIE12 p52, EE11 

p81, Ele13 p5, Plo14 p67, 

Pro12 p7, Wie10 p93, SMR16b] 

Note: maintenance cost values in currencies other than SGD have been converted to SGD using [MAS16] 

exchange rates.  
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1 Estimation based on maintenance costs of the Chevrolet Epica Diesel.  
2 Estimation based on maintenance costs of the Toyota Prius HEV and ICEVs of corresponding vehicle size.  

Insurance costs 

Similar to the maintenance costs, the insurance costs can be estimated based on a fixed 

cost coefficient per kilometre � ��#� ?" and the annual mileage �. The approach allows to 

take into consideration that vehicles such as taxis which accumulate high annual mileages 

have significantly higher insurance premiums compared to private vehicles with 

comparatively low annual mileages. Using typical insurance premiums for private vehicles 

would result in an underestimation of the actual costs. In addition, a simplification is 

necessary due to the complexity and individuality of insurance premiums which may 

reflect various parameters and criteria of the individual vehicle owner such as type of 

vehicle, brand, the driver’s age and driving history. Such individual circumstances cannot 

be reflected in the TCO calculation.  

Alternatively, a fixed average annual insurance amount per vehicle �� ��#� ?",CD can be 

assumed. This is particularly useful for large fleets of taxis where the taxi operator pays 

the insurance premiums regardless of how much an individual driver uses a taxi, i.e. how 

much mileage he or she accumulates. Thus, the insurance costs can be described by the 

following formula (Equation 5.12). 

 �� ��#� ?" = P � ∙ � ��#� ?" ∙ H 11 + 	ICFG 
CQG = P �� ��#� ?",CD

 
CQG ∙ H 11 + 	ICFG

 (5.12) 

The annual trend factor =1 + �>CFG does not apply here. [EE11 p33] suggests that BEVs 

become more common, their insurance premiums will be similar to those of ICEVs, 

although historic values show that premiums for novel powertrains have had higher 

insurance costs initially due to the uncertainty over costs of repairs.  

According to SMRT Taxis, insurance costs per vehicle are about 1,000 SGD per month, or 

12,000 SGD per year. This lump sum was used for all vehicles in this work. A more 

detailed calculation as described above, which depends on the annual mileage, was 

omitted.  

Parking costs 

Parking costs can be estimated based on the usage behaviour of the driver. Similar to the 

insurance costs, parking costs depend on the individual drivers and their vehicle usage 

behaviour, which may change over time so that different parking cost accrue every year. 

Due to the annual structure of the TCO model (see section 5.1.1), and as detailed data 

about the parking behaviour of all taxi drivers is not available, average annual parking 

rates are used. The resulting formula (Equation 5.13) for the parking costs �!�#s� 6 is:  
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 �!�#s� 6 = P �!�#s� 6,CD
 

CQG ∙ H 11 + 	ICFG
 (5.13) 

�!�#s� 6,CD are the parking costs in the base year. For taxis, �!�#s� 6,CD is considered to be 

equal to the parking rates at HDB buildings (residential complexes managed by the 

Singapore Housing Development Board HDB). In fact, according to the results from the 

interviews with taxi drivers, most of them live in HDB buildings. Uncovered HDB parking is 

65 SGD per month [HDB16], or 780 SGD per year. At the time of data collection, there 

was also no evidence of parking cost rebates for BEVs or other low-emission vehicles. 

Hence, parking fees for all taxis are considered to be equal. Other parking costs that have 

to be paid when the taxi is parked outside the own residential complex are neglected.  

All the above-mentioned components of the operating costs apply to all vehicle 

technologies. In addition, there are a few cost components that are specific to EVs, 

including BEVs and HEVs. These cost components include the costs that are caused by 

the replacement of the traction battery of BEVs and HEVs, as well as the costs that are 

required to set up and operate a comprehensive network of charging facilities that allow 

BEV users (taxi drivers in this case) to operate their vehicles conveniently. The latter may 

be covered by the individual vehicle user who uses the charging facilities in order to 

charge a vehicle, or by other financial sources (e.g. government taxes) in which case the 

infrastructure costs cannot be attributed to an individual car user. In the following 

paragraphs, the battery costs and infrastructure costs are explained in detail.  

Battery life and replacement costs 

The high-capacity traction battery of BEVs is a relatively costly component. Consequently, 

the battery is responsible for a large part of the OMV of a vehicle. In addition, battery life is 

an important factor (see section 3.1.3) that has to be taken into consideration. Depending 

on the charging behaviour and other parameters that determine the operating 

environment of the battery, the battery life can change significantly. For taxis that 

accumulate high annual mileages, it is likely for the battery to lose 20% of its initial 

capacity before the EOL of the vehicle itself, which it eight years. In this case, the battery 

needs to be replaced during the usage period of the vehicle. The remaining 80% of the 

initial capacity is commonly defined as the value under which a battery becomes 

unsuitable for use in EVs (see section 3.1.3).  

Simulating the multitude of stress factors (see Table 3.1) that impact battery ageing would 

exceed the scope of this work. Hence, the assessment has been reduced to two important 

parameters, the cycle life and the calendar life. The latter represents the degradation of 

the battery over time and hence solely depends on the age of the battery. In contrast, the 

cycle life can be considered as a variable which reflects a range of different stress factors 

such as DOD, SOC, operating temperature and C-rate. The higher the negative impact of 

the stress factor is, the lower the number of charging cycles that a battery withstands 
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before it needs to be replaced. A typical range of charging cycles for Li-Ion batteries can 

be found in Table 3.1.  

Due to the importance of the costs of the traction battery, a sub-model of the TCO model 

has been developed to estimate battery life, costs and residual value (at the EOL of the 

vehicle) depending on a range of input parameters. The results are incorporated into the 

TCO calculation. The residual value of the battery is addressed in section 5.1.4 where the 

estimation of the EOL value of the vehicle is described.  

The costs for a single replacement traction battery ��� 69"t��� are the sum of the following 

components (Equation 5.14): the costs of a battery pack for the original equipment 

manufacturer (OEM costs) �t���,($,, the OEM margin �t���,($,8�#6� , the distribution 

costs �t���,T���, manpower costs for replacing the battery at a workshop �t���,8� !�u"#, 

and the GST �t���,/01:  

 
��� 69"t��� = �t���,($, + �t���,($,8�#6� + �t���,T��� + �t���,8� !�u"#+ �t���,/01 

(5.14) 

According to [Koc14a p6], �t���,($, is the sum of a fixed price for the battery casing, �t���?��", and the OEM battery price per kilowatt hour capacity, t���, multiplied by the 

battery capacity in kilowatt hours, ��t���  (Equation 5.15).  

 �t���,($, = �t���?��" + t��� ∙ ��t��� (5.15) 

Margins, distribution costs and GST are percentages of �t���,($,. According to [Koc14a 

p12], the OEM margin is between -5% and 9% (average: 2%) for standard cars, and 

between 5.8% and 12.5% (average 9.2%) for premium cars. The Chrysler 300 Diesel and 

Tesla Model S are considered as premium cars. Distribution costs are 10% on average 

(5% to 15%) [Koc14a p12]. �t���,8� !�u"# is considered to be part of the maintenance 

costs for BEVs and HEVs described above. Hence, their value in Equation 5.14 is zero.  

A critical value regarding the battery costs is the OEM battery price t��� which has 

dropped in recent years due to maturing of the battery technology [Nyk15a p329]. The 

battery price data which is used in this work has been published in [Koc14a]. It provides a 

more detailed distinction between battery technologies compared to [Nyk15a] who also 

reviewed battery price data from a large number of sources. Due to the uncertainty about 

battery costs, the impact of changes of battery costs is investigated in a scenario analysis 

(see section 7.1.2). The price data is summarised in Table 5.9. In general it can be said 

that batteries price estimations come with significant uncertainties.   
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Table 5.9: Li-ion battery prices t��� in [SGD/kWh] 

 [Koc14a pp6,9] 
1
 [Nyk15b] 

1,2
 

Year VDA 18650 All values 

except Tesla 

Tesla values 

only 

2015 447 279 777 458 

2020 335 186 541 319 

2030 279 186 383 226 

1 Values in EUR [Koc14a] and USD [Nyk15b] have been converted to SGD using [MAS16] exchange rates.  
2 Battery prices are estimated based on Nyk15b.  

Contrary to the price of Li-Ion batteries for which extensive literature exists, OEM battery 

price data to estimate t��� for NiMH batteries that are used in the Toyota Prius HEV is 

rare. Instead, indications of cost data for replacing the entire battery pack of the Prius 

exist. As for the Li-Ion battery costs, values vary significantly across the sources. For the 

replacement costs of the Pius battery pack, the detailed calculation described in 

Equations 5.14 and 5.15 are omitted. Instead, ��� 69"t��� for the Prius was estimated as a 

lump sum based on pack replacement cost data found. Following [Voe16] who provide 

updated 2016 replacement cost values for different Toyota Prius HEVs, 3,939 USD 

(5,400 SGD) is considered a reasonable value (using exchange and inflation rates 

according to [MAS16, TWB16]).  

For the TCO, the points of time during the usage period of the vehicle at which a battery 

needs to be replaced have to be estimated as well. At these points of time, i.e. in the 

years � these points of time fall into, ��� 69"t���,C has to be paid. In all other years, ��� 69"t���,C equals zero. Thus, knowing these points of time allows to calculate the total 

battery replacement costs by  

- determining the number of batteries used during the entire life of the vehicle, and 

by  

- applying the correct discount factor for the years in which the batteries are 

replaced.  

The calculation of the points of time of replacing the battery is based on a range of 

parameters, whereby the key parameter is the annual mileage �. As � is constant for 

every year of vehicle usage, it functions as a measurement of time. Table 5.10 lists � as 

well as all other parameters used to determine the battery life.   
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Table 5.10: Battery life parameters 

Parameter Description Typical values / calculation 

� Annual mileage 130,200 km (avg. Toyota Prius 

HEV taxi) 

122,430 km (avg. Chevrolet Epica 

Diesel taxi) 

115,913 km (avg. Chrysler 300 

Diesel taxi) 

)t���,?C? Cycle life: total number of discharge-charge 

cycles until battery capacity reaches 80% 

(equals 0% SOH) of its initial capacity 

(equals 100% SOH) (see Table 3.1) 

500 to 5000 (see Table 3.1) 

��t��� Installed (initial) battery capacity 16 to 100 kWh (see Table 3.1) 

v?�! Useable battery capacity factor indicating 

the percentage of the installed battery 

capacity that is useable for driving. It 

corresponds to the max. DOD (see Table 

3.1). This factor simulates the fact that the 

installed capacity of an automotive battery 

is not fully available in order to prevent 

damage to the battery.  

70 to 90% depending on charging 

mode, assuming a min. SOC of 

10% (see Table 3.1). Fast 

charging is possible up to about 

80% SOC only. Above this value, 

slow charging is required to fully 

charge the battery [Kut16 p2].  

��t���,��"�t9" Useable (initial) battery capacity ��t���,��"�t9" = v?�! ∙ ��t��� 
w� � Initial range (at 100% SOH of the battery) in 

kilometres on a fully charged battery 
w� � = ��t��� ∙ v?�!V" "#6C,*"+�?9"  

wt���$�% Range in kilometres at which the battery is 

declared unusable for the vehicle (80% of 

initial capacity, or 0% SOH) (see Table 3.1) 

wt���$�% = 0.8 w� � 

w7�T" Loss of range per complete charging cycle 

due to ageing of the battery (see section 

3.1.3 for stress factors that impact battery 

ageing) 

w7�T" = w� � − wt���$�%)?C?  

Using the variables in Table 5.10 allows to calculate the maximum mileage that the 

vehicle can accumulate on a single (new) battery, starting with an initial range per 

charging cycle of w� � and ending with wt���$�% after completing )t���,?C? full charging 

cycles. This maximum mileage per battery which is determined by the cycle life )t���,?C? 

shall be �t���,?C? (Equation 5.16):   
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�t���,?C? = P xw� � − w7�T" ∙ =	 − 1>y9zc{{,`\`

�QG  

⇔ 

�t���,?C? = )t���,?C? ∙ w� � − w7�T" ∙ )t���,?C? ∙ =)t���,?C? − 1>2  

(5.16) 

Such an approach using a fixed value such as w7�T" to simulate battery ageing is 

proposed by [Bic11 pp17-18].  

Of course, using full charging cycles in this equation is an approximation of what drivers 

would do in reality, as it is unlikely that a driver always depletes a battery completely 

before recharging it. Instead, a battery will probably be recharged more often with a 

smaller amount of energy each time, i.e. the battery will not always be at its lowest 

allowable SOC =1 − v?�!> before being connected to a charging facility.  

Equation 5.16 implicates that the number of charging cycles per time period (or per 

distance driven) increases over time because every time the battery is charged, it loses a 

small amount of its useable capacity. As a result, more charging cycles are required to 

cover a specific distance with a used (older) battery compared to a new battery. This 

relationship is visualised in Figure 5.3. The SOH of the battery decreases from 100% to 

0% over the course of one battery life [Bic11 p17]. The discontinuities in the curve indicate 

battery replacements.  

 

Figure 5.3: Visualisation of battery ageing and battery replacement by charging cycles 

Knowing �t���,?C? as well as the annual mileage �, it is possible to determine the times at 

which battery replacements occur as well as the total number of batteries used during the 

entire usage period. The first one of these batteries is installed in the vehicle and part of 

the OMV. Subsequent batteries are replacement batteries which cause additional battery 

replacement costs.  
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In addition to the cycle life which is the basic theory behind battery replacement cycles 

shown in Figure 5.3, batteries also age over time. This fact is referred to as calendar life. 

Typically, an automotive battery is supposed to last 10 to 15 years before it needs to be 

replaced (see Table 3.1), if it has not been replaced at an earlier point of time because the 

maximum number of charging cycles has been reached. Consequently, the actual point of 

time when a battery has to be replaced is determined by both the cycle life )t���,?C? and 

the calendar life )t���,?�9 in full years. )t���,?C? allows to estimate �t���,?C? (see Equation 

5.16), whereas )t���,?�9 can be converted into a (theoretical) value �t���,?�9 which 

represents the mileage that the vehicle covers during )t���,?�9 (Equation 5.17): 

 �t���,?�9 = )t���,?�9 ∙ � (5.17) 

The mileage after which a battery needs to be replaced, �t���, can be determined by 

combining Equations 5.16 and 5.17. The lower mileage determines when the battery pack 

has to be replaced (Equation 5.18):  

 �t��� = min��t���,?C?; �t���,?�9� (5.18) 

Then, the number of batteries 
t��� required during the usage period of the vehicle is 

determined by the number of batteries required according to the battery cycle life, 
t���,?C?, and the number of batteries required according to the battery calendar life, 
t���,?�9. 
t��� is the maximum of both values. )*"+ is the usage period of the vehicle in 

years (Equation 5.19).  

 


t��� = max�
t���,?C?; 
t���,?�9� 

with 


t���,?C? = � ∙ 
�t���,?C? 


t���,?�9 = )*"+)t���,?�9 

(5.19) 

Note: 
 is the number of years a vehicle is in use. For the formulas above, it has the same value as )*"+, but it 

does not have a unit (years).  


t��� can be a decimal, which means that the battery which is installed in the vehicle at 

the EOL of the vehicle has still a residual value. This value increases the EOL value of the 

vehicle. Hence, the actual number of batteries needed is obtained by rounding 
t��� up to 

the next whole number. Figure 5.4 visualises the model where both )t���,?C? and )t���,?�9 
determine how often the battery needs to be replaced.  
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Figure 5.4: Visualisation of battery life by age and by charging cycles (as implemented in the model) 

In contrast to BEVs, HEVs are equipped with both an ICE and an electric motor. As a 

result, they do not solely rely on the battery as an energy source, which makes it difficult 

to determine when the battery is declared to be dead because (theoretically) a HEV can 

be operated on its ICE alone. Hence, the approach above for calculating �t���,?C? is not 

appropriate here. Instead, �t���,?C? is estimated directly based on a range of data sources 

which give indications of mileages after which batteries of Toyota Prius HEVs needed to 

be replaced. In this work, a value of �t��� = 350,000 km per battery pack is used, 

following [Ire08] who reports similar mileages for Toyota Prius HEV taxis in Cairns, 

Australia, where weather conditions are comparable to the tropical climate in Singapore. 

However, similar to the cycle life of BEV battery packs, previous experiences about when 

a Prius battery needs to be replaced vary significantly. According to [Ric13, She15], cases 

of Toyota Prius taxis covering around 1,000,000 km on a single battery pack have been 

reported.  

Finally, the resulting total battery replacement costs that accrue during the usage period of 

a vehicle are summarised in Equation 5.20. A trend factor of the type =1 + �>CFG does not 

apply here as battery costs data suggests that battery prices do not change by the same 

factor every year [Koc14a pp6,9, Nyk15b]. Instead, individual battery costs ��� 6"t���,C for 

different years � were estimated from literature data (see Table 5.9). ��� 6"t���,C is zero for 

the years in which no replacement battery is required.  

 �t���"#C = P ��� 6"t���,C
 

CQG ∙ H 11 + 	ICFG
 (5.20) 

Infrastructure costs 

Infrastructure costs have to be considered for EVs that require charging infrastructure to 

be set up so that they can be used conveniently. In this work, infrastructure costs apply to 
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BEVs only as HEVs are non-plug-in vehicles whose batteries cannot be recharged by an 

external power source.  

In general, costs of a single charging facility �� 7,7�?�9��C can be divided into the following 

components [DOE15 p8-9]: costs for the charging device itself, �� 7,T"*�?", the installation 

costs and costs for connecting the device to the electricity grid, �� 7,� ���9, maintenance 

costs, �� 7,8�� � as well as costs for operating the device, �� 7,�!"#. On top of these costs, 

additional costs (e.g. warranties) or rebates (e.g. tax grants) �� 7,�TT may accrue. 

Maintenance and operating costs accrue annually over the defined usage period of the 

device of 
� 7 years, whereas device and installation costs are one-off expenses. �� 7,7�?�9��C can be described by Equation 5.21, applying the trend factor =1 + �>CFG and 

the discount factor L GGM�NCFG
 as described above.  

 

�� 7,7�?�9��C = �� 7,T"*�?" + �� 7,� ���9 + �� 7,�TT
+ P �� 7,8�� � ∙ =1 + �>CFG ∙ H 11 + 	ICFG _Y�

CQG
+ P �� 7,�!"# ∙ =1 + �>CFG ∙ H 11 + 	ICFG _Y�

CQG  

(5.21) 

If it is not desirable that the public pays for the infrastructure costs, for example via 

government taxes, the costs can be attributed to those who use the charging facilities, i.e. 

the EV users. The following diagram (Figure 5.5) shows a proposition how infrastructure 

costs can be estimated in this case. The fleet size allows to calculate the total amount of 

energy needed by all vehicles if the energy consumption and charging efficiency (see 

Equation 5.10) are taken into consideration. Based on the total energy consumption, the 

total (theoretical) energy supply can be calculated by dividing the total energy 

consumption by the utilisation rate of the charging facilities. This utilisation rate is a crucial 

factor. Estimations by [Li15 p23] for BEVs in Singapore suggest that the utilisation rate is 

a crucial factor determining the lifetime infrastructure costs per vehicle. The infrastructure 

costs per vehicle increase significantly with a utilisation rate of less than 25%.  

Using the total (theoretical) energy supply and the charging power allows to calculate the 

total number of charging stations that need to be available in order to serve all vehicles 

assuming the specified utilisation rate. Applying Equation 5.21 to all charging stations 

gives the total costs for all charging infrastructure that needs to be available. Finally, 

distributing these costs on the actual amount of energy needed by the vehicles gives a 

cost value per kilowatt hour. It can be added on the actual electricity price that vehicle 

users pay when they charge their vehicles.  
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Figure 5.5: Proposed infrastructure cost estimation 

A low utilisation rate increases the additional costs per kilowatt hour. Hence, it is desirable 

to design a charging infrastructure system that minimises these costs, and that aims at a 

high utilisation rate. Analysing travel patterns and possible fleet sizes and determining 

ideal charging locations and strategies can provide input for such an assessment.  

Thus, charging infrastructure costs depend on a large number of parameters, many of 

which are still uncertain for the case of taxis in Singapore. Extensive simulations are 

recommended in order to provide reliable results, which would exceed the scope of this 

work. Hence, infrastructure costs are integrated into the assessment using a surcharge � 7,CD on the energy price " "#6C,CD. The surcharge is measured in SGD per kilowatt hour. 

Integrating � 7,CD into Equation 5.9 results in Equation 5.22 for the energy (electricity) 

costs for BEVs:  

 �" "#6C = P � ∙ V" "#6C ∙ �" "#6C,CD ∙ =1 + �>CFG + � 7,CD� ∙ H 11 + 	ICFG 
CQG  (5.22) 

The infrastructure costs only for a single vehicle user are: 

 �� 7#���#�?��#" = P � ∙ V" "#6C ∙ � 7,CD ∙ H 11 + 	ICFG 
CQG  (5.23) 

[Tho14 p84] provides indications about the potential surcharge � 7,CD for different types of 

charging facilities for taxi fleets in Singapore. Values for 50 kW fast charging are 

0.14 SGD/kWh.  

5.1.4 End-of-Life value 

As introduced in section 3.3, the EOL value �$(% of the vehicle is the value that it has at 

the end of its defined usage period, i.e. when the vehicle user sells it or hands it on in a 

different way. The EOL value is usually positive, unless one has to pay for e.g. wrecking 
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of the car. Consequently, the EOL usually lowers the TCO, and �$(% is negative. In 

Singapore, the EOL value can be described as the sum of the following components: the 

EOL value of the vehicle itself, the residual value of the battery and return of some 

government taxes that had to be paid upon acquisition of the vehicle.  

These taxes that can be returned partly include the COE as well as the ARF and the 

CEVS rebate. If a taxi is sold or deregistered at the end of its expected usage period of 

eight years, the COE which was initially prorated for this period of time has expired so that 

its remaining value is zero. Otherwise, the EOL value should include the percentage of the 

value of the COE that has not yet been used, e.g. 1/8th of its value if the vehicle is sold 

after seven years instead of eight years. Similar to the value of the COE, a part of the ARF 

paid, including a CEVS rebate if applicable, is also returned if the vehicle is deregistered 

earlier than its defined life span. Thus, taxis which are deregistered before reaching eight 

years of age may be granted a preferential additional registration fee (PARF) rebate which 

depends on the age of the vehicle at the time of deregistration [LTA16h]. The PARF 

rebates are listed in Table 5.11 below:  

Table 5.11: PARF rebates for taxis [LTA16h] 

Age of vehicle at de-registration  PARF rebate 

Not exceeding 5 years 75% of ARF paid 

Above 5 years but not exceeding 6 years 70% of ARF paid 

Above 6 years but not exceeding 7 years 65% of ARF paid 

Above 7 years but not exceeding 8 years 60% of ARF paid 

As the normal usage period of taxis is eight years, it makes sense to deregister them just 

(e.g. one day) before the end of the eighth year of usage in order to qualify for the PARF 

rebate of 60%.  

In addition to these tax rebates, the traction battery of BEVs may have a residual value if it 

has been replaced during the usage period of the vehicle, or if the vehicle is sold before 

the initial battery has reached its EOL in terms of calendar or cycle life. This value would 

increase the total EOL value of the vehicle. 

In this work, the value of the battery is considered separately due to its relatively high 

value and complex deterioration process. The residual battery value is calculated based 

on the battery costs by introducing a factor vt���*�9�" that simulates the remaining amount 

of the battery value since the battery has been fitted into the vehicle. vt���*�9�" takes into 

consideration two different aspects. The main aspect is the SOH of the battery which is 

calculated based on the maximum mileage �t��� that the battery can withstand before it 

needs to be replaced (see battery life in section 5.1.3), and the mileage that the vehicle 

has travelled on that battery until the date of sale, �t�����T��". In addition to the SOH, a 
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factor v��"T!#�T�?� is introduced which can be interpreted as a sort of mistrust to used 

products [BuW16 p83]. For example, such a mistrust also contributes to the 

disproportionally high loss of value of new cars in their first year of use. [BuW16 p83] 

proposes values for v��"T!#�T�?� between 50% and 75%. Hence, the resulting residual 

battery value �t���#"��T can be described by Equation 5.24: 

 

�t���#"��T = vt���*�9�" ∙ ��� 6"t���, ∙ H 11 + 	I FG
 

with 

��� = 1 − 8zc{{{��c{X8zc{{  and vt���*�9�" = v��"T!#�T�?� ∙ ��� 

(5.24) 

The total EOL value �$(% that is part of the TCO is described by Equation 5.25. �$(%,*"+ is 

the EOL value of the vehicle itself (excluding the specified taxes and the value for the 

battery), ��234 is the PARF rebate, and �5($ is the COE paid (see acquisition costs in 

section 5.1.2). 
 is the number of years the vehicle is used for (
 is eight in the case of 

taxis).  

 �$(% = −�$(%,*"+ − ��234 − L1 − 
8N ∙ �5($ − �t���#"��T (5.25) 

For taxis in Singapore, a default residual value of the vehicles �$(%,*"+ of 1,000 SGD is 

applied. This value reflects the fact that a taxi is almost worthless after eight years and 

several hundred thousand kilometres. Attempts to provide a more detailed estimation of �$(%,*"+ are considered unreasonable due the large number of factors that influence 

vehicle resale values such as mileage, age, colour, optional extras or the fact that a 

follow-up model of the vehicle has recently come on the market, which could lower the 

resale value of the predecessor model [ADA15 p1]. In addition, such factors may be 

different for taxis compared to private cars.  

5.1.5 Scenarios 

Regarding the uncertainty about the values of some key variables in the model, scenarios 

have been analysed. They allow to assess which impact certain changes have on the 

overall results, i.e. on the competiveness of BEVs compared to conventional vehicles.  

Different scenarios are presented in section 7. In particular, battery costs are analysed by 

applying tax exemptions on the battery, changing the specific battery costs (per kilowatt 

hour) and investigating the impact of misestimating of the battery life. Changed energy 

prices are analysed as well.  

5.2 TCO model extension for electric and conventional taxis 

The extension of the TCO model for taxis is designed to compare the overall economic 

situation of conventional taxis and e-taxis by focussing on the taxi driver’s personal 
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income. The extension is based on a general understanding of the travel behaviour of taxi 

drivers who use their taxis to carry passengers, to do private trips or to park the vehicle 

during their free time. Using the results from the TCO model which provides the total costs 

of a single taxi vehicle, the taxi model extension allows to analyse the overall economic 

competitiveness of e-taxis compared to conventional taxis by adding a revenue part to the 

analysis. The underlying assumption is that the usage behaviour of e-taxis may have to 

differ from the usage behaviour of conventional taxis, for example due to extended 

charging times and shorter driving range of e-taxis compared to short fuelling times and 

the long driving range of conventional taxis. The different usage behaviour may lead to 

different revenue patterns and different incomes of the taxi drivers.  

5.2.1 Taxi model structure 

The taxi model is an extension of the TCO model described in section 5.1. The overall 

structure of the taxi model is displayed in Figure 5.6, which has also been published in 

[Koc16a p6]. The lower part of the figure shows the TCO model which the taxi model is 

based on (see Figure 5.1). The three main parties involved in operating and using taxis 

are the taxi passengers, the taxi drivers as well as the taxi operators, which are connected 

by cash flows. This system is similar to the one in many other cities (see section 3.2) 

where taxi operators lease vehicles to taxi drivers for a daily leasing or rental fee.  

The focus of the model is the cash flows between the parties because they allow to 

assess the economic competitiveness of e-taxis compared to conventional taxis in this 

system. Taxi passengers on the left of the figure pay trip fares which represent the 

revenue for the taxi drivers. This revenue allows the drivers to make a profit (income), but 

shares of the revenue are also spent by the drivers for operating their taxis (mainly 

fuel/energy and parking costs) and to pay their daily rental fee. The rental fee goes to the 

taxi operator who operates a fleet of many taxis, manages the remainder of the TCO of 

the taxis (excluding the driver’s share of the TCO) and generates its own profit. The taxi 

operator may also have other sources of revenue, for example from advertisement on taxi 

vehicles.  
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Figure 5.6: Taxi cost system [initially published in Koc16a p6] 

The taxi drivers are in the focus of the analysis because they are considered the most 

important and most frequent taxi users. For them, taxis are a mean of income, and they 

usually spend several hours a day in the vehicle. Consequently, earning less income with 

an e-taxi compared to a conventional taxi would be unacceptable for most drivers.  

In contrast to the TCO model which features an annual structure (accumulation of annual 

costs, see section 5.1.1), a daily structure was chosen for the taxi model extension. The 

overall results from the taxi model are presented in the form of a daily revenue value of a 

taxi driver if a conventional taxi or an e-taxi is chosen. The daily structure is considered to 

be a more intuitive way of presenting the results from a driver’s point of view. There is also 

a better fit of the model to the taxi driver’s revenue data which was used in this work. 

Hence, the TCO of taxis are converted into daily cost values by applying an annuity 

approach.  

In order to model the taxi usage and to estimate the potential income of taxi drivers, a few 

simplifications have to be made: 

- ERP charges: 

As described in section 5.1.3, ERP charges apply for trips into the CBD. ERP 

charges are added on top of the taxi fare for a trip. The taxi driver has to hand on 

the ERP charges to the passengers. ERP charges are not part of the driver’s 

income, but they are government taxes. Revenue data which was collected from 

Singaporean taxi drivers and used for this assessment includes ERP charges. 

However, due to missing information about the ERP charges for the passenger 

trips to the CBD, ERP shares cannot be eliminated from the data in order to reveal 

the true income of the drivers. Nevertheless, ERP charges can be considered 

equal for both conventional and e-taxis (unless special EV rebates will apply in the 
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future) so that neglecting ERP charges do not impact the direct comparison 

between an e-taxi and a conventional taxi.  

- Booked trips: 

Passengers have the possibility to make a booking for a taxi trip so that they get 

picked up by a taxi driver who accepts the booking. For such bookings, fees apply 

which go to the taxi driver [Gra16b], except for a small part which goes to the 

provider of the booking service. This can be the taxi operator or a third party 

service provider. For example, the booking service provider GrabTaxi in Singapore 

charges 0.30 SGD per completed booking which is deducted from the total 

booking fee paid by the passenger [Lee15]. However, revenue data collected does 

not allow such provider booking charges to be separated from the real revenue of 

the taxi driver, which also biases the results. However, similar to the ERP charges, 

it can be assumed that the percentage of booked trips will be similar for the same 

driver if he or she drives an e-taxi instead of a conventional taxi so that the direct 

comparison is not affected.  

- Taxi operator’s profit: 

With the taxi model being centred on the taxi drivers, the profit of the operator is 

assumed to remain constant if e-taxis are introduced to replace conventional taxis. 

If profits decrease significantly, it would be unlikely that a taxi operator will 

consider e-taxis from an economic point of view. In addition, taking the point of 

view of the operator into consideration would mean including additional variables 

into the model. This would make the assessment more complex and the focus on 

the taxi driver would be lost. Of course, increased profits may be possible if taxi 

drivers are found to earn significantly more with an e-taxi. In this case, a part of the 

earnings can go to the operator, for example by increasing the daily rental fee of e-

taxis.  

5.2.2 Model implementation 

The rationale of the implementation of the taxi model is to use known data from current 

conventional taxis in order to estimate how e-taxis perform from an economic point of view 

in comparison to current taxis. The variable to measure the economic competitiveness is 

the income of taxi drivers, which is the balance of the revenues, the driver’s share of the 

TCO and the daily rental fee. Hence, these parameters are compared in the analysis.  

However, unlike the data used to calculate the TCO, revenue data as well as daily rental 

fees for e-taxis are not directly available and have to be estimated based on data 

collected from current conventional taxis. The following subsections provide an overview 

of the available data and how it is manipulated in order to derive conclusions about e-

taxis. Parts of this work have already been mentioned in [Koc16a].  
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Travel and revenue data from conventional taxis 

The purpose was to get detailed information about mobility patterns as well as revenues 

of taxis that currently operate in Singapore. In total, 50 taxis from the local taxi operator 

SMRT Taxis were equipped with GPS loggers over a period of six months. Location data 

was collected in order to record the location and speed with a high recording frequency of 

one data point per second. This data was synchronised with the operating status of the 

taxis. [Koc16a p3] A list of operating statuses is given in Table 5.12. In addition, the 

revenue data from ‘hired’ trips was obtained from the SMRT Taxis.  

Table 5.12: Operating statuses of taxis in Singapore (for data in [Sel15]) 

 Status Description 

N
o
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For hire 1 Taxi is available for hire; passengers can flag-down this taxi if 

they want a ride.  

On Call 1 Taxi is on the way to pick up a passenger who has made a 

booking; taxi is not available for flag-down.  

Busy Taxi is busy (not available for hire), e.g. because a diver uses 

the taxi for a private trip.  

P
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Hired 1 Taxi is hired by a passenger.  

Soon-to-clear May appear when taxi is shortly before dropping off a 

passenger who has hired the taxi; it indicates that a taxi will 

soon be available for hire again.  

Arrived May appear after an “On Call” status when the taxi driver has 

arrived at the specified pickup location and is waiting for the 

customer.  

Payment May appear at the end of a hired taxi trip when a passenger 

pays for the taxi trip.  

1 Most important / most frequent statuses 

Due to the requirement of installing additional GPS loggers in the vehicles, this data set 

covers only a relatively small number of 50 taxis. In order to overcome this restriction and 

to have a data set which is more representative for a taxi fleet, an additional more 

comprehensive data set was used [Sel15]. It is based on low frequency GPS data 

provided by SMRT Taxis, and it covers a whole fleet of 2973 taxis over a period of one 

month. However, due to the low recording frequency (one data point every three minutes), 

mileage, standstill durations and revenues were estimated by combining this data base 

with the high-frequency data base of the 50 taxis. A subsequent comparison between the 

high frequency and the low frequency data set revealed an estimation error of between 

5.1% and 10.0%. [Koc16a p3] 
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In summary, for each of the 2,973 taxis the following data was extracted from the data 

bases. All the values have to be considered as average values. Where values are daily 

values, one day consists of 24 hours. Some of these parameters are also described in 

[Koc16a p3].  

- Daily operating time ��!"#: 

This is the average duration per day when the taxi was active, i.e. executing trips 

of any status.  

- Daily stationary time �����: 
This is 24 hours minus the operating time. Most of the stationary time can 

theoretically be used for charging.  

- Share of standstill periods ��wt#"�s and ��w�+�7�?+� 6": 

“Standstill periods are periods between trips when the taxi was not active. We 

classified these periods into two categories: break and shift change. Thereby, shift 

changes are typically long standstill periods of several hours when the taxi is 

parked at the end of a shift until the same or another driver picks it up to start a 

new shift. In contrast, breaks are short interruptions of shifts when drivers are 

having a rest or a meal. This distinction is important in the context of analysing the 

potential of e-taxis since during shift changes private charging station with a low 

charging power would be sufficient, whereas during breaks public charging 

stations with a high charging power would be required to minimise the drivers’ loss 

of time caused by recharging. The share of standstill periods indicates the ratio of 

all shift change / break durations to the total standstill period duration.” [Koc16a 

p3] 

- Daily mileage �T��9C: 

This is the average mileage that the drivers cover during one day (24 hours).  

- Number of hired trips per day 
+�#"T�#�!�: 

This is the average total number of hired trips in one day (24 hours).  

- Distribution of hired trips at different day or night times ��w�77!"�s, ��w!"�s and ��w �6+�: 
The taxi fare system in Singapore has a peak hour surcharge of 25% which 

applies between 6:00am and 9:30am on Monday to Friday and between 6:00pm 

and 12:00am every day. In addition there is a midnight surcharge of 50% which 

applies between 12:00am and 5:59am. The surcharge is added to the standard trip 

fare [LTA16j]. All other times are ‘off-peak’ times during which no surcharge 

applies. In order to estimate revenues of e-taxi drivers, the percentages of the 

hired trips during each of these time periods (off-peak, peak or night) was 

extracted from the data base.  

- Driving speed �T#�*": 

This is the average speed when a taxi is moving (i.e. not stationary).  
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- Daily revenue �T��9C: 

This is the average revenue per day, i.e. the sum of all daily trip fares collected by 

a driver.  

- Annual days off 
T�C��77: 

This is the number of days per year the taxi did not complete any hired trips. This 

number was extrapolated from the data base [Sel15] because the data in the data 

base only covers a period of about one month. According to the data, the average 

number of working days per year range between 347 and 355 days (10 to 18 days 

off in a year with 365 days).  

Data manipulation in order to derive results about e-taxis 

In order to obtain results, it is assumed that the taxi drivers’ general strategy to find 

passengers remains unchanged, regardless of whether they drive a conventional taxi or 

an e-taxi. Hence, analysing certain key parameters of the driving behaviour of taxi drivers 

should allow to make conclusions about the behaviour of an e-taxi driver, and thus about 

an e-taxi driver’s potential profit compared to his or her current profit.  

The TCO for both conventional and e-taxis is calculated according to the description in 

section 5.1. The main challenge is to estimate the potential revenue a driver can make 

with an e-taxi instead of a conventional taxi. The income of an e-taxi driver may be 

affected by different factors that differ from conventional taxis or that are specific to BEVs. 

These factors which have a direct or indirect influence on the driver’s profit include: 

- Driver’s and the operator’s shares of the TCO: 

For e-taxis, these shares are different. For example, electricity costs for operating 

an e-taxi are lower than petrol or diesel costs. On the other hand, the acquisition 

costs of an e-taxi could be higher than the one of a conventional petrol or diesel 

taxi, or even a HEV taxi, mainly depending on the battery pack costs.  

- Daily rental fee �#" ��9,T��9C: 

The daily rental fee that a taxi driver has to pay for an e-taxi may be increased 

compared to a conventional taxi. This would be a result of the high acquisition and 

battery replacement costs that a taxi operator has to pay for the e-taxi and that 

would increase the operator’s share of the TCO. As mentioned before, the taxi 

operator’s profit from taxi services should not be affected negatively by the 

replacement of current conventional taxis by e-taxis. Hence, the operator has to 

hand on additional costs. The acceptance of increased rental fees by taxi drivers is 

addressed in section 6.2.  

- Driver’s revenue: 

As a result of the changed shares of the TCO and the daily rental fee, the driver’s 

revenues may have to be adapted in order for the driver to keep making enough 

profit. A significant drop of the profit would certainly be unacceptable. As the 

driver’s profit is generated through trip fares, the trip fares for e-taxis may be 
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changed. The acceptance of changed fares by taxi passengers and drivers is 

addressed in sections 6.2 and 6.3. 

Apart from these factors which are represented in Figure 5.6, there are other factors that 

have to be taken into consideration: 

- Charging time: 

For an e-taxi, the charging time needed to drive a defined distance is higher than 

the time to fill up a fuel tank of a conventional taxi. This may have a negative effect 

on the time that taxi drivers have available to do their job because additional time 

is needed for charging. However, if all charging can be performed during times 

when the drivers do not use their taxis anyway, for example during breaks, the 

operating time is not reduced.  

- Driving range: 

The range of BEVs on a single charge is usually lower compared to the range of a 

comparable ICEV. A low driving range of an e-taxi compared to a conventional taxi 

may be a disadvantage because it requires the driver to stop more frequently.  

- Additional factors: 

The following factors may also have an influence on the competitiveness. 

However, reliable data is not yet available or difficult to obtain. Firstly, these 

additional factors include the service frequency of taxis. In Singapore, service and 

maintenance of taxis is often done by the taxi operators. For e-taxis, service 

intervals may be longer and service times lower due to the electric drivetrain 

technology which requires less maintenance. For the taxi driver, this would lead to 

less frequent trips to the operator’s service facilities and thus more time to earn 

money. Secondly, locations of, distance to and waiting times at charging facilities 

may have an impact. For example, if the network of charging stations is not fully 

developed, long additional distances without passengers on board are necessary 

to drive to the charging locations. This would have a negative impact on the 

drivers’ revenues. Taxi queues and waiting times at charging stations may also 

differ from the current situation that drivers face at petrol stations.  

In addition to the factors mentioned above which are subject to change with the 

introduction of e-taxis, a few parameters concerning a taxi driver’s driving behaviour and 

strategy to find passengers are considered to remain constant. This data is particularly 

important as is allows to derive conclusions about e-taxis from data that was collected 

from conventional taxis. Fixed factors include:  

- Share of standstill periods (breaks and shift changes) ��wt#"�s and ��w�+�7�?+� 6" 

- Distribution of hired trips ��w�77!"�s, ��w!"�s and ��w �6+� 
- Driving speed �T#�*" 
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- Average working mileage per working time interval (‘earning-speed’ �"�# ):  

Working time and working mileage accrue exclusively for the job as a taxi driver, 

i.e. they exclude trips to petrol or charging stations or private trips between shifts 

etc. Thus, this parameter describes the working strategy of a taxi driver, i.e. the 

overall behaviour of a driver to look for, pick-up and carry passengers to their 

destinations. This parameter shall not be affected if the driver switches to an e-

taxi. It is a characteristic of each individual driver.  

- Average distance per trip cycle ��#�!?C?9": 

This is the average distance driven between the pickup of a passenger and the 

pickup of the next passenger, excluding trips that are not related to taxi driving 

(e.g. private trips). This distance should not be affected by the use of e-taxis as it 

solely depends on how far the passengers’ destinations are away from their pickup 

points, and on the strategy of the taxi driver to find and pick up new passengers.  

- Daily private mileage �T��9C,!#�*��": 

The taxi driver is allowed to use his or her taxi for private trips. The private mileage 

is the total distance of these private trips (excluding work-related trips such as 

picking up or carrying passengers). This mileage is considered to remain constant.  

- Number of rental-free days 
#" ��97#"" and annual days off 
T�C��77: 

The taxi operator SMRT Taxis offers drivers 12 rental free days [SMR16a] for 

drivers of the most popular taxi models. This can be considered as a driver’s 

annual leave during which he or she does not have to pay a rental fee. Working 

days, off-days and rental-free days are considered to remain constant if e-taxis 

replace existing conventional taxis.  

- Cash bonus �: 

Depending on the taxi model, drivers may be granted a cash bonus by the taxi 

operator [SMR16a], which can be considered as additional income for the driver. If 

an e-taxi replaces a taxi for which a driver would receive a bonus, this bonus 

would also be granted if he or she drives the e-taxi.  

All the factors listed above which may change or not change for e-taxis compared to 

conventional taxis have an impact on the two important variables that form the basis for 

the estimation of the TCO and the estimation of the taxi driver’s revenue: the daily mileage �T��9C and the number of hired trips per day 
+�#"T�#�!�. These two variables are 

considered key parameters in the taxi model.  

The daily (and annual) mileage determines many of the components of the operating 

costs of the taxi, including energy costs, maintenance costs, insurance costs and the 

battery life. To a certain extent, it may also influence the daily rental fee which is 

determined by the taxi operator and which should allow to cover the operator’s share of 

the TCO. If the operator’s share of the TCO changes, the rental fee may have to be 

adapted.  
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The number of hired trips is determined by how much a taxi driver works, or can work 

within the limits of the aforementioned factors. For example, the charging time may have a 

restrictive effect as it determines the amount of time that an e-taxi definitely needs to be 

stationary. If the charging time which is needed to drive and earn as much as with a 

conventional taxi is too long, the e-taxi driver will not be able to collect enough trip fares 

and consequently make a lower profit.  

Figure 5.7 summarises the parameters mentioned above and shows the general idea of 

deriving data for the estimation of the economic viability of e-taxis from available data 

about conventional taxis.  

 

Figure 5.7: Taxi system parameters 

Daily mileage and possible number of hired trips of e-taxis 

The fixed stationary time is a part of the recorded time that taxis are not moving. The term 

‘fixed’ indicates that there is a part of the stationary time that is likely to remain unchanged 

if a taxi driver switches from a conventional petrol or diesel taxi to an e-taxi. For example, 

(stationary) time that is usually spent at petrol stations for fuelling is no longer necessary, 

and the (stationary) time needed for vehicle service and maintenance may be different. In 

contrast, the fixed stationary time may be used for breaks of personal activities by the 

driver, and it can be assumed that this time does not change, or at least does not become 

Data conventional taxis 

(average recorded values)

- Daily operating time

- Daily stationary time

- Share of standstill periods: 

% shift change, % break 1

- Daily total mileage

- Daily number of hired trips

- Distribution of hired trips: 

off-peak, peak, night 1

- Driving speed 1

- Daily revenue

- Annual days off 1

Data conventional taxis 

(from other sources, 

surveys, interviews)

- Daily rental fee

- Daily private mileage 1

- Rental-free days 1

- Bonus 1

Fixed data derived from 

data base and other 

sources

- ‘Earning-speed’ 1

- Distance trip cycle 1

Data e-taxis (estimated)

- Daily operating time

- Daily stationary time

- Daily total mileage

- Daily number of hired trips

Assumption:

Driver’s driving behaviour and strategy 

to find passengers unchanged

1 Fixed parameters serve as reference values and allow to estimate other e-taxi parameters
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less by switching to an e-taxi. The fixed stationary time is likely to cover the major part of 

the entire stationary time.  

The fixed stationary time is an important parameter in the taxi model because it is the 

main parameter that is used as a basis for the estimation of the e-taxi data from the 

recorded data. The aim is to determine how much stationary time an e-taxi driver has 

available compared to the recorded time from conventional taxis because the stationary 

time is the time that is generally available for charging the vehicle. Thus, the stationary 

time can potentially determine the daily mileage of e-taxis, especially if slow charging 

facilities are used so that a relatively long charging time per distance is required.  

Including other fixed parameters (see Figure 5.7), the total daily mileage and total number 

of hired trips per day can be calculated. This data is used in order to make a comparison 

of the economic viability of conventional taxis and e-taxis. The overall approach is shown 

in Figure 5.8.  

 

Figure 5.8: Estimation of key e-taxi data 

  

Conventional taxi: 
stationary time (= 24h – operating time)

Fixed stationary time:
equal for conventional taxi and e-taxi

- Service / maintenance time
- Fueling time

E-taxi:
possible daily mileages or 
� daily mileage = min. of and 

- Charging strategy (share of slow / 
fast charging)

E-taxi:
daily taxi mileage (non-private etc.)

- Average distance per trip cycle

- Distance to charging station
- Distance to depot (for service)
- Private mileage

E-taxi:
daily number of hired trips

- Driving speed
- Earning speed
- Service / maintenance time and frequency
- Charging time and frequency
- Distance to charging station
- Distance to depot (for service)

Conventional taxi: 
operating time

E-taxi: 
operating time

E-taxi: 
stationary time
(= 24h – operating 
time)
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The main equations which are implemented in the process shown in Figure 5.8 are 

explained below.  

�T��9C (Equation 5.26) is the daily total mileage of the e-taxi estimated from the reference 

data. It is the minimum of �T��9C,G and �T��9C,�.  

 �T��9C = min ��T��9C,G, �T��9C,�� (5.26) 

�T��9C,G and �T��9C,� are two different possible mileages that take into consideration the 

restriction ‘speed’ and the restriction ‘charging strategy’. These restrictions can be 

understood as follows: ‘speed’ allows to calculate a daily mileage �T��9C,G that results from 

the recorded driving speeds during the operating time of the taxis (24 h – stationary time). 

Higher speeds result in higher daily mileages. However, such daily mileages may not be 

achievable taking into consideration a given charging strategy, for example if the taxi is 

exclusively charged at slow charging facilities. Hence, �T��9C,� takes into account the 

charging strategy. However, in return, �T��9C,� may be achievable according to the amount 

of energy charged, but not during the given operating time (24 h – stationary time) if the 

recorded speeds of the vehicles are taken into consideration. As a result, �T��9C is the 

minimum of both �T��9C,G and �T��9C,�.  

Based on �T��9C as well as the distance to charging stations ����� , the distance to 

service and maintenance facilities ����"#*�?", and the distance driven for private purposes �T��9C,!#�*��", �T��9C,��B� is calculated (Equation 5.27). This is the mileage covered for 

providing a taxi service only, i.e. looking for, picking up and carrying passengers. 

 �T��9C,��B� = �T��9C − ����� − ����"#*�?" − �T��9C,!#�*��" (5.27) 

Finally, the number of hired trips per day, 
+�#"T�#�!�, is the quotient of �T��9C,��B� and the 

distance of a complete trip cycle, ��#�!?C?9" (Equation 5.28).  

 
+�#"T�#�!� = �T��9C,��B���#�!?C?9"  (5.28) 

5.2.3 Deduction of results: drivers’ revenues with electric and conventional taxis 

Using the recorded daily mileage of conventional taxis from the data base and the 

estimated daily mileage of e-taxis, the TCO is calculated as described in section 5.1. As 

the TCO model requires annual input data, the daily mileages were extrapolated to annual 

mileages by taking into consideration the number of working days 
u�#s� 6T�C� (Equation 

5.29), which are derived from the recorded number of days off 
T�C��77 (based on a year 

with 365 days).  

 
u�#s� 6T�C� = 365 − 
T�C��77 (5.29) 

Then, the annual mileage � is (Equation 5.30): 
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 � = 
u�#s� 6T�C� ∙ �T��9C (5.30) 

According to the description in section 5.1, the TCO is split into the driver’s share 

(�15(,T��9C) and operator’s share. Based on the operator’s share, a daily rental fee �#" ��9,T��9C for e-taxis can be estimated, whereby the requirement that the operator’s 

profit remains constant should be satisfied. Adding the driver’s share of the TCO and the 

rental fee gives the total daily expenses �T��9C that a driver faces on a typical working day.  

Finally, these expenses are deducted from the driver’s daily takings (revenue) �T��9C in 

terms of trips fares in order to obtain the profit �T��9C that a driver makes. This process is 

visualised in Figure 5.9 and described by Equations 5.31 and 5.32. The process is the 

same for conventional taxis and e-taxis.  

 

Figure 5.9: Estimation of e-taxi results 

 �T��9C = �15(,T��9C + �#" ��9,T��9C (5.31) 

 �T��9C = �T��9C − �T��9C (5.32) 

 �T��9C = 
+�#"T�#�!� ∙ ��#�! (5.33) 

The daily revenue of an e-taxi depends on both the number of trips per day, 
+�#"T�#�!�, 

and the amount of each trip fare ��#�! (Equation 5.33). For e-taxis, this amount can differ 

from the amount a driver would get when driving a conventional taxi. In particular, a higher 

TCO

Driver’s share: fuel, parking Operator’s share

Profit constant

Daily e-taxi rental fee 1

Driver’s daily expensesDaily takings from passengers 1

Result:
Driver’s daily profit

Note: daily refers to a typical active working day of a taxi driver (not a day off). 
1 The taxi drivers’ acceptance of e-taxi rental fees and passengers’ acceptance of e-taxi fares have been 
investigated (see sections 6.2 and 6.3).  

PASSENGER DRIVER OPERATOR
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fare shall be investigated if it turns out that the driver would not be able to make enough 

money if the trip fares do not change. The question of what trip fares are acceptable for 

drivers and passengers was investigated in driver interviews and a survey among taxi 

passengers (see sections 5.3, 5.4, 6.2 and 6.3).  

Similarly, the daily rental fee may have to be adapted as well in order to satisfy the 

condition that the profit of the taxi operator per taxi remains unchanged for an e-taxi 

compared to a reference (conventional) taxi. In fact, as mentioned before, it is likely that 

the operator’s share of the TCO increases for e-taxis due to their high acquisition costs 

and battery changes. Hence, interviews with taxi drivers have been conducted in order to 

investigate the acceptance of higher rental fees (see results in section 6.2).  

The overall results of the economic competitiveness of e-taxis can be visualised as shown 

in Figure 5.10. At the beginning of a working day, the taxi driver pays the daily rental fee 

to the taxi operator, which results in an initial loss for the driver. During the day, the driver 

collects trip fares from the passengers and pays for his part of the TCO while covering a 

certain daily mileage. At the end of the day, the driver will usually have earned a profit. As 

indicated on the right and bottom of the figure, the total daily mileage, the rental fee as 

well as the earnings may be different for e-taxis compared to conventional taxis.  

The blue vertical line indicates that these differences may lead to an intersection between 

the curves for the e-taxi and the conventional taxi, especially if the absolute amount of 

both rental fee and profit are higher for one of the taxis. The intersection indicates the 

break-even point where both taxis are equally profitable for the driver. If the curves cross 

below the x-axis, the taxi that has the higher rental fee should clearly be preferred as it 

allows to recoup the rental fee at lower mileages (less working time). If the curves cross 

above the x-axis, as shown in the figure, the taxi with the higher rental fee still allows the 

driver to make more money, but it also takes longer for the driver to start earning money, 

i.e. to recoup the rental fee. If the curves do not cross, the taxi with the lower rental fee 

should be preferred by the taxi driver.  
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Figure 5.10: Driver’s profit with an e-taxi and a conventional taxi 

The linear curves are a simplification of the actual situation. The drivers may not pay the 

rental fee daily, but for example in advance for an entire week or month. In addition, 

paying for fuel and parking fees (driver’s share of TCO) will only be paid for at certain 

times during the day or week. Trip fares are also collected step by step throughout a day. 

These factors will cause the curves to be discontinuous and difficult to display.  

5.2.4 Travel behaviour data of conventional taxis in Singapore 

The two data bases containing the taxi travel data (high and low recording frequency) are 

described in section 5.2.2. From these data bases, the values listed in the left part of 

Figure 5.7 have been extracted for every vehicle, and a mean value has been calculated 

for the taxi models that were tracked. In addition, some data such as the private daily 

mileage and the daily rental fee was obtained from interviews with taxi drivers (a detailed 

description of the interviews can be found in sections 5.3 and 6.2) as well as other 

sources. Values for e-taxis were derived from this data.  

In contrast to the large amount of individual vehicle data sets in the data bases, only a 

limited number of individual data sets exist for data which was obtained from interviews 

and other sources, such as the private daily mileage or annual bonus. As a result, strictly 

individual results can only be produced for a small number of taxis which were tracked 

and whose drivers also participated in the interviews. In order to produce representative 

results, mean values which represent an ‘average’ taxi are used to produce the overall 

results. In addition, scenarios are analysed (see section 7.4) in order to assess to what 
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extent the results for some individual drivers with particular characteristics differ from the 

average results.  

Table 5.13 contains a list of the mean values which are used in the taxi model to produce 

the results presented in section 6. These values are based on the travel behaviour of 

1267 Toyota Prius HEV taxis and 1706 Chevrolet Epica Diesel taxis (low frequency data 

base [Koc16a p3]). Some values are fixed (see section 5.2.2), i.e. they are equal for both 

conventional taxis which the data is based on, and e-taxis for which results shall be 

produced. Other values may be different for e-taxis and conventional taxis, such as the 

daily takings or the daily rental fee.  

Table 5.13: Mean values about travel behaviour of taxis in Singapore 

Description Variable Toyota Prius 

HEV 

(1267 vehicles) 

Chev. Epica 

Diesel 

(1706 vehicles) 

Source 

Daily operating 

time 

��!"# [h] 12.7 11.8 extracted from 

[Sel15] 

Daily stationary 

time 

����� [h] 11.3 12.2 extracted from 
[Sel15] 

Stationary time: 

% break 1 

��wt#"�s  15.9% 14.6% extracted from 
[Sel15] 

Stationary time: 

% shift change 1 

��w�+�7�?+� 6" 84.1% 85.4% extracted from 
[Sel15] 

Daily total mileage �T��9C [km] 367 346 extracted from 
[Sel15] 

Number of hired 

trips per day 


+�#"T�#�!� 21.2 20.1 extracted from 
[Sel15] 

Dist. of hired trips: 

off-peak 1 

��w�77!"�s  46.9% 46.8% extracted from 
[Sel15] 

Dist. of hired trips: 

peak 1 

��w!"�s  42.5% 43.3% extracted from 
[Sel15] 

Dist. of hired trips: 

night 1 

��w �6+� 10.6% 9.9% extracted from 
[Sel15] 

Driving speed 1 �T#�*" [km/h] 37.2 37.2 extracted from 
[Sel15] 

Daily takings from 

trip fares 

�T��9C [SGD] 317.44 288.81 extracted from 
[Sel15] 

Annual days off 1 
T�C��77 10.1 10.8 extracted from 
[Sel15] 

Daily rental fee �#" ��9,T��9C [SGD] 132.60 116.77 taxi driver 

interviews 
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Daily private 

mileage 1 

�T��9C,!#�*��" [km] 30 27 taxi driver 

interviews 

Annual rental-free 

days 1 


#" ��97#"" 12 12 [SMR16a] 

Annual bonus 1 � [SGD] 0 700 [SMR16a] 

Earning-speed 1 �"�#  [km/h] 28.3 28.8 calculated 

Distance per trip 

cycle 1 

��#�!?C?9" [km] 15.9 15.9 calculated 

Average trip fare 

(passengers) 

��#�! [SGD] 15.12 14.47 calculated 

1 These values remain unchanged for e-taxis.  

In addition to the Toyota Prius HEV and the Chevrolet Epica Diesel, a small number of 

Chrysler 300 Diesel taxis have been tracked (high frequency data base [Koc16a p3]), 

which operate as limousine taxis (not standard taxis). They are not representative for the 

majority of taxis operating in Singapore, but they may be comparable to Tesla Model S 

vehicles. A scenario comparing Chrysler and Tesla taxis is presented in section 7.5.  

5.3 Taxi drivers 

In addition to tracking taxi vehicles, taxi drivers have been invited to take part in personal 

interviews in order to share their opinion about future e-taxis in Singapore. The data 

collected is used to assess the results obtained from the TCO and taxi models described 

above. For example, e-taxis may have a higher rental fee compared to the drivers’ current 

taxis, and they have a shorter range per full charge and long charging times. Even if e-

taxis turn out to be cost-competitive compared to conventional taxis, drivers still have to 

be convinced to hire such taxis despite their disadvantages. This is why it is considered 

important to include the taxi drivers’ view into the overall assessment. They are the user 

group who spends most of the time with the vehicle.  

Some results from the driver interviews have been published in [Koc16b] which will be 

referred to in the following paragraphs. A summary of previous work about the acceptance 

of EVs and alternative fuel vehicles can be found in sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3. 

5.3.1 Driver questionnaire content 

The questionnaire was designed in respect of getting information from taxi drivers about 

changes that they have to expect from the introduction of e-taxis. The interviews with taxi 

drivers were included into this study in order to understand their acceptance of e-taxis 

regarding particular attributes which are considered to be important for them. These 

attributes include the driving range and charging time of e-taxis as well as monetary 
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aspects, namely the daily rental fee and the flag-down fare of e-taxis (compared to the 

drivers’ current taxis). In addition, the drivers were asked about the important decision 

criteria that they base their decision on when they decide to hire or not hire a particular 

taxi vehicle. [Koc16b p5] Knowing these criteria helps to assess whether e-taxis perform 

better regarding key criteria, and to what extent e-taxi benefits such as zero local 

emissions and different driving behaviour matter to the drivers compared to other aspects.  

The questionnaire that was presented to the drivers was divided into three sections. The 

first one contained questions about the drivers’ current taxis, their current driving and 

fuelling behaviour, working times and criteria for choosing a taxi or taxi company. The 

second section contained questions about future e-taxis in general, key attributes of e-

taxis that may be important for taxi drivers, range and charging time of e-taxis as well as 

e-taxi rental fees. Some of the questions focused on the taxi drivers’ behaviour if they 

were offered to drive one instead of their current conventional taxi. The third section 

contained standard demographic questions. [Koc16b p5]. The full driver questionnaire can 

be found in Appendix C.  

5.3.2 Survey design and data collection 

The questionnaire was designed to conduct structured personal interviews with local taxi 

drivers who drive taxis from the taxi operator SMRT Taxis in Singapore. All of the drivers 

interviewed were hiring a taxi from SMRT Taxis at the time of the interviews. In total, data 

from 78 drivers was collected. The interviews took place at an SMRT depot where the 

drivers go on a regular basis for shift change, fuelling, service and maintenance or for 

administrative purposes. [Koc16b p5] 

The drivers were interviewed in three batches between February and August 2015 

[Koc16b p5]. The group in the first batch consisted of 16 drivers. Each question in the 

questionnaire was explained in detail to the group before the drivers were asked to tick or 

write down their individual answers on the paper questionnaire which they were given 

before the session. The drivers had the possibility to ask questions or make personal 

remarks on the questionnaire. This approach was chosen in order to make sure that every 

participant fully understands the questions, which would increase the accuracy and 

reliability of the answers. It was also considered particularly important as many of the 

drivers have a Chinese background and limited English skills only. Similar language 

barriers are also reported by [Gao08 p1066] who surveyed taxi drivers in New York City. 

Between April and August 2015, another 62 taxi drivers were interviewed in two batches 

(late April/early May and late July/early August 2015). Contrary to the first batch, the 

drivers were interviewed individually. This approach allowed to react better to the 

individual questions of the drivers compared to the group session. It also helped to 

shorten the interview time which was appreciated by the drivers for whom interview time is 

downtime during which they are not able to drive and earn money. The group session 

lasted for about 1.5 hours, whereas the subsequent interviews only took between 30 and 
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60 minutes to complete. The same questionnaire was used for all interviews and the 

group session, and the interview environment was comparable. Hence, data from all 78 

drivers is used in this work. [Koc16b p5] 

“All questions concerning e-taxis were discussed in the context of a future scenario where 

a sufficient charging infrastructure would be in place at convenient locations for the drivers 

(e.g. coffee shops, car parks, taxi depots)” [Koc16b p5]. Such a scenario was necessary 

in order to eliminate the effect of insufficient availability of charging locations in the city. At 

the time of the interviews, there was no charging infrastructure in place that would be 

sufficient for larger fleets of taxis.  

5.3.3 Methodology 

The main purpose of the interviews regarding the overall results of this work was to collect 

specific data in order to perform the calculations on e-taxis and conventional taxis. This 

concerns mainly information about the drivers’ private mileage and the rental fee they pay 

(see Table 5.13). The second purpose was to confront the drivers with the features of e-

taxis, in particular the charging time, the driving range and the potentially different ratio of 

rental fee and energy costs (higher rental fee for e-taxis with lower energy costs per 

distance travelled). For the analysis of this data, simple descriptive statistical methods 

(mean, standard deviation) were sufficient. 

In addition, correlations were calculated to analyse the drivers’ ratings of e-taxi attributes J� and their willingness �� to switch or not switch to an e-taxi. For the ratings, a 5-point (1 

to 5) Likert scale was used with 3 being ‘indifferent’, 1 indicating a strong preference for 

the current taxi and 5 indicating a strong preference for the e-taxi regarding the particular 

attribute. The 5-point scale was chosen instead of the 6- or 7-point scale following 

feedback from SMRT staff. The purpose was to not demand too much from the drivers 

who often have a simple educational level (see demographics in section 5.3.4).  

Correlations have also been used by [Gao08 p1067] to predict taxi drivers’ choice 

behaviour regarding environmentally friendly taxis. The correlation �wB,C shown in 

Equation 5.34 between the two variables J and � allows to get an idea about the strength 

of the relationship of the variables [Koc16b p6]:  

 �wB,C = G�FG P LB_FB�� N HC_FC�\ I (5.34) 

� is the sample size, and �B and �C are the standard deviations of the variables J and �. J̅ 

and �� are the mean values.  

Further, following the approach used by [Gao08 p1065], a binary logistic regression model 

to predict the drivers’ willingness to switch to an e-taxi was tested as well. However, in 

contrast to [Gao08 p1068] who used the drivers’ socio-demographic characteristics such 

as age and income, the before-mentioned ratings of e-taxi attributes was used here 
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because the demographic data led to a low goodness-of-fit of the model. The binary 

regression function can be described by Equation 5.35:  

 �&� = exp =� +  �G ∙ JG + �� ∙ J� + ⋯ + �� ∙ J�>1 + exp =� +  �G ∙ JG + �� ∙ J� + ⋯ + �� ∙ J�> (5.35) 

�&� is the willingness to switch from a current model taxi to an e-taxi, � to �� are model 

parameters which are estimated from the data set.  

5.3.4 Driver sample description 

95% of the taxi drivers that were interviewed were male and of older age than the average 

Singaporean adult population according to [DSS15 table 3.3]. Drivers are 50.2 years on 

average whereas the average working population is 42.6 years only (assumed 18 to 69 

years old). 59% of the drivers also have less than 10 years of taxi driving experience. A 

reason for this finding is that in Singapore, one may only become a taxi driver at the age 

of 30 [LTA16l]. On top of that, a significant number of drivers have worked in other 

professions before becoming a taxi driver, and many only become taxi drivers when they 

reach pre-retirement age, can get access to their retirement savings and do no longer 

have to work full time in their jobs any more. [Koc16b p7] 

The average monthly income of the drivers interviewed is 2,076 SGD. This value was 

confirmed by SMRT Taxis to be an accurate value. The educational level is generally low: 

68% of the drivers only have completed primary education. Regarding the ethnicity, 85% 

of them have a Chinese background which is representative of the composition of the 

Singaporean population (74% Chinese [DSS15 table 3.4]). [Koc16b p7] The demographic 

information about the taxi driver sample is summarised in Table 5.14.   
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Table 5.14: Selected socio-demographic characteristics of taxi drivers (N=78) [initially published in Koc16b p7] 

Gender  
Monthly individual 

income in SGD 
1  

Experience as a taxi driver in 

years 

Males 94.9%  < 1000 2.9%  < 2 years 13.2% 

Females 5.1%  1000-1500 21.7%  ≥ 2 and < 5 years 22.4% 

   1501-2000 36.2%  ≥ 5 and < 10 years 23.7% 

Age
   2001-2500 11.6%  ≥ 10 and < 15 years 14.5% 

31-35 7.8%  2501-3000 15.9%  ≥ 15 and < 20 years 10.5% 

36-40 3.9%  3001-3500 5.8%  ≥ 20 and < 25 years 7.9% 

41-45 18.2%  3501-4000 2.9%  ≥ 25 and < 30 years 6.6% 

46-50 14.3%  > 4000 2.8%  ≥ 30 years 1.3% 

51-55 28.6%       

56-60 16.9%  Education     

61-65 10.4%  Primary or sec. school 67.9%   

   Higher educational levels 32.1%   

1 Nine taxi drivers did not disclose their income.  

5.4 Taxi passengers 

In addition to the TCO data as well as the travel behaviour and stated preference data 

from taxi drivers, data was collected from taxi passengers. They are considered to be the 

other main user group of taxis besides taxi drivers so that their opinion has to be 

considered in this work. Data was collected via an online survey among taxi passengers in 

Singapore.  

Similar to the data from the driver interviews, the main results from the passenger survey 

have been published in [Koc16b] which will also be referred to in the following paragraphs. 

A summary of previous work about the acceptance of EVs and alternative fuel vehicles 

can be found in sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3.  

The data from taxi passengers shall help to understand or pin down the final results about 

the competitiveness of e-taxis. The data can provide insights into whether e-taxis are 

likely to have an additional value for the passengers compared to existing conventional 

taxis.  

5.4.1 Passenger survey content 

In particular, monetary considerations are analysed with respect to the possibility that taxi 

fares for e-taxis may be increased compared to existing taxis. A price increase which 
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affects the flag-down fare of taxis in Singapore has been seen in the last years when new 

(conventional) taxi models were introduced. Hence, the acceptance of an increased flag-

down fare for e-taxis was tested. It was compared to a scenario where any new 

conventional taxi vehicle was introduced with that same increased flag-down fare.  

In addition, key attributes of e-taxis that potentially matter to taxi passengers were 

analysed regarding their influence on the passengers’ acceptance of e-taxis. Questions 

about reasons why people usually take (conventional) taxis were also included in order to 

get information about whether e-taxis are likely to provide improvements of the 

passengers’ main reasons to take a taxi. Additional parts of the questionnaire were 

designed to get some background information about the taxi system in Singapore. For 

example, they contained questions about the usage of smart phone booking apps to book 

taxi rides. These parts will not be referred to in this work.  

Similar to the driver interviews, the passenger survey was also divided into three sections 

[Koc16b p6]. In the first section, the respondents were asked to give information about 

their current taxi usage behaviour, i.e. how often they take a taxi, whether they usually 

take a standard or limousine type of taxi, which taxi booking apps they use, why they 

usually take a taxi and what they think about the current taxi trip fares. Towards the end of 

this section, there were questions about the respondents’ reactions to an increased fare of 

newly introduced conventional taxis. The second section concerned e-taxis. The 

respondents were introduced briefly to what e-taxis mean for them as passengers before 

they had to answer questions about a scenario when e-taxis are operating in Singapore. 

They were also asked whether they have any experience with or knowledge about EVs in 

general. The questions about e-taxis were about the changes that passengers can expect 

such as a more environmentally friendly ride or an improved ride experience. This section 

contained various questions about an increased flag-down fare of e-taxis compared to 

conventional taxis in order to evaluate the difference to the respondents’ answers about 

conventional taxis from the previous section. The final section contained a series of 

demographic questions.  

5.4.2 Survey design and data collection 

The questionnaire was designed using an online survey tool. A link to the survey was sent 

to prospective respondents in Singapore using the service of a professional online panel 

provider.  

Links to the survey were sent in September 2015, and 726 complete responses were 

obtained. In total, 611 responses were selected from the total set after eliminating bad 

answers such as ‘speeders’ and ‘straight liners’ [Zha14].  

At the beginning, the survey contained screening questions which allow to limit the range 

of people who were allowed to complete the survey. Respondents had to take a taxi at 

least once per month in order to be allowed to complete the survey. People who reported 
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to take a taxi less often were considered to provide less reliable answers due to lack of 

experience with or interest in taxis. [Koc16b p6] The respondents were also screened by 

age and gender in order to get as close as possible to the composition of a reference data 

set which was extracted from a representative household income and travel survey (HITS) 

in Singapore (see section 5.4.4). Finally, the sample was split randomly into three groups 

by the survey software. Each group had to answer the same set of questions. The only 

exception was the set of questions about trip fares. The trip fare (flag-down fare) for new 

conventional taxis or e-taxis was set to a different value for each of the three groups of 

respondents. The aim of this approach was to investigate how different fare additions for 

e-taxis affect the respondents’ answers. [Koc16b p6] The full passenger questionnaire can 

be found in Appendix D.  

5.4.3 Methodology 

The passenger survey covered three main aspects: the analysis of reasons why people 

take taxis, of the passengers’ reactions to higher trip fares and the acceptance of e-taxis 

with different attributes compared to conventional taxis (including higher trip fares). The 

reasons why people take taxis were analysed using standard descriptive statistical 

methods. The information was used later in order to evaluate the results about the 

acceptance of increased taxi fares for e-taxis.  

For all questions about the acceptance of e-taxis including the acceptance of increased 

trip fares, a 6-point Likert scale was used, ranging from total disagreement to total 

agreement with a statement. The 6-point scale was chosen as previous studies indicate 

Chinese cultures tend to choose the ‘indifferent’ option or middle point of a scale more 

frequently, which would make results from a 5- or 7-point scale less interpretable [Che95 

p170, Lee02 p295] (in Singapore, about 74% of the population are of a Chinese 

background [DSS15 table 3.4]). In addition, the entire sample was split randomly into 

three groups by the survey software in order to assess the effect of different trip fares (see 

section 5.4.2). [Koc16b p6].  

In order to compare the respondents’ answers about increased fares for conventional 

taxis and e-taxis, a one-sample t-test was used. The aim was to determine whether or not 

the answers (ratings) for a particular fare addition were significantly different from a given 

value μK which indicates indifference between the given (higher) fare for a new (e-)taxi 

and the current (lower) fare of an existing taxi. [Koc16b p6] Thus, the hypothesis was 

tested that the mean rating is indifferent from μK. Indifference was expected due to 

relatively small fare additions. The one sample t-test is described by Equation 5.36:  

 � = √� ∗ BF D�  (5.36) 

� is the sample size, J̅ is the mean rating calculated from the sample, and � is the 

standard deviation. � is the t-statistics for the variable that is analysed, i.e. the flag-down 

fare.  
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In addition, a least squares regression model was tested in order to evaluate which factors 

relate to the passengers intention to take or not take an e-taxi [Koc16b p6]. The factors 

that were analysed included the general attitude of passengers towards e-taxis and the 

expected changes that passengers may face if e-taxis are introduced (e.g. higher trip 

fares, different ride experience). The regression model is based on the TPB which was 

also used as a conceptual framework by [San15] in a similar EV study in Malaysia (see 

Table 3.6). The regression model is described by Equation 5.37 [Koc16b p6]:  

 ¡¢& =  £K + P £� ∗ ¤�� + � (5.37) 

The intention to use an e-taxi, ¡¢&, is the dependent variable. It is described by 

independent variables ¤� (e.g. trip fare, ride experience). £K is the constant factor of the 

regression function, and £� are the regression coefficients of the independent variables. � 

is an error term that cannot be observed directly, but that may have an impact on the 

dependent variable. However, � becomes apparent in the adjusted coefficient of 

determination �� which is a measure for the explanatory power of the model. The higher ��, the higher the explanatory power [Bac11 pp66,75, San15 p80]. [Koc16b p6] Whereas 

the information from the acceptance of trip fares (t-test) has an immediate value for the 

interpretation of the overall results from the taxi model, the results from the least squares 

regression serve as an additional piece of information in this work.  

5.4.4 Passenger sample description 

As described in section 5.4.2, quotas were applied during the data collection in order to 

obtain a sample which is close to a data set extracted from a representative large-scale 

HITS in Singapore [LTA12]. The extracted data set is considered representative for taxi 

passengers. The selection criteria in the passenger survey included age and gender. 

Adding more different selection criteria would have led to an overly restricted pool of 

potential respondents. Even the set quotas for age and gender were not entirely met with 

the available panel.  

The demographic information from the passenger sample is summarised in Table 5.15 

and Figure 5.11. In addition to the comparison to the HITS data, a comparison to the 

overall Singaporean population was added where possible. Data from the entire 

population was obtained from [DSS15]. [Koc16b p11] 

In general, the distribution of gender and ethnical background were met well by the 

sample of taxi passengers. However, deviations were observed for age and income with 

the passenger sample containing younger people who earn higher incomes. The average 

age of the respondents was 39.4 years, which is lower than 44.4 years according to 

[LTA12] (HITS data) and 45.7 years according to [DSS15]. The average income for the 

taxi passenger sample was 4,275 SGD compared to 2,455 SGD for the HITS data which 

contained a significant number of people with no income (no personal income data is 
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available from [DSS15]). It is suggested that one cause for these deviations is that 

younger people are more likely to use the internet and thus to participate in online 

surveys. [Koc16b pp11,12] 

Table 5.15 Selected socio-demographic characteristics of taxi passengers (N = 611) that have a good fit to 

data extracted from [LTA12] (HITS 2012) and [DSS15] (Singapore Statistics 2015) [initially published in 

Koc16b p12] 

 Sample HITS 2012 

(representing taxi 

passenger population) 

Singapore Statistics 

(representing popu-

lation of Singapore) 

Gender    

Males 51.9% 50.6% 50.9% 

Females 48.1% 49.4% 49.1% 

Ethnical background 

Chinese 82.4% 64.1% 74.3% 

Indian 8.1% 11.2% 13.3% 

Malay 6.3% 18.9% 9.1% 

Other 3.3% 5.8% 3.3% 

Note: table initially published in [Koc16b p12] also contained information about the type of accommodation.  
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Figure 5.11: Distribution of age and personal monthly income for the sample of taxi passengers (N = 611) that 

differs from data extracted from [LTA12] (HITS 2012) and [DSS15] (Singapore Statistics 2015) [initially 

published in Koc16b p12] 

5.5 Environmental impact of e-taxis 

As an extension of the TCO model, the environmental impact of operating e-taxis instead 

of conventional taxis has been analysed. This analysis is not a core element of the study. 

However, as the environmental impact of e-taxis played a role in the interviews with taxi 

drivers as well as the passenger survey, some findings about the environmental aspect of 

e-taxis compared to conventional taxis shall be presented here. If such vehicles are found 

to cause fewer pollutants compared to current taxis, they may also receive greater support 

by government agencies and a wider acceptance among taxi operators and the general 

public. In addition, environmentally friendly taxi fleets can contribute to the image of a 

green city of Singapore which is mentioned in [MEW15]. Results about current emissions 

of vehicle populations in Singapore as well as future emission abatement potentials can 

be found in [LTA16f].  

In this work, the environmental impact is referred to as the total emissions in terms of 

kilogram CO2-equivalents (kgCO2-eq.) that a vehicle causes throughout its lifetime. The 

term CO2-equivalents is explained by [Reu14 p128]. It classifies all substances that have 

a certain global warming potential, and attributes a value of warming potential to the 
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substances. CO2 is taken as a reference substance. For example, methane is another 

GHG, and it is also a part of exhaust fumes of vehicles amongst CO2 and other gases. 

However, its global warming potential is greater than the one of CO2 so that 1 kg of 

emitted methane is accounted with 25 kgCO2-eq.  

Following [Reu14, Lie14], the calculation of the lifetime emissions in terms of CO2-

equivalents is based on several components: emissions caused during the production of 

the vehicle, during the production of the initial traction battery which is on-board the e-

taxis, during the production of replacement traction batteries, during the production, 

storage and distribution of fuel (i.e. petrol, diesel or electricity) as well the emissions from 

the combustion of these fuels by the vehicles. Obviously, the usage of electricity by e-taxis 

does not cause additional emissions so that the latter point only applies to conventional 

taxis which run on fossil fuels such as petrol or diesel. The emissions for fuel production 

are referred to as WTT emissions, whereas the emissions which arise from the 

combustion of (fossil) fuels are called TTW emissions (see section 3.1.5).  

Using these components, it is possible to estimate the lifetime emissions of the taxis 

because the total emissions depend on the battery size, on the number of battery 

replacements and on the energy consumption of the vehicles. All of these parameters are 

available in the TCO model. Equation 5.38 describes the calculation of the total emissions ¥����9: 

 

¥����9 = ¥*"+!#�T + ¥t���!#�T + ¥t���#"!9 + ¥7�"9!#�T + ¥7�"9?�8t 

with 

¥t���!#�T + ¥t���#"!9 = 
t���  ∙ ��t��� ∙ �t���!#�T 

¥7�"9!#�T = 
 ∙ � ∙ V" "#6C ∙ �¦11 

¥7�"9?�8t = 
 ∙ � ∙ V" "#6C ∙ �11¦ 

(5.38) 

The five different addends ¥*"+!#�T, ¥t���!#�T, ¥t���#"!9, ¥7�"9!#�T and ¥7�"9?�8t refer to the 

emissions from the production of the vehicle itself, from the production of the initial traction 

battery (for e-taxis), from the production of replacement batteries (for e-taxis), from the 

production of the respective type of fuel (petrol, diesel or electricity), and from the 

combustion of this fuel. ¥t���!#�T and ¥t���#"!9 are effectively equal as they describe both 

the same type of battery with the same battery capacity, except for the fact the 

replacement batteries are not initially installed in the vehicle, but only required at a later 

stage of the usage period of the vehicle.  


t��� is the number of batteries needed during the lifetime 
 of an e-taxi. ��t��� is the 

battery capacity in kilowatt hours, and � is the annual mileage (see section 5.1.3 for a 

detailed explanation of these variables). �t���!#�T is the emission factor for the battery 

production in kilogram CO2-equivalents per kilowatt hour. �¦11 and �11¦ are the 

emissions factors for fuel production and fuel combustion respectively. They a measured 
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in kilogram CO2-equivalents per litre for diesel and petrol, and kilogram CO2-equivalents 

per kilowatt hour for electricity.  

Values for ¥*"+!#�T for the different vehicles analysed in this work are extracted from 

[Lie14 p12]. ¥*"+!#�T is considered to be equal for all vehicles of a similar size. Hence, ¥*"+!#�T is higher for the large Chrysler 300 Diesel and for the Tesla Models S than for the 

other taxi models.  

Emission data for �t���!#�T, �¦11 and �11¦ is taken from [Reu14 pp129-130] who 

analysed the environmental aspect of e-taxis in Singapore. �t���!#�T for Li-ion batteries is 

150 kgCO2-eq./kWh of installed battery capacity.  

Emissions from the production of the NiMH battery which is installed in the Toyota Prius 

HEV had to be neglected because reliable data was not available. This is considered to 

be acceptable regarding the extremely low battery capacity of the Prius of 1.3 kWh 

[ORN16] which causes significantly fewer emissions during the production phase 

compared to the e-taxi models. The emission data is summarised in Table 5.16 and Table 

5.17.  

Table 5.16: Emission data for theproduction of electric and conventional vehicles in Singapore (calculations 

based on [Reu14 p129, Lie14 p11,12,27]) 

Conventional vehicles 

(ICEVs, HEVs) 

§¨e©ªg«¬ 
[kgCO2-eq.] 

BEVs 

(battery capacity) 

§¨e©ªg«¬ 
[kgCO2-eq.] 

§qnnªg«¬ 
[kgCO2-eq.] 

Toyota Prius HEV 7150 1 BYD e6 (61.4 kWh) 7150 9210 

Chevrolet Epica Diesel 6150 Nissan Leaf (30 kWh) 7150 4500 

Chrysler 300 Diesel 8250 Kia Soul EV (27 kWh) 7150 4050 

  VW e-Golf (24.2 kWh) 7150 3630 

  Tesla Model S 85D 10000 12750 

1 The Toyota Prius HEV features drivetrain components from both a conventional petrol vehicle and a BEV. It 

was assumed to cause the same emissions as a BEV without a battery (7150 kgCO2-eq.), including its small 

1.3 kWh NiHM battery.  

Table 5.17: Emission data by type of fuel [Reu14 p130] 

Energy type Unit e®¯¯ e¯¯® 

Petrol [kgCO2-eq./L] 0.46 2.36 

Diesel [kgCO2-eq./L] 0.57 2.63 

Electricity [kgCO2-eq./kWh] 0.57 - 
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6 Results 

This section summarises the results about the costs of conventional taxis and e-taxis 

(section 6.1). In addition, the findings from the interviews with taxi drivers and from the 

passenger survey are described (sections 6.2 and 6.3). Subsequently, the overall results 

about the viability of e-taxis are presented (section 6.4).  

The results are based on a baseline scenario which is outlined below. Additional 

scenarios which are considered relevant in the scope of this work are discussed in section 

7. The main specifications of the baseline scenarios are:  

- Start years 2016 and 2020: 

These two start years (see section 5.1) are considered most relevant as e-taxis 

are slowly being introduced only. According to [TST16b], a few e-taxis are 

operating in Singapore from September 2016. However, the fleet of up to 100 taxis 

is only small compared to the total number of about 28,000 taxis in Singapore 

[LTA15a]. Hence, the 2020 scenario shall be analysed in order to investigate the 

situation of e-taxis at a time when a more significant number of them is likely to be 

operating in the city. With a small fleet of 100 taxis, only a few people will probably 

get in touch with the taxis.  

- Toyota Prius HEV and Chevrolet Epica Diesel taxis: 

The comparison will be made for both the Toyota Prius HEV and the Chevrolet 

Epica Diesel which serve as reference vehicles for all e-taxi models. This means 

that e-taxi drivers are assumed to have the same diving profile as an average 

Prius or Epica driver. The driving profiles are defined by the data given in Table 

5.13. In particular, the annual mileage is an important factor which is slightly 

different for Prius and Epica drivers. An overview of the e-taxi models that are 

investigated can be found in Appendix B. For the baseline scenario, the Tesla 

Model S is not included as this rather luxurious vehicle is considerably different 

from the other ones in terms of size, comfort and costs. However, it is discussed in 

a scenario (see section 7.5).  

- Flag-down fare of 3.90 SGD: 

Following the feedback from the taxi drivers and taxi passengers (see results in 

sections 6.2 and 6.3), the flag-down fare for e-taxis is set to 3.90 SGD, but not 

higher. 3.90 SGD was the highest flag-down fare for standard taxis in Singapore at 

the time of data collection.  

- Charging times: 

Charging is considered to be possible during both types of stationary time of a taxi: 

breaks and shift changes (see Table 5.13). During shift change times, the vehicles 

are considered to be parked at residential car parks where only a conventional 

power outlet is available (charging at 3.6 kW). For charging during the relatively 
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short break times, fast charging devices will be available at convenient locations 

for the taxi drivers (e.g. coffee shops where many drivers stop frequently). During 

the interviews, it was communicated to the drivers that charging facilities will be in 

place at convenient locations for them. The fast charging devices are considered 

to allow charging at 50 kW up to a SOC of the battery of 80% maximum.  

6.1 TCO of conventional taxis and e-taxis 

The results from the TCO of conventional taxis and e-taxis form the basis for the overall 

results of the viability of e-taxis. Hence, this section contains a summary and comparison 

of the TCO of all vehicles listed in Table 5.5 for the baseline scenario described above.  

The TCO of the taxi is represented by graphs including a time-axis (x-axis) and a cost axis 

(y-axis). The left-hand point of each graph indicates the acquisition costs ����������  of a 

taxi for the start year 2016 or 2020 (calculation of the acquisition costs: see section 5.1.2). 

The end-point of each graph which is highlighted by a bar represents the TCO at the end 

of the usage period of the taxis, i.e. it includes the acquisition costs, the operating costs as 

well as the EOL value.  

For each taxi, the line between the start year and the EOL of the taxi simulates a likely 

distribution of how the TCO accrues over time. This distribution is based on the calculation 

for the operating costs ��!"#����  outlined in section 5.1. The curves for all e-taxis and the 

Toyota Prius HEV show discontinuities which indicate the times when the vehicle traction 

battery requires replacement, i.e. when it has reached its defined EOL of 80% of the initial 

usable capacity (see section 5.1.3). At these points, a new battery is purchased and 

installed in the vehicle, which incurs additional costs. The amounts are different for the 

vehicles depending on the required battery capacities which are different for all vehicle 

types. The battery of the Toyota Prius HEV is relatively small and consequently less 

expensive compared to the batteries of the BEVs. The battery replacement costs also 

depend on the time of replacement because battery costs drop over time. The Chevrolet 

Epica does not have a traction battery so that its curve does not show discontinuities.  

At the end of the usage period, each graph drops by a more or less significant amount. 

This drop represents the EOL value �$(% of the respective vehicles. It includes tax returns 

as well as a residual value of the battery. The EOL value of the vehicle (without battery) is 

fixed, whereas the battery value depends on a few factors such as the initial battery value 

and the times of the replacements (see section 5.1.3). The later the last battery 

replacement took place during the usage period of the taxi, the higher the residual value 

of this battery. The battery residual value may become important if the battery is used as a 

replacement battery for another vehicle of the same taxi fleet which requires battery 

replacement, or if it is sold with the vehicle and thus increases its value compared to a 

vehicle with a battery that has reached it EOL already. In addition to the vehicle EOL 

value and battery residual value, tax returns (PARF) apply which also contribute to the 
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drop of the graphs (see section 5.1.4). The higher the amount of taxes paid during the 

acquisition of the vehicle, the higher the tax returns upon deregistration.  

Figure 6.1 to Figure 6.4 contain the TCO graphs for the baseline scenarios. Figure 6.1 

and Figure 6.2 show the situation for the Toyota Prius as reference for both the 2016 and 

2020 cases. Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 contain the same graphs for the Chevrolet Epica. 

In general, the graphs for all e-taxis are close together except for the BYD e6 which has 

higher acquisition costs and a larger battery compared to the other e-taxis. As a result, its 

costs are higher than for the other e-taxis. In addition, the BYD e6 has a higher energy 

consumption (see Table 5.7) which leads to increased electricity costs for the entire usage 

period of eight years. Consequently, the gradient of the BYD curve is higher.  

In summary, the BYD turns out to be more expensive than all other e-taxis and 

conventional taxis. Hence, it is likely that it will not be the first choice for a taxi operator 

compared to the other vehicles. However, the TCO does not allow to draw final 

conclusions as daily rent or taxi fares may allow to recover the increased expenses. 

Whether this is possible depends on the taxi drivers’ and passengers’ acceptance of 

increased prices, which is summarised in the following sections.  

 

Figure 6.1: TCO for the start year 2016 (reference taxi: Toyota Prius HEV)  
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Figure 6.2: TCO for the start year 2020 (reference taxi: Toyota Prius HEV) 

 

Figure 6.3: TCO for the start year 2016 (reference taxi: Chevrolet Epica Diesel) 
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Figure 6.4: TCO for the start year 2020 (reference taxi: Chevrolet Epica Diesel) 
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Table 6.1: TCO and its components for Toyota Prius HEV and e-taxis (start years 2016 and 2020) 

Item 

Toyota 

Prius  

HEV 

BYD e6 
Nissan 

Leaf 

Kia Soul 

EV 
VW e-Golf 

� [km] 130200 130531 130531 130531 130531 

Start year: 2016 

����������  [SGD] 108,012 130,572 107,689 104,907 110,174 

��!"#����  [SGD] 249,357 271,587 233,874 231,847 243,138 

�$(% [SGD] -3,545 -14,584 -7,494 -5,043 -6,156 

TCO [SGD] 353,824 387,576 334,068 331,711 347,157 

TCO per km [SGD/km] 0.340 0.372 0.321 0.318 0.333 

Start year: 2020 

����������  [SGD] 108,012 113,355 102,457 100,040 105,612 

��!"#����  [SGD] 256,602 272,523 233,918 232,246 242,523 

�$(% [SGD] -3,545 -10,977 -7,601 -5,085 -6,226 

TCO [SGD] 361,070 374,901 328,774 327,201 341,908 

TCO per km [SGD/km] 0.347 0.360 0.316 0.314 0.328 
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Table 6.2: TCO and its components for Chevrolet Epica Diesel and e-taxis (start years 2016 and 2020) 

 

Chevrolet 

Epica 

Diesel 

BYD e6 
Nissan 

Leaf 

Kia Soul 

EV 
VW e-Golf 

� [km] 122430 122826 122826 122826 122826 

Start year: 2016 

����������  [SGD] 105,407 130,572 107,689 104,907 110,174 

��!"#����  [SGD] 279,060 263,933 228,319 226,627 237,814 

�$(% [SGD] -11,343 -15,834 -8,271 -5,878 -7,026 

TCO [SGD] 373,124 378,671 327,736 325,656 340,962 

TCO per km [SGD/km] 0.381 0.387 0.335 0.332 0.348 

Start year: 2020 

����������  [SGD] 105,407 113,355 102,457 100,040 105,612 

��!"#����  [SGD] 285,975 264,697 228,258 226,890 237,057 

�$(% [SGD] -11,343 -12,260 -8,398 -5,942 -7,120 

TCO [SGD] 380,039 356,791 322,317 320,988 335,549 

TCO per km [SGD/km] 0.388 0.373 0.329 0.328 0.343 

Regarding the acquisition costs in the 2016 scenario, the conventional taxis are in the 

same range as the e-taxis. For the 2020 scenario, e-taxis are mostly cheaper due to 

falling battery costs. The BYD e6 is an exception because it is significantly more 

expensive than all other taxis. This can be explained by the relatively big battery of the 

BYD e6 compared to the other e-taxis.  

Details about the acquisition costs are displayed in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 which show 

its components, i.e. the OMV and all applicable taxes. There are three columns for each 

vehicle except for the Chevrolet Epica. The left column shows the OMV and all taxes, the 

second (red) column represents the CEVS rebate, and the third column is the TCO, which 

is the sum of both previous columns. A large portion of the acquisition costs are taxes 

(see section 5.1.2). They make up about 70% of the total purchase price of a taxi. For 

most vehicles, these taxes are reduced by the CEVS rebates (see Table 5.3) which apply 

to low- and zero-emission vehicles. The Chevrolet Epica Diesel is an exception. It does 

not qualify for a rebate because it has a higher fuel consumption and produces more 

emissions.  

It is worth noting that all acquisition costs are considerably higher than the ones of 

comparable vehicles in European countries or North America, despite the CEVS rebate. 

As noted earlier, the taxes are used a mean to limit the number of cars on the road in city 
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state with limited land area compared to territorial states. Nevertheless, tax returns upon 

deregistration of the vehicle compensate for a part of the initial surcharge.  

 

Figure 6.5: Acquisition costs for the start year 2016 

 

Figure 6.6: Acquisition costs for the start year 2020 
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replacement costs. In contrast, for the conventional taxis, operating costs in 2020 are 

higher than in 2016, especially for the Chevrolet Epica which has a comparatively high 

fuel consumption. Battery replacement costs accrue for all taxis except for the Chevrolet 

Epica. For the e-taxis, infrastructure costs apply which shall compensate the charging 

station operator for providing charging services (see section 5.1.3).  

Other than the large amount of energy costs for driving the vehicles, a significant part of 

the operating costs consists of the maintenance/service and insurance costs, which is 

caused by the high annual mileage of the taxis. Figure 6.7 to Figure 6.10 display the 

operating costs for all cases.  

 

Figure 6.7: Operating costs for the start year 2016 (reference taxi: Toyota Prius HEV) 

 

Figure 6.8: Operating costs for the start year 2020 (reference taxi: Toyota Prius HEV) 
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Figure 6.9: Operating costs for the start year 2016 (reference taxi: Chevrolet Epica Diesel) 

 

Figure 6.10: Operating costs for the start year 2020 (reference taxi: Chevrolet Epica Diesel) 
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Hence, a more detailed analysis is required in order to assess the overall viability of e-

taxis. It includes the opinions from taxi drivers and passengers, which are summarised in 

the following two sections.  

6.2 Taxi driver interviews 

In this section, the results from the interviews with SMRT taxi drivers in Singapore are 

presented. Major parts of the following paragraphs can also be found in [Koc16b]. The 

summary is limited to the results which are considered relevant for this work:  

1. Findings that are used in conjunction with the calculations about the economic 

viability of e-taxis compared to conventional taxis:  

- Acceptable range of e-taxis 

- Acceptable charging time of e-taxis 

- Acceptable daily rental fee of e-taxis considering the lower energy costs that 

drivers have to pay for 

- Opinion about the flag-down fare of e-taxis 

2. Findings that are potentially interesting for the interpretation of the results, but that 

are not directly relevant for the calculations:  

- Taxi drivers’ choice criteria that impact their choice of vehicle and taxi operator 

- Attractiveness of e-taxis for taxi drivers regarding e-taxi features that are different 

from their current taxi vehicles 

In the following paragraphs, each of the items listed above will be addressed. The 

analytical methods and tools used are described in section 5.3.3.  

6.2.1 Range and charging time of e-taxis 

In the questionnaire, the drivers were asked about their opinion regarding a proposed 

range of 200 km and a charging time of 15 min for an e-taxi. These values were taken 

from [Ben14 p3] who presents a taxi concept which has specifically been designed 

considering the requirements of the city of Singapore. [Koc16b p9] 

The results are summarised in Table 6.3. Regarding the charging time, most drivers ticked 

the options of 20 or 30 min charging time per shift, and the majority want a range of at 

least 250 km. Some drivers explained that their choice of 250 km range is related to the 

minimum daily mileage they are required to drive in order to fulfil the government’s 

regulations concerning the availability of taxis [LTA15c]. The drivers obviously consider 

charging during their shifts as inconvenient despite the scenario of the availability of 

charging infrastructure (see section 5.3.2). Another possible explanation is that they 

underestimate the time they can spend on charging during their breaks or free time, or 

that they have difficulties to imagine using their taxi in a different way. According to the 

travel data collected from taxis in Singapore [Sel15], which confirms the drivers own 
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statements, a taxi is not moving for 11.8 hours per day on average (see Table 5.13: 

11.3 hours for the Toyota Prius, 12.1 hours for the Chevrolet Epica). This is enough time 

to charge for a day of driving at significantly slower charging rates. [Koc16b p10] 

Table 6.3 Distribution of the acceptance of different values for range and charging time of e-taxis [initially 

published in Koc16b p11] 

Lowest acceptable range per full charge Percentage 

150 km 10.7% 

200 km 26.7% 

250 km 36.0% 

300 km 17.3% 

≥ 350 km 9.3% 

Longest acceptable charging time per shift Percentage 

15 min 3.9% 

20 min 44.7% 

30 min 34.2% 

45 min 3.9% 

≥ 1 h 13.2% 

The majority (65%) of the drivers also indicated that having a long range is more important 

than being able to charge the vehicle battery in a short amount of time. This underlines 

the assumption that charging is considered inconvenient or time consuming and that the 

drivers stick to their behaviour of going one whole shift without charging stop, just as they 

are used to do it with their current conventional taxis. Some drivers were also concerned 

that a small battery size and frequent charging leads to the problem that they run low on 

energy too often. As a result, they may often get into situations where they cannot pick up 

a passenger because the remaining range is not sufficient to drive to the passenger’s 

desired destination. [Koc16b p11] 

6.2.2 Daily rental fee of taxis 

In order to estimate the WTP for an e-taxi, the drivers had to choose whether they would 

like to lease such an e-taxi instead of their current taxi at the same or a higher daily rental 

fee, or if they do not want an e-taxi and keep driving a conventional taxi. Those who 

agreed to switch to an e-taxi were offered to do this at the same conditions in terms of 

daily rental fee and fuel costs, or at a higher daily rental fee provided that they would be 

able to save at least an equivalent amount on fuel (electricity) costs per day. This 

approach was chosen regarding the possibility that energy costs for driving a BEV are 

lower than fuel costs for a petrol or diesel taxi. In return, vehicle purchase and battery 
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replacement costs would be higher due to the expensive battery technology so that a taxi 

operator could ask for an increased rental fee for e-taxis in order to cover the increased 

expenses (share of the TCO). [Koc16b p9] Such a shift of the driver’s expenses is 

considered likely regarding current battery costs as well as electricity and fuel prices in 

Singapore.  

The results reveal that 71% of the drivers accepted to switch to an e-taxi, but 43% only if 

their daily rental fee is not increased (additional rental fee = 0 SGD). Thus, 28% would 

switch to an e-taxi if it has a higher daily rental fee and lower energy costs. In comparison, 

[Gao08 p1067] found that 34% of the taxi drivers in New York City are willing to buy a 

more expensive HEV as their next taxi. 29% of the Singapore drivers who were 

interviewed did not want to switch at all. Among those who did agree to switch (additional 

rental fee ≥ 0 SGD), the mean additional rental fee was 3.74 SGD per day. [Koc16b pp9-

10] 

This outcome confirms the expectation that higher daily rental fees are regarded as a 

disadvantage. Following the discussion with the taxi drivers, it is suggested that a reason 

for this finding is that rental fees are fixed costs that have to be paid every day regardless 

of how much a driver is driving and earning that day. However, only an insignificant 

positive correlation was found between the acceptance of a higher rental fee and the 

number of drivers for a taxi, which itself correlates with a taxi’s average daily mileage. 

Such a positive correlation could be expected as drivers who share their taxi with one or 

more ‘relief drivers’ (2-shift taxis) generally cover a higher total daily mileage compared to 

single drivers (1-shift taxis). As a result, fuel costs represent a higher share of the 

combined daily expenses of 2-shift taxi drivers. If fuel costs per kilometre are reduced, 2-

shift taxis would have a greater savings potential compared to 1-shift taxis that drive less. 

[Koc16b p10] 

6.2.3 Flag-down fare of e-taxis 

During the interviews, the taxi drivers had to indicate whether they think it makes sense to 

increase the flag-down fare of a standard e-taxi by a few cents compared to 3.80 SGD for 

a Toyota Prius taxi. This would allow them to earn more, and it would also compensate for 

a potentially higher daily rental fee of e-taxis. While a higher flag-down fare certainly 

increases the driver’s income, 36% of the drivers preferred to not increase the fare. Even 

at slightly increased fares of 0.10 or 0.20 SGD more they were afraid of having difficulties 

to pick up enough passengers so that their total income would be reduced. Most of the 

respondents mentioned that they have already experienced situations when passengers 

chose a potentially cheaper taxi, for example at taxi stands where more than one taxi was 

available. [Koc16b p10]  

An increase of 0.10 SGD would result in a flag-down fare of 3.90 SGD, which was the 

highest one among standard taxis at the time of the interviews. Any increase of more than 
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0.10 SGD would make the flag-down fare of an e-taxi more expensive compared to other 

standard taxis.  

6.2.4 Taxi choice criteria 

The taxi drivers were also asked to choose and rank three reasons from a list of 14 items 

which they considered most important for their decision to choose a particular vehicle from 

one of the taxi operators in Singapore. They were also allowed to name own reasons if 

their choice was not available (‘Other’). Each bar in Figure 6.11 shows the percentages of 

a particular item being ranked first, second and third. Reliability of the vehicle and the 

potential income are most important, followed by vehicle comfort and the taxi operator 

(different taxi operators may offer different leasing conditions and benefits). Among all 

participants, ‘Exhaust Emissions’ were not chosen at all, even not by the drivers who 

chose to lease a Toyota Prius HEV. [Koc16b p8] The Toyota Prius turns out to be 

considerably cleaner in terms of emissions compared to a Chevrolet Epica Diesel (see 

estimation of emissions in section 6.5).  

 

Figure 6.11: Most important factors influencing the taxi drivers’ decision about which taxi to lease [initially 

published in Koc16b p8] 

These results confirm the assumption that financial benefits are among the most important 

ones for the drivers. Income is rated the second most important aspect. However, vehicle 

reliability also impacts a driver’s earnings. Many drivers mentioned during the interviews 

that less downtime due to service and maintenance means that they have more time 

available for driving and earning money. [Koc16b p8] 

The finding that financial aspects are very important is in line with previous related studies 

about taxis [Gao08 pp1069,1072, Mou04 p694], and it is certainly understandable for taxi 

drivers to focus on their earnings. The low ranking of ‘Exhaust Emissions’ can be 

confirmed by findings from [Mou04 p689] who state that pollution concerns are less 
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noticeable for taxi drivers in London. However, [Gao08 p1069] found that there is a 

relationship between the choice of a low-emission taxi and the concern about air pollution. 

[Koc16b p8] 

6.2.5 Attractiveness of e-taxis 

The results about the important criteria of the drivers’ current taxi vehicles (Figure 6.11) 

should be linked to their statements about the attractiveness of e-taxis. The fundamental 

assumption is that the drivers’ preferences regarding income and reliability of their taxis 

will not change significantly for the choice of their next taxi – which may be electric.  

For the investigation of the attractiveness of e-taxis, the questionnaire asked the drivers 

about how they rate different attributes of e-taxis compared to their current taxi. A 1 to 5 

Likert scale was used (see section 5.3.3). The attributes were selected considering 

expected differences between conventional taxis and e-taxis. All attributes were explained 

to the drivers in detail before they were asked to make their choice. This approach was 

chosen in order to make sure that they understand what e-taxis mean for them, and that 

their responses reflect their true opinion at the best. For each attribute, the drivers were 

asked to state how attractive this particular attribute is for them (‘like’ scale), and to what 

extent it would influence their decision to rent or not rent an e-taxi from a taxi operator 

(‘importance’ scale). Both ratings for each attribute, attractiveness and importance, were 

combined to an overall ‘attractive to lease’ rating by weighing the rating of the 

‘attractiveness’ attributes with the rating of the importance scale. As mentioned before, all 

questions were discussed in the context of a future scenario where a sufficient charging 

infrastructure would be in place at convenient locations for the drivers. [Koc16b pp8-9] 

Figure 6.12 shows the results. Drivers value the silent and smooth driving behaviour of e-

taxis as well as the lower service time needed (33% less). However, they are unsure 

about the performance of the new battery-electric technology, and 200 km range is not 

enough. 15 min charging time for 200 km is rated negatively, although it seems to be an 

acceptable time for most of the drivers. Saving emissions and having a vehicle with more 

powerful acceleration (due to the electric drivetrain) is not very relevant to the drivers, with 

the combined rating being close to 3 (indifferent). Additional attributes have not been 

taken into consideration because it is assumed that e-taxis can be designed identically or 

similar to a conventional taxi regarding other potentially important characteristics such as 

dimensions, boot space, safety features or optional extras. [Koc16b p9] 
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Figure 6.12: Average ratings of e-taxi attributes compared to conventional taxis (1 = strongly negative, 3 = 

indifferent, 5 = strongly positive) [initially published in Koc16b p9] 

Analysing these ratings in conjunction with the drivers’ willingness to switch to an e-taxi or 

not, positive correlation coefficients (≥0.16) were found for all of the e-taxi attributes. The 

highest values were observed for charging time (0.43), range (0.43), lower emissions 

(0.42) as well as a driver’s appreciation of using the new battery-electric technology in a 

taxi (0.50). Regarding the emissions, this means that the drivers who agreed to switch to 

an e-taxi also gave a higher rating for low emissions. However, referring to Figure 6.11, 

emissions are currently not an important decision criterion to choose a particular taxi 

vehicle. As a consequence, the environmental aspect is associated positively with the 

drivers’ acceptance of e-taxis, but it is unlikely to be an important criterion for their 

decision. Minor correlations were observed between the drivers’ socio-demographic 

characteristics and their willingness to use an e-taxi or not. Similar to [Gao08 p1067], age 

(-0.06) and experience (-0.12) were correlated negatively, whereas the relationship to 

income (0.19) was positive. In addition, a positive correlation was found to the driver’s 

educational level (0.13). This indicates that younger drivers with less experience as well 

as those with a higher educational level and higher incomes are more likely to switch to an 

e-taxi. [Koc16b p10] 

In addition, following the approach used by [Gao08], a binary logistic regression model to 

predict the drivers’ willingness to switch to an e-taxi was tested. The variables included 

the drivers’ socio-demographic characteristics age, income and experience as predictors. 

However, the goodness-of-fit of the model was low (levels of significance for all 

parameters greater than 0.16). 

Consequently, charging time, range, lower emissions and new battery-electric technology 

were used instead because they showed high correlations to the willingness to switch to 

an e-taxi (see above). The resulting binary logistic regression equation for the willingness-

to-switch to an e-taxi �&� is (Equation 6.1): 

 �&� = exp =−2.45 + JG ∙ 0.33 + J� ∙ 0.79 + J² ∙ 0.25 + J³ ∙ 0.56>1 + exp =−2.45 + JG ∙ 0.33 + J� ∙ 0.79 + J² ∙ 0.25 + J³ ∙ 0.56> (6.1) 
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JG is the rating for charging time, J� the rating for range, J² the rating for low emissions 

and J³ the rating for the new battery-electric technology. The levels of significance are 

0.03 for the constant as well as 0.167, 0.079, 0.325 and 0.092 for the four parameters 

respectively. With this equation, 80.8% of the responses can be predicted correctly. 

Dropping the emissions and the charging time which showed low levels of significance 

slightly reduced the goodness-of-fit to an overall percentage of correct prediction of 

74.3%. It has to be mentioned that all of the variables used in this equation are correlated 

positively with correlation coefficients greater than 0.44, which reduces the explanatory 

power of the model.  

Considering these results, it is suggested to use vehicle features rather than personal 

characteristics in order to explain the acceptance of e-taxis – at least if the group of 

respondents is as homogeneous as taxi drivers in Singapore regarding age, income and 

experience. Consequently, it is important to meet the taxi drivers’ expectations regarding 

relevant vehicle features when making a decision about which vehicles to use as future 

taxis. Personal characteristics may be important, too, but they provide little insight into the 

drivers’ willingness-to-switch to an e-taxi.  

6.2.6 Summary 

The following list summarises the main findings from the interviews with taxi drivers.  

- The drivers have little or no previous experience with EVs in general.  

- Hence, they have difficulties to imagine changing their current behaviour of driving 

one shift on a single tank of fuel. They want the range per full charge to be 

sufficient in order to cover one entire shift. A range blow 250 km is often 

considered too little.  

- Drivers misestimate the time they can spare for charging, provided that an 

appropriate network of charging locations is available. Most of them would rather 

not accept more than 20 to 30 min of charging time per shift.  

- Sufficient range of an e-taxi per full charge is more important to the drivers than 

quick charging.  

- Financial attributes are most important. This includes the daily rental fee and 

energy (fuel or electricity) costs as well as the flag-down fare. A lower daily rental 

fee and higher energy costs are preferred compared to a higher rental fee and 

lower energy costs. The flag-down fare for e-taxis should ideally not exceed the 

ones of current conventional taxis as drivers are afraid of losing customers when 

driving an e-taxi with a higher flag-down fare.  

- Environmental aspects do not play an important role. E-taxis seem not to have 

many additional benefits for drivers compared to their current taxis. Driving 

experience or (technical) reliability are improvements which may be valued by the 

taxi drivers.  
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6.3 Taxi passenger survey 

The results from the taxi passenger survey are presented in a similar way as the results 

from the interviews with taxi drivers. The main objective was to get an opinion from the 

passengers regarding the potential fares of future e-taxis. Major parts of the findings have 

also been published in [Koc16b]. The following points are addressed:  

1. Findings that are used in conjunction with the calculations about the economic 

viability of e-taxis compared to conventional taxis:  

Acceptance of increased (flag-down) fares for e-taxis 

2. Findings that are potentially interesting for the interpretation of the results, but that 

are not directly relevant for the calculations: 

- Reasons for taking a taxi in Singapore 

- Explanation of the passengers’ intention to take an e-taxi using relevant e-taxi 

attributes 

6.3.1 Flag-down fare of e-taxis 

In order to estimate the acceptance of e-taxis by taxi passengers, their answers to 

questions about newly introduced conventional (petrol or diesel) taxis and new e-taxis 

were compared. Both types of taxis had slightly higher flag-down fares compared to 

existing taxis. The questions covered the three main situations for a passenger to take a 

taxi according to [Sal11 p152]:  

- Flag-down: hail a cruising taxi along the street,  

- Taxi stand: take a taxi that is queuing at a taxi stand or wait for a taxi to stop there, 

and  

- Booking: order a taxi by phone, SMS or by using one of several taxi booking apps 

available in Singapore. [Koc16b p13] 

In addition, the respondents were randomly split up into three groups in order to 

investigate their acceptance of a selection of different flag-down fares, 4.00, 4.20 and 

4.40 SGD, which were at least 0.10 SGD higher than the highest flag-down fares of 

standard taxis at the time of the survey (3.90 SGD). Passengers had to read a brief 

explanation about both fares and main technical specifications e-taxis before they were 

asked to provide their answers. [Koc16b p14] This approach should help to make sure 

that all respondents are on the same informational level regarding e-taxis. Table 6.4 

contains an overview of the respective questions.  
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Table 6.4 Questions about the acceptance of different flag-down fares for new conventional taxis and e-taxis 

[initially published in Koc16b p14] 

Situation Question 
1 

Flag-down fare 

Flag-down Usually, I would avoid flagging down such a new taxi (e-taxi) 

on the road. 

Three groups for 

every situation: 

4.00, 4.20 or 

4.40 SGD 

Taxi stand If there is such a new taxi (e-taxi) and an older petrol/diesel 

taxi available at a taxi stand, I would avoid the new taxi (e-

taxi). 

Booking If possible, I would try to avoid booking such a new taxi (e-

taxi). 

1 Wording condensed compared to questionnaire.  

The corresponding results are presented in Figure 6.13. The graphs show that there are 

no significant differences between the responses in the three flag-down fare scenarios, 

comparing new petrol/diesel taxis (three upper graphs) or e-taxis (three lower graphs) with 

different flag-down fares. The shapes of each group of graphs are similar, except for the 

extreme negative ratings which occurred slightly less often for the lower fare scenarios 

(4.00 SGD) compared to the higher fare scenarios (4.20 SGD and 4.40 SGD). However, 

comparing the responses for the petrol/diesel taxi to the responses for the e-taxi, there is 

a clear difference between the ratings. This fact is represented in the graphs by a shift 

towards the ‘negative’ (-) side for the new petrol/diesel taxi compared to a somehow 

symmetric curve for the e-taxi. It indicates that a larger proportion of the respondents 

would consider taking a new e-taxi with one of the proposed flag-down fares compared to 

just a new petrol/diesel taxi with exactly that flag-down fare. It indicates as well that some 

attributes such as environmental benefits that only e-taxis offer have to be responsible for 

the different shapes of the graphs. [Koc16b p14] 

The graphs also show that most respondents have a negative attitude towards slightly 

higher fares and would rather avoid the more expensive taxi in the given situations, even if 

there may not be a direct alternative available (e.g. in the flag-down situation when the 

taxi that stops is the only one available). Such results can be explained by the following 

arguments. Firstly, there may be an acquiescence bias which describes the fact that 

respondents tend to choose the ‘agree’ or ‘yes’ option regardless of the content of the 

question [Pod03 p882]. In the present case, this would lead to a left shift of the graphs 

and result in more negative ratings. Secondly, all fare scenarios pass a psychological 

4.00 SGD mark. This is likely to happen in the near future regarding current flag-down 

fares of up to 3.90 SGD, but none of the taxis had passed this mark yet at the time of the 

survey. And thirdly, referring to Figure 6.14 in section 6.3.2 below, the passengers were 

asked to pay for the improvement of attributes that are of minor importance to them when 
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they take a taxi, such as improved ride experience and environmental benefits. [Koc16b 

p14] 

 

Figure 6.13: Acceptance of new petrol/diesel taxis and new e-taxis in different situations and for different flag-

down fares [initially published in Koc16b p15] 

Note: a 6-point Likert scale was used: (-) indicates total agreement with statement (= strong negative attitude 

towards new taxi / e-taxi); (+) indicates total disagreement with statement (= strong positive attitude towards 

new taxi / e-taxi).  

In order to quantify the differences between the responses for different higher flag-down 

fares for e-taxis, a one sample t-test (Equation 5.36) with a test value of μK = 0 was used. 

This test value indicates that a mean rating of zero is assumed, i.e. that there is no clear 

tendency of the responses towards either the positive or negative end of the scale 

(undecided, indifferent), which leads to somewhat symmetric graphs. The test shows that 

the hypothesis that the mean rating is indifferent can be accepted for e-taxis with a flag-

down fare of 4.00 SGD, but not for the two other scenarios where the mean rating differs 

from zero towards the negative side. [Koc16b p15] The detailed results from the t-test are 

listed in Table 6.5.  
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Table 6.5: One sample t-test for the acceptance of e-taxis with higher flag-down fares [initially published in 

Koc16b p16] 

Flag-down fare 4.00 SGD 4.20 SGD 4.40 SGD 

N 1 196 205 201 

Test value mean rating = 0 (indifferent) 2 

 Mean3 Std. 

dev. 

t-

value4 Mean3 Std. 

dev. 

t-

value4 Mean3 Std. 

dev. 

t-

value4 

Situation: 

flag-down 
-0.01 1.17 -0.06 -0.3 1.29 -3.32* -0.29 1.22 -3.31* 

Situation: 

taxi stand 
-0.04 1.19 -0.42 -0.23 1.25 -2.61* -0.27 1.2 -3.2* 

Situation: 

booking 
-0.13 1.2 -1.55 -0.35 1.23 -4.12* -0.3 1.29 -3.3* 

* Significant at 1% level or lower.  
1 Total N = 602 out of 611: nine respondents who usually use a limousine taxi have not been taken into 

consideration for the pricing questions because limousine taxis have different fares.  
2 Scale adjusted from 6-point (1 to 6) Likert scale.  
3 Mean ratings for new petrol/diesel taxis regarding the different flag-down fare options range between  

-0.59 and -0.90, which is considerably lower than the ratings for e-taxis. 
4 t-value: t-statistics for the corresponding variable.  

Thus, a difference between the reactions of the taxi passengers to new petrol/diesel taxis 

and to e-taxis with increased flag-down fares could be observed. The acceptance of 

increased flag-down fares for e-taxis turns out to be slightly higher. In contrast, the 

responses for the three different flag-down fares between 4.00 and 4.40 SGD are minor. 

Surprisingly, the overall tendency of the responses is negative for all e-taxi cases, which 

was not expected for such small amounts of fare increases. [Koc16b p15] The rating is 

slightly negative even for the 4.00 SGD scenario which represents a fare increase of 

0.10 SGD only compared to currently operating taxis with a flag down fare of 3.90 SGD, or 

0.7% considering an average trip fare of 14.74 SGD (all Prius and Epica Taxis).  

It is worth noting that there currently are standard taxis with a flag-down fare of less than 

3.90 SGD [LTA16j], although their number decreases constantly as they are being 

replaced by newer taxis with higher flag-down fares. This implies that the add-on fares for 

e-taxis would be more than 0.10 SGD on average if their flag-down fare is 4.00 SGD. 

[Koc16b p16] 

Comparing these results to the WTP values for electric public buses found by [OGa07] 

reveals that the values are rather pessimistic, in particular regarding the fact that bus fares 

are usually lower than taxi fares. According to [OGa07 p3636], the passengers’ WTP for 

fare additions for electric buses range between 0.27 and 0.40 EUR in different cities, 
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which corresponds to about 0.49 and 0.72 SGD (average 2006 to 2015 SGD to EUR 

exchange rate according to [MAS16]). Hence, the respondents’ answers may not reflect 

their actual behaviour accurately if they get into the situations listed in Table 6.4. This 

means that more people may actually take the slightly more expensive taxi, for example 

because they do not have a clear idea of the fare structure and consequently no point of 

reference to decide whether a particular taxi trip is too expensive. [Koc16b p16] 

6.3.2 Reasons for taking a taxi 

Similar to the interviews with taxi drivers, the reasons for which passengers in Singapore 

choose to take a taxi were analysed, too. The respondents were asked to select at least 

one and up to five different reasons why they usually take a taxi. If more than one item 

was chosen, they were also asked to rank them according to their importance. Each 

respondent selected 3.7 items on average. [Koc16b p12] 

Figure 6.14 shows that most people take a taxi because it allows them to save time 

compared to other means of public transportation such as trains or buses. Time savings 

are followed by other attributes including convenience, luggage (e.g. going to/from the 

airport), weather conditions (e.g. heavy rain), reimbursement (e.g. people on business 

trips may get the trip fare reimbursed) or lack of alternatives (e.g. many buses and trains 

are not available at night-time). Price (trip fare) is not among the most important criteria for 

taking a taxi. A reason may be that taxis are considered cheap compared to owning a 

private car in Singapore, but not compared to other public transport options. Taxi fares in 

Singapore are still moderate compared to major European or North American cities (see 

section 3.5.3). [Koc16b p13] 

 

Figure 6.14: Why people take a taxi in Singapore [initially published in Koc16b p13] 
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At the beginning of the questionnaire, the respondents were required to indicate how often 

they usually take a taxi. After selecting only those who take a taxi at least once a month 

(see section 5.3.2), the respondents were grouped into three categories: one to four trips 

per month, five to ten trips per month and more than ten trips per month. For people who 

take a taxi more often, time savings, convenience, comfort and flexibility was more 

important than for people who take a taxi on an occasional basis only. In contrast, for 

occasional taxi users, travelling with luggage, fare reimbursement or limited transport 

alternatives are more important than for frequent taxi users. [Koc16b p13] Such results 

confirm the expectation that frequent taxi users are less concerned about financial 

aspects and rather go by taxi because it is usually faster and more convenient compared 

to public transport. In contrast, occasional taxi users rather go by taxi because they are 

forced to do so, or because they do not have to worry about the increased fare compared 

to public transport.  

Time savings has been identified as being the most important criterion for taxi 

passengers. However, e-taxis which replace conventional taxis can only offer 

improvements regarding some less important attributes such as ride experience and 

environmental aspects. Consequently, as mentioned above, important factors are likely to 

remain unaffected by simply replacing existing taxis by e-taxis, which explains why the 

ratings presented in Figure 6.13 have a negative tendency. [Koc16b p13] 

6.3.3 Factors relating to the intention to take an e-taxi 

In addition to the findings presented before, the online questionnaire also contained a part 

in which respondents were asked to rate different e-taxi attributes which may relate to 

their intention to take an e-taxi in the future. As for the question about the flag-down fares 

(section 6.3.1), a 6-point Likert scale was used. The different e-taxi attributes covered the 

following aspects which were chosen based on the differences that passengers can 

expect from an e-taxi compared to a petrol/diesel taxi in Singapore:  

- Environmental aspect of e-taxis 

- Ride experience in e-taxis 

- User-friendliness (convenience) of e-taxis 

- Image of e-taxis 

- Behaviour regarding the (flag-down) fare of e-taxis [Koc16b p16] 

The first three of these aspects were grouped under a more general aspect which 

described the respondents’ general attitude towards e-taxis. The last aspect which relates 

to the price of e-taxis was split into a component describing the price control and another 

component describing the reaction to an increased flag-down fare. Using these variables, 

a least squares regression analysis was performed in order to investigate the relationship 

between the respondents’ intention to take an e-taxi and e-taxi attributes that may be 

important to the respondents and that are different from conventional taxis.  
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The resulting model follows the TPB described in section 2.3. The core variables relating 

to the three main constructs (attitude, norm, control) are complemented by a price 

component which is considered interesting for this work. In addition, socio-demographic 

characteristics were included. [Koc16b p16] All variables are listed in Table 6.6.  

Table 6.6: Regression model variables [initially published in Koc16b p17] 

Variables ´µ¯ and ¶r 

Description TPB equivalent 

¡¢& 1,2 Intention to take an e-taxi Intention 

�&& 1,2,3 Attitude towards BEVs and e-taxis Attitude 

¡·¸  1,2 Social image of e-taxis Norm 

��¡ 1 Respondent’s estimation of his/her ability to choose a 

particular taxi in everyday situations (price control) 

Control 

¹�¥ 1,2 Respondent’s usage behaviour of e-taxis regarding 

the proposed flag-down fares (price level) 

 

Age Respondent’s age group  

Motor vehicle Availability of motor vehicles in household (yes/no)  

Education Respondent’s highest educational level  

Personal income Monthly personal income level  

Household income Monthly household income level  

1 For all variables except for the socio-demographic variables, the respondents had to indicate their answers 

on a 6-point Likert scale.  
2 Variable values are aggregated from multiple questions about one item.  
3 �&& groups important variables of e-taxis compared to conventional taxis, i.e. environmental, ride 

experience/comfort and convenience of use/availability aspects, which were all found to have a significant 

relationship to the respondents’ attitudes towards e-taxis (levels of significance ≤ 5%).  

The hypotheses to be tested by this simple model are as follows.  

- �&& positively affects ¡¢& 

- ¡·¸ positively affects ¡¢& 

- ��¡ positively affects ¡¢& 

- ¹�¥ positively affects ¡¢& 

Inserting the variables listed in Table 6.6 into the regression function (Equation 5.37) gives 

the results which are summarised in Table 6.7. Similar to results about the acceptance of 

the flag-down fare of e-taxis, the regression results are also presented for the three 

groups of respondents who were shown different e-taxi flag-down fares in the 

questionnaire.  
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In all scenarios, all hypotheses can be confirmed with a level of significance below 10%. 

However, no clear trend can be observed across the three fare options. For the main 

variables (�&&, ¡·¸, ��¡ and ¹�¥), strong positive relationships between the 

respondents’ opinions about the different aspects of e-taxis and their intention to use them 

was found. [Koc16b p16] Price-related attributes (in particular ¹�¥) had a weaker impact 

compared to �&& and ¡·¸.  

In contrast, the effect of the socio-demographic variables was mostly insignificant. In 

particular, the income did not play a role at all in two of the three scenarios. Only the 

respondents’ age was significant in one case, and it had a consistent negative relationship 

in all three flag-down fare scenarios. This means that the older the respondent is, the less 

this person is inclined to use an e-taxi. [Koc16b p16] 

This result about a respondent’s age corresponds to the findings presented by [OGa07 

p3638] who reports that the WTP of passengers for increased bus fares of electric 

(hydrogen fuel cell) public buses is lower for older people than for younger ones. 

However, for Singaporean taxi passengers, there is a consistently positive relationship 

between the environmental aspect of e-taxis and the passengers’ intention to use them. 

This result contradicts the findings from [OGa07 p3638]. [Koc16b pp16-17] 

Table 6.7: Regression results for intention to take an e-taxi (¡¢&) [initially published in Koc16b p17] 

Flag-down fare 4.00 SGD  4.20 SGD  4.40 SGD 

N 1 196  205  201 

Variables Coefficient t-value2  Coefficient t-value2  Coefficient t-value2 

Constant 0.02 0.08  0.28 1.45  0.27  1.21 

�&& 0.51*** 7.74  0.59*** 12.02  0.62*** 9.13 

¡·¸ 0.32*** 4.63  0.31*** 5.32  0.15** 2.11 

��¡ 0.19* 1.92  0.16** 2.02  0.20** 2.01 

¹�¥ 0.15** 2.84  0.17*** 4.02  0.15*** 3.28 

Age -0.03 -1.34  -0.03* -1.84  -0.03 -1.46 

Motor vehicle -0.01 -0.11  0.09 1.08  0.08 0.81 

Education 0.04 1.61  -0.02 -0.87  0 0.11 

Personal 

income 
0.01 1.19  0 0.21 

 
0 -0.52 

Household 

income 
0.01 1.61  0 0.93 

 
0 0.75 

�� 3 .58  .67  .47  

Significant at * 10% level, ** 5% level, *** 1% level.  
1 Total N = 602 out of 611: nine respondents who usually use a limousine taxi have not been taken into 
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consideration for the pricing questions because limousine taxis have different fares.  
2 t-value: t-statistics for the corresponding variable.  
3 R2: adjusted coefficient of determination.  

The �� values for the three flag-down fare scenarios are 0.47 or higher, which indicates 

that at least 47% of the variance of the intention to use an e-taxi can be explained by the 

variables chosen. According to [San15 p80], this value indicates a reasonable fit of the 

model. [Koc16b p17] 

These findings provide some additional insight into the taxi passengers’ view of e-taxis 

with particular features including their price (trip fare). However, they are not directly 

relevant for the overall results of this work (section 6.4). Nevertheless, the findings confirm 

the importance of price-related attributes. Similar to results from the taxi driver interviews, 

socio-demographic attributes are also found to be less important.  

6.3.4 Summary 

The following list summarises the main findings from the online survey among taxi 

passengers in Singapore:  

- Simply replacing current conventional taxis by e-taxis does not seem to provide 

major advantages to the passengers. E-taxis may provide additional benefits in 

terms of ride experience or environmental impact. In contrast, the main drivers for 

the passengers’ decisions to take a taxi include time savings, taxi fare (price), 

convenience or lack of alternative appropriate transport options.  

- Pricing questions are rated more positively for e-taxis compared to conventional 

taxis. However, the respondents react highly sensitive to small fare increases 

which pass the 4.00 SGD mark.  

6.4 Viability of e-taxis 

This paragraph contains the overall results of this work. Based on the TCO analysis of 

electric and conventional taxis, the possible earnings of e-taxi drivers are presented. 

References to the findings from the taxi driver interviews and the passenger survey are 

included where suitable.  

Figure 5.10 in section 5.2.3 shows a generalised version of a taxi driver’s profit with an e-

taxi and a conventional taxi. This type of graph is used to visualise the combined results of 

the drivers’ potential earnings, which are based on the estimation of the TCO presented in 

section 6.1. The taxi drivers’ driving profiles (see data in Table 5.13) are taken into 

consideration. The overall approach for the deduction of the results is outlined in section 

5.2.  

As explained in section 5.2.1, the annual profit of the taxi operator is assumed to remain 

constant in all scenarios with the introduction of e-taxis in order to limit the degrees of 
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freedom of the entire system. After calculating the TCO for an e-taxi and a reference taxi, 

this assumption allows to set a specific rental fee for the e-taxi which fulfils the 

requirement of equal profit for the operator with an e-taxi or a conventional taxi. The flag-

down fare of e-taxis was set to 3.90 SGD following the low acceptance of flag-down fares 

above that value by both drivers and passengers.  

The results are visualised in the diagrams below (Figure 6.15 to Figure 6.18) which 

correspond to the respective TCO graphs in section 6.1 (Figure 6.1 to Figure 6.4). 

Expectedly in view of the TCO results, the BYD e6 generally performs worse than the 

other e-taxis.  

In order for the operator to make the same profit as with a Toyota Prius, the rent for a 

BYD e6 would be relatively high, which eventually results in a loss for the taxi driver 

compared to what he or she would earn with a Toyota Prius. The other e-taxis would allow 

a driver to earn more compared to a Toyota Prius, although the daily rent (daily fixed 

costs) are higher. Thus, there is an intersection between the graphs for the e-taxis and the 

graph for the Toyota Prius, except for the BYD e6. The earlier this intersection i.e. the 

lower the mileage at which an e-taxi allows a taxi driver to earn more compared to a 

Toyota Prius, the better for the taxi driver. In particular, if the intersection between the 

graphs is below the profit line of 0 SGD (x-axis), the driver starts to make a profit earlier 

with an e-taxi. If the graphs only meet at the maximum mileage that a driver usually 

covers per day, the e-taxi may not the be preferred option because any lower mileage 

results in less earnings compared to the conventional taxi.  

The main reason for most e-taxis performing better than the Toyota Prius are the 

operating costs, and in particular the energy costs which are considerably lower for BEVs 

compared to conventional taxis. The slopes of the graphs for the e-taxis are higher than 

the slope of the graph for the Toyota Prius, which indicates the lower operating costs of 

BEVs.  

Comparing the results for the 2016 and the 2020 start year scenario, the e-taxis are 

marginally more competitive in 2020 due to lower battery costs (for the initial battery as 

well as subsequent replacement batteries). Both petrol and electricity prices increase over 

time which makes a comparison between both vehicle types more difficult.  
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 Figure 6.15: Economic viability of e-taxis for the start year 2016 (reference taxi: Toyota Prius HEV) 

 

Figure 6.16: Economic viability of e-taxis for the start year 2020 (reference taxi: Toyota Prius HEV) 

The situation for the Chevrolet Epica reference taxi is different. According to the available 

data, the taxi operator SMRT would make a loss renting out each vehicle of their fleet of 

Chevrolet Epicas at the prevailing rental rates. However, such a loss would be unlikely for 

a large fleet. According to operator’s own annual report [SMR16c p141], COE rates are 
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crucial for the profitability of taxis. As most Chevrolet Epica taxis are older models 

compared to the Toyota Prius taxis, it is likely that they have been purchased at a time 

when COE rates were considerably lower than today. This would reduce the acquisition 

costs compared to the data used in this model. In fact, during the economic crisis in early 

2009, COE rates for taxis were as low as 3,000 to 5,000 SGD [LTA16m] compared to the 

2015 value of 49,756 SGD which was used here (see Table 5.4). With such low COE 

prices, there would be a profit for the operator renting out Chevrolet Epica taxis. However, 

precise data about the actual acquisition costs of the Chevrolet Epicas which were 

purchased by SMRT a couple of years ago is not available. 

In addition to the COE, it remains unclear how much revenue the taxi operator gets from 

diesel sales to Chevrolet Epica taxi drivers, who have the choice of topping up at the 

operator’s depot where diesel fuel is provided, or to go to any petrol station in town where 

diesel is available. How often and where each individual driver purchases fuel is unknown. 

In contrast, Toyota Prius taxi drivers have to fuel at public petrol stations because petrol is 

not provided by the taxi operator (diesel is available for taxi drivers working for SMRT 

Taxis who also operate a fleet of public buses for which they provide diesel fuel).  

Hence, the results for the Chevrolet Epica as a reference vehicle are based on the 

assumption that the operator would make the same profit as with a Toyota Prius. SMRT 

Taxis launched the operation of many Toyota Prius when COE rates were higher in 2014 

or 2015. This increases the competitiveness of the Epica which turns out to be relative 

expensive in terms of TCO using current COE values (see section 6.1). As a 

consequence, e-taxis are relatively uncompetitive if they are compared to the Chevrolet 

Epica. The trend between the 2016 and 2020 start year scenarios is similar to the one 

observed for the Toyota Prius reference taxi.   
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Figure 6.17: Economic viability of e-taxis for the start year 2016 (reference taxi: Chevrolet Epica Diesel) 

 

Figure 6.18: Economic viability of e-taxis for the start year 2020 (reference taxi: Chevrolet Epica Diesel) 

A summary of the taxi drivers’ earnings as well as other main parameters and results are 

provided in Table 6.8 and Table 6.9 for the start years 2016 and 2020 respectively.  
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Table 6.8: Main overall results 2016 

Item Toyota 

Prius HEV 

E-taxis Chev. Epica 

Diesel 

E-taxis 

Flag-down fare 

[SGD] 

3.80 3.90 3.60 3.90 

Daily rental fee 

[SGD] 

132.60 BYD e6: 147.94 

Nissan Leaf: 136.72 

Kia Soul EV: 135.36 

VW e-Golf: 140.13 

116.77 BYD e6: 148.10 

Nissan Leaf: 137.25 

Kia Soul EV: 136.09 

VW e-Golf: 140.85 

Daily takings [SGD] 317.44 320.78 288.81 296.82 

Daily profit (takings 

less rental fee) 

[SGD] 

148.59 BYD e6: 137.60 

Nissan Leaf: 159.47 

Kia Soul EV: 160.49 

VW e-Golf: 154.08 

136.99 BYD e6: 114.81 

Nissan Leaf: 135.68 

Kia Soul EV: 136.58 

VW e-Golf: 130.21 

Δ daily profit 

compared to 

reference taxi  

[SGD] 

- BYD e6: -10.99 

Nissan Leaf: +10.88 

Kia Soul EV: +11.90 

VW e-Golf: +5.49 

- BYD e6: -22.18 

Nissan Leaf: -1.31 

Kia Soul EV: -0.41 

VW e-Golf: -6.78 

Break-even profit 

compared to 

reference taxi  

[SGD] 1 

- BYD e6: n/a 

Nissan Leaf: -51.37 

Kia Soul EV: -76.81 

VW e-Golf: +39.97 

- BYD e6: n/a 

Nissan Leaf: n/a 

Kia Soul EV: n/a 

VW e-Golf: n/a 

Daily total mileage 

[km] 2 

367 368 346 347 

Operator’s annual 

profit per vehicle 

[SGD] 

7,256 7,256 7,256 7,256 

Note: All values are rounded. 
1 Values below zero indicate an advantage for the e-taxi because it allows the driver to reach the daily profit 

line (0 SGD) earlier (i.e. at a lower mileage) than with a conventional taxi. The BYD e6 is never profitable, i.e. 

there is no break-even point until the end of a day.  
2 The daily mileage is slightly different due to different service and maintenance intervals of conventional taxis 

and e-taxis.  
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Table 6.9: Main overall results 2020 

Item Toyota 

Prius HEV 

E-taxis Chev. Epica 

Diesel 

E-taxis 

Flag-down fare 

[SGD] 

3.80 3.90 3.60 3.90 

Daily rental fee 

[SGD] 

132.60 BYD e6: 140.42 

Nissan Leaf: 133.00 

Kia Soul EV: 131.96 

VW e-Golf: 136.32 

116.77 BYD e6: 140.58 

Nissan Leaf: 133.54 

Kia Soul EV: 132.68 

VW e-Golf: 137.02 

Daily takings [SGD] 317.44 320.78 288.81 296.82 

Daily profit (takings 

less rental fee) 

[SGD] 

145.73 BYD e6: 143.10 

Nissan Leaf: 161.81 

Kia Soul EV: 162.49 

VW e-Golf: 156.40 

134.26 BYD e6: 120.40 

Nissan Leaf: 138.07 

Kia Soul EV: 138.65 

VW e-Golf: 132.60 

Δ profit compared to 

reference vehicle 

[SGD] 

- BYD e6: -2.63 

Nissan Leaf: +16.02 

Kia Soul EV: +16.76 

VW e-Golf: +10.67 

- BYD e6: -13.86 

Nissan Leaf: +3.81 

Kia Soul EV: +4.39 

VW e-Golf: -1.65 

Break-even profit 

compared to 

reference taxi 

[SGD] 1 

- BYD e6: n/a 

Nissan Leaf:-121.45 

Kia Soul EV:-144.17 

VW e-Golf: -56.82 

- BYD e6: n/a 

Nissan Leaf: +96.86 

Kia Soul EV: +88.80 

VW e-Golf: n/a 

Daily total mileage 

[km] 2 

367 368 346 347 

Operator’s annual 

profit per vehicle 

[SGD] 

7,256 7,256 7,256 7,256 

Note: All values are rounded. 
1 Values below zero indicate an advantage for the e-taxi because it allows the driver to reach the daily profit 

line (0 SGD) earlier (i.e. at a lower mileage) than with a conventional taxi. The BYD e6 is never profitable, i.e. 

there is no break-even point until the end of a day.  
2 The daily mileage is slightly different due to different service and maintenance intervals of conventional taxis 

and e-taxis. 

For all the results presented before, a few additional assumptions had to be made: 

- There are service and maintenance intervals for all taxis. The time loss for a driver 

during a single service and maintenance procedure is assumed to be 2 hours, and 

it occurs every 10000 km (or roughly every 30 days) for conventional taxis. For e-

taxis, one service every 15000 km is considered enough as BEVs require less 

maintenance (see Table 3.3). The time span of 2 hours is a reasonable estimation 
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following the discussion with taxi drivers, with some drivers having to wait longer 

and others shorter. Such waiting times are of particular interest for the drivers 

because it prevents them from earning money.  

- E-taxis are considered to be charged when the remaining range per charge is 

20 km only. Such a ‘safety range’ would give a driver enough confidence to get to 

the next available charging station without running out of energy. During the 

interviews, the drivers were asked about what ‘safety range’ they require. 

However, answers were mixed and the drivers had difficulties to provide clear 

estimates. This assumption was also made regarding the fact that an average trip 

cycle (hired trip plus vacant distance travelled until a new passenger is picked up) 

is about 15.9 km (see Table 5.13). With 20 km of range left, a driver would usually 

be able to look for a new ‘average’ passenger and bring him or her to an ‘average’ 

destination which may be close to an available charging station.  

- The taxi drivers have to drive a few kilometres without passengers to get to petrol 

or charging stations or to go the operator’s depot for service and maintenance. In 

addition, time losses may occur for waiting times at petrol or charging stations if a 

charging device or pump is not free upon arrival of the driver. As it is not possible 

to provide accurate measurements for such values, these times and mileages 

have been neglected so that the impact of this difference on the drivers’ earnings 

is not reflected in the baseline results. However, a scenario is presented in section 

7.3.2 in order to assess the influence of time losses which prevent the driver from 

earning money. Moreover, as the batteries of the different e-taxis have different 

capacities, different charging frequencies apply. More frequent charging means 

that more time losses may occur for taxis with a lower battery capacity. For 

example, the maximum range of a Volkswagen e-Golf under the conditions in this 

study is 96 km if compared to a Toyota Prius, whereas a BYD e6 can go 181 km 

on a single charge. Hence, a Volkswagen e-Golf would be recharged every 76 km 

(96 km – 20 km ‘safety range’), the BYD e6 only every 161 km on average.  

Looking at the overall results, e-taxis are competitive against current conventional taxis 

under the given scenario conditions. Due to the low operating costs, e-taxis have an 

advantage, especially regarding the high mileages that taxi drivers drive. However, 

acquisition costs may eat up this advantage because taxi operators will ask for a higher 

rent in order to compensate for the increased acquisition costs of the vehicles that they 

have to pay. At the end of a typical day, a taxi driver could still earn more with an e-taxi if 

he or she accepts to pay more rent. A key criterion is the break-even point (mileage) at 

which a driver starts to earn more with an e-taxi compared to a conventional taxi.  

However, considering the results from the taxi driver interviews, higher fixed costs are not 

preferred (compared to higher operating costs) so that the acceptance of e-taxis with 

higher flag-down fares is expected to be low – at least at the beginning of their 

introduction when a proof of sufficient income is not yet available. A short range as well as 
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long charging times may also be a hurdle for the acceptance, although range and 

charging time are no restrictive parameters in the baseline scenario. This means that with 

the defined charging strategy, the drivers of all e-taxis would have enough time to charge 

their vehicles during the actual (recorded) stationary time so that no additional loss of time 

and income would occur. Nevertheless, it has to be investigated whether it is practicable 

to operate those e-taxis which have a small battery capacity. For instance, the 

Volkswagen e-Golf needs to be connected to a charging device every 76 km (considering 

a 20 km safety range). This equals 4.8 trip cycles only and 4.8 charging stops per day 

considering the daily mileage of 368 km.  

Higher (flag-down) fares for e-taxis compared to conventional taxis could be a solution to 

improve the competitiveness of e-taxis. However, regarding the low acceptance of 

increased flag-down fares by both drivers and passengers, fare adjustments have to be 

introduced with care.  

Some interesting effects of changed parameter settings have not yet been analysed in the 

baseline results. These will be addressed in section 7 where changes to parameters that 

impact the costs of taxis as well as the revenues of taxi drivers are addressed.  

6.5 Environmental impact of e-taxis 

This section provides a brief overview of the results about the environmental impact of e-

taxis in Singapore. The underlying calculations and data are explained in section 5.5.  

Using Equation 5.38, a comparison between the conventional taxis (Toyota Prius HEV 

and Chevrolet Epica Diesel) and the e-taxis (BYD e6, Nissan Leaf, Kia Soul EV and 

Volkswagen e-Golf) is possible. The results about the total emissions correspond to the 

costs of the vehicles, in particular to the energy costs which are greatly influenced by the 

energy consumptions of the vehicles. The BYD e6 has a high energy consumption which 

contributes to it being less cost-competitive and more polluting than the other e-taxis.  

The battery capacity may also influence the lifetime emissions of the vehicles because 

more emissions are caused during the production of a larger battery. However, these 

emissions may be compensated for by fewer battery replacements because vehicles with 

larger batteries have to be recharged less often to cover the same annual mileage 

compared to vehicles with a smaller battery capacity. This fact ‘extends’ the battery 

lifetime of large batteries. In the present case, the emissions for the production of all the 

batteries for the BYD e6 are not notably high compared to other e-taxis.  

Consequently, the energy consumption of the BYD e6 is identified to be the critical factor 

for it being most polluting among the e-taxis. Except for the BYD e6, all e-taxis are cleaner 

than the Toyota Prius HEV. The Chevrolet Epica which runs on diesel is far more polluting 

than all other taxis. Although there is no traction battery which needs to be replaced at 
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some stage, the combined emissions in terms of CO2-equivalents are extremely high for 

diesel production, distribution and combustion.  

Thus, regarding the emissions and inner-urban air quality, is generally makes sense to 

replace conventional taxis by e-taxis. However, the Toyota Prius HEV is already 

comparatively clean because it benefits from low fuel consumption.  

The emission values are listed in Table 6.10 below. In order to be able to compare the 

values of the Toyota Prius and the Chevrolet Epica, which are based on a different annual 

mileage, total emission values per kilometre have been calculated as well. It turns out that 

per-kilometre lifetime emissions are lower for e-taxis if they are compared to a Toyota 

Prius than if they are compared to a Chevrolet Epcia which has a lower total mileage. This 

means that the more a vehicle travels during its usage period, the lower the impact is of 

the emissions for the production of the car. In general, it can be said that the longer a 

vehicle is in use, i.e. the more kilometres it travels before it is replaced by a new vehicle, 

the better because this delays emissions for the production of a new car.  
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Table 6.10: Emission results of conventional and electric taxis in [kgCO2-eq.] 

Vehicle §¨e©ªg«¬ 
 

§qnnªg«¬ 
1 

(ini.+repl.) 

§º»e¼ªg«¬ 
 

§º»e¼d«p 
 

§n«nq¼ 
 

§n«nq¼ per km 

[kgCO2-eq./km] 

Reference vehicle: Toyota Prius HEV 

Toyota 

Prius HEV 

7150 0 2 

(1+2) 

25426 130444 163020 156.5 

BYD e6 

(61.4 kWh) 

7150 27630 

(1+2) 

152053 - 186833 179.4 

Nissan 

Leaf 

(30 kWh) 

7150 18000 

(1+3) 

103907 - 129057 123.9 

Kia Soul 

EV 

(27 kWh) 

7150 16200 

(1+3) 

105387 - 128737 123.6 

VW e-Golf 

(24.2 kWh) 

7150 18150 

(1+4) 

112872 - 138172 132.7 

Reference vehicle: Chevrolet Epica Diesel 

Chev. 

Epica 

Diesel 

6150 - 58316 269073 333539 340.5 

BYD e6 

(61.4 kWh) 

7150 27630 

(1+2) 

145421 - 180201 184.0 

Nissan 

Leaf 

(30 kWh) 

7150 18000 

(1+3) 

99940 - 125090 127.7 

Kia Soul 

EV 

(27 kWh) 

7150 16200 

(1+3) 

101116 - 124466 127.1 

VW e-Golf 

(24.2 kWh) 

7150 18150 

(1+4) 

108464 - 133764 136.6 

1 In brackets: initially installed battery and number of replacement batteries.  
2 Emissions for replacement of the small battery of the Toyota Prius HEV are neglected (see section 5.5).  

Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20 visualise the emissions from the purchase of the vehicles 

until they are deregistered after eight years of operation. Contrary to the TCO results, the 

emissions are independent of the start year (2016 or 2020) because there is no trend or 

discount rate involved. Nevertheless, it has to be kept in mind that the energy mix may 

change in the future. Thus, if the primary energy source for electricity generation changes, 
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for example towards a higher share of renewable energies, EVs will become an even 

cleaner mode of transport. 

 

Figure 6.19: Lifetime emissions (reference taxi: Toyota Prius HEV) 

 

Figure 6.20: Lifetime emissions (reference taxi: Chevrolet Epica Diesel) 
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7 Evaluation and discussion 

In this section, selected scenarios are presented and discussed. They allow to better 

understand the validity of the results by evaluating the impact of changes to the taxi 

system.  

The scenarios focus on possible changes of parameter settings that could be made in 

order to improve the competitiveness of e-taxis compared to conventional taxis. The TCO 

could be lowered by reducing the acquisition or operating costs, or the taxi drivers’ income 

could be increased by increasing the flag-down fare of e-taxis above 3.90 SGD.  

Of course, e-taxis may also become less competitive than presented in the baseline 

scenarios. This may happen when parameter values have been misestimated. For 

example, the life of the traction battery is uncertain under Singapore taxi driving conditions 

so that the batteries may have to be replaced more often than estimated. Energy costs 

may be different as well which has an impact on the competitiveness of e-taxis. If waiting 

times occur at charging facilities, e-taxi drivers could face a lower income due to time 

losses. 

In addition, a brief summary of the competitiveness of the Tesla Model S is presented in 

comparison to the limousine taxi Chrysler 300 Diesel which is operated by SMRT Taxis. 

The Tesla has been excluded from the baseline scenarios because it is a larger and more 

luxurious vehicle which is not comparable with the other e-taxis in terms of size, comfort 

and costs. However, it can be compared to the Chrysler limousine taxi.  

Finally, data from some individual taxis shall be analysed. Unlike the baseline scenarios 

where average data from all Toyota Prius HEV or Chevrolet Epica Diesel taxis has been 

used as a reference, individual data from selected taxi vehicles may reveal which type of 

taxi drivers are more suitable for using an e-taxi. For example, taxis which accumulate 

high annual mileages could have an advantage compared to taxis with lower mileages 

because the low operating costs have a more significant impact on the results.  

All scenarios are presented for the Toyota Prius reference vehicle only. The Prius is a 

considerably newer vehicle compared to the Chevrolet Epica, and it has started to 

become more popular as a taxi in Singapore. SMRT Taxis was one of the first operators 

to roll out large fleets of Toyota Prius HEVs, but other local taxi operators are also 

incorporating them into their fleets. Hence, it is likely that Toyota Prius vehicles will be 

operating as taxis in the coming years, whereas the Chevrolet Epica will be phased out 

and replaced by newer vehicles. The Toyota Prius is also considerably cleaner in terms of 

lifetime emissions than the Chevrolet Epica Diesel (see section 6.5).  
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7.1 Changes to acquisition costs 

In this section, changes to the taxation system for BEVs as well different battery costs are 

discussed. Both have an impact on the acquisition costs of the vehicles, although different 

battery costs may also lead to different operating costs if battery replacements are 

required during the operating period of the BEV.  

7.1.1 ARF exemption for the traction battery 

The traction battery of a BEV is one of its most costly components. As a result, the OMV 

of BEV increases which leads to increased taxes imposed on the vehicle, such as the 

ARF. This increases the acquisition costs even further and thus lowers the economic 

competitiveness of BEVs. However, it is unlikely that replacement batteries are subject to 

the ARF because they should be considered as spare parts. Such expensive spare parts 

do not exist for conventional vehicles which only have a comparatively cheap petrol or 

diesel tank. In order to improve the situation of e-taxis and accelerate their adoption, 

government policies could be introduced which exclude the cost of the traction battery 

from the calculation basis of the ARF so that the ARF for e-taxis or BEVs in general will 

only be applied to the OMV of the vehicle excluding the value of the traction battery.  

The ARF exemption scenario is presented for the BYD e6 which is the only e-taxi that is 

not competitive in the baseline scenario, partly because it has a comparative big and 

expensive battery. Thus, there seems to be a significant potential for reducing the 

calculation bases for the ARF. Without the battery, the remaining OMV of the BYD e6 

would be 17,237 SGD only instead of 47,000 (see Table 5.5) in the 2016 case. This 

results in an ARF of 17,237 SGD only instead of 57,800 SGD. However, a lower CEVS 

rebate also applies in case of such a low ARF. It only receives a new rebate of 

12,237 SGD due to the minimum ARF payable of 5,000 SGD after CEVS rebate 

[LTA16h]. The BYD e6 does not benefit from the maximum CEVS rebate of 45,000 SGD 

anymore. This leads to the overall acquisition costs being reduced from 130,572 SGD 

(see Table 6.1) to 122,772 SGD. Consequently, the overall benefit in terms of TCO is 

minor, which is visualised in Figure 7.1 for a BYD e6 compared to a Toyota Prius HEV taxi 

for the 2016 start year.  
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Figure 7.1: TCO of the Toyota Prius HEV and BYD e6 with battery ARF exemption (2016 scenario) 

The findings are different for the 2020 case due to the ARF and CEVS taxation 

regulations. Although the calculation basis for the ARF is reduced, the overall acquisition 

costs remain unchanged with a minimum ARF payable of 5,000 SGD. As a consequence, 

there is no benefit in terms of TCO or earnings for the taxi driver. The results for the OMV, 

the acquisition costs, the changed EOL value, the changed daily rental fee and the 

expected daily profit of the taxi driver for both start years are summarised in Table 7.1.  

Table 7.1: Results for ARF exemption of traction battery of the BYD e6 taxi compared to an average Toyota 

Prius HEV taxi 

Start year Item BYD e6 with ARF exemption 

2016 OMV [SGD] 17,237 (-29,763) 

 ����������  [SGD] 122,772 (-7,800) 

 �$(% [SGD] -10,778 (+3,805) 

 Daily rental fee [SGD] 146.25 (-1.69) 

 Δ daily profit [SGD] 1 -9.30 (+1.69) 

2020 OMV [SGD] 16,094 (-23,572) 

 ����������  [SGD] 113,355 (±0) 

 �$(% [SGD] -10,977 (±0) 

 Daily rental fee [SGD] 140.42 (±0) 

 Δ daily profit [SGD] 1 -2.63 (±0) 
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Note: values in brackets indicate change to the baseline scenario. For costs and expenses, - indicates 

improvement; for profits, + indicates improvement.  
1 Δ values are compared to the reference vehicle (Toyota Prius HEV) in the baseline scenario (section 6.4, 

Table 6.8 and Table 6.9).  

Thus, under the current taxation regulations, the ARF exemption for the battery does not 

seem to be an effective measure to support the adoption of clean vehicles such as BEVs 

or e-taxis which attract a CEVS rebate. The implementation of such a policy concerning 

the ARF may also be challenging because it could be difficult to define a vehicle value 

without traction battery, especially if the car is imported to Singapore as a whole. 

Nevertheless, leasing schemes for BEVs already exist [e.g. Ren16] where users buy the 

vehicle, but not the battery. Instead, they pay a regular leasing fee for the battery. This 

example suggests that it should be possible to provide an OMV of a BEV without its 

battery.  

7.1.2 Battery costs 

The battery costs used in the baseline scenarios are taken from [Koc14a p6] who 

estimated battery costs based on a range of previous studies. [Nyk15b] did a similar work 

on battery costs, and they provide values which are higher than the ones used (see Table 

5.9). Hence, an analysis was done where battery prices from [Nyk15b] were used instead 

in order to evaluate the impact of underestimating the battery costs. Such an 

underestimation would make e-taxis more competitive than they actually are.  

In general, battery costs have an impact on both the acquisition costs of a vehicle 

(through the OMV) as well as on the operating costs (through battery replacements). With 

different battery costs, the vehicle acquisition costs for the 2016 case do not change as 

they are based on the OMV which has been estimated based on car prices in 2015 and 

2016. In this case, higher battery costs mean that a higher share of the OMV is attributed 

to the traction battery. However, costs for battery replacements that happen after 2016 

change. In contrast, for the 2020 scenario, both vehicle acquisition costs and battery 

replacement costs change. With battery costs according to [Nyk15b], the 2020 OMVs are 

even lower compared to the 2020 OMVs in the baseline scenario because with higher 

battery costs, a higher share of the estimated OMV is apportioned to the battery. In 

addition, battery costs decrease more significantly between 2016 and 2020 according to 

[Nyk15b].  

For instance, the OMV of the BYD e6 is 47,000 SGD in the 2016 scenario, and 

39,666 SGD in the 2020 scenario due to decreasing component costs (battery and 

powertrain costs) over time (see Table 5.5). If higher battery costs are used, a higher 

share of the 47,000 SGD is attributed to the battery for the 2016 scenario. In the 2020 

scenario, the OMV reduces to 32,864 SGD only using [Nyk15b] battery costs. 

Consequently, acquisition costs are equal (2016 start year) or lower (2020 start year) 
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compared to the baseline scenarios. In contrast, operating costs are higher due to higher 

battery replacement costs. The overall results using the different battery cost are 

summarised in Table 7.2 below.  

Table 7.2: Results for increased traction battery costs compared to an average Toyota Prius HEV taxi 

Start 

year 

Item BYD e6 Nissan Leaf Kia Soul EV VW e-Golf
 

2016 OMV [SGD] 47,000 

(±0) 

35,253 

(±0) 

33,087 

(±0) 

37,189 

(±0) 

 ����������  [SGD] 130,572 

(±0) 

107,689 

(±0) 

104,907 

(±0) 

110,174 

(±0) 

 ��!"#����  [SGD] 297,722 

(+26,134) 

252,955 

(+19,081) 

249,285 

(+17,438) 

264,444 

(+21,306) 

 �$(% [SGD] -18,397 

(-3,814) 

-9,473 

(-1,979) 

-5,815 

(-772) 

-7,443 

(-1,287) 

 Daily rental fee [SGD] 157.43 

(+9.48) 

143.98 

(+7.27) 

142.44 

(+7.08) 

148.64 

(+8.51) 

 Δ daily profit [SGD] 1 -20.42 

(-9.43) 

+3.65 

(-7.23) 

+4.85 

(-7.04) 

-2.97 

(-8.46) 

2020 OMV [SGD] 32,864 

(-14,136) 

27,876 

(-7,377) 

26,328 

(-6,759) 

30,979 

(-6,210) 

 ����������  [SGD] 104,662 

(-8,733) 

98,217 

(-4,241) 

96,229 

(-3,811) 

102,201 

(-3,411) 

 ��!"#����  [SGD] 292,474 

(+19,952) 

248,233 

(+14,316) 

245,376 

(+13,130) 

258,133 

(+15,610) 

 �$(% [SGD] -14,188 

(-3,211) 

-9,254 

(-1,653) 

-5,729 

(-643) 

-7,298 

(-1,071) 

 Daily rental fee [SGD] 143.82 

(+3.40) 

136.58 

(+3.58) 

135.65 

(+3.69) 

141.04 

(+4.73) 

 Δ daily profit [SGD] 1 -6.01 

(-3.38) 

+12.52 

(-3.56) 

+13.10 

(-3.67) 

+5.97 

(-4.70) 

Note: values in brackets indicate change to the baseline scenario. For costs and expenses, - indicates 

improvement; for profits, + indicates improvement.  
1 Δ values are compared to the reference vehicle (Toyota Prius HEV) in the baseline scenario (section 6.4, 

Table 6.8 and Table 6.9).  

In all cases, the costs increase compared to the baseline scenarios. As a result, the 

overall competitiveness of e-taxis in terms of profit for the taxi drivers decreases. 

Nevertheless, in most cases, e-taxis remain cost-competitive (except the BYD 6e which is 

also not competitive in the baseline scenario). The Volkswagen e-Golf in the 2016 start 
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year scenario is an exemption: the expected change of daily profit for a taxi driver 

compared to the Toyota Prius HEV taxi is positive in the baseline scenario, but negative 

with higher battery prices (change from +5.49 to -2.97 SGD per day).  

7.2 Changes to operating cost 

In the previous section, changes to the battery costs were presented. Although they affect 

the acquisition costs, they also have a certain influence on the operating costs when 

battery replacements are required during the life of the vehicle. In this section, changes to 

fuel and electricity prices are analysed which only affect the operating costs, but not any 

other part of the TCO. In addition, the impact of the cycle life of the traction battery on the 

overall results is analysed, which mainly affects the operating costs, but also the EOL 

value.  

7.2.1 Fuel and electricity prices 

Figure 7.2 shows inflation-adjusted fuel prices in Singapore, Germany and the United 

States in previous years. For Singapore, a fuel price history of only ten years was 

available, whereas longer periods were analysed for Germany and the US. The graphs 

visualise the comparatively low level of fuel prices in 2015. However, they are not 

extremely low compared to years before 2000.  

 

Figure 7.2: Historic fuel prices and oil price (calculation based on [DSS13 table 19.3, DSS16 table 22.4, 

EIA16, WWW16, TWB16])  
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The low fuel price levels as well as the limited availability of fossil fuels suggest that future 

fuel prices are likely to be higher than the ones in 2015. Therefore, a default value of 2% 

price increase was used in the baseline scenarios (see energy costs in section 5.1.3). 

However, as future prices cannot be predicted, the effect of different trends on the overall 

results was analysed: steady fuel prices (0% change p.a., inflation-adjusted) and 5% 

increase p.a. (inflation-adjusted).  

Changes to fossil fuel prices do not only affect conventional taxis. In Singapore, where 

electricity is mainly generated from natural gas (see section 5.1.3) which is a fossil fuel, 

they also affect the electricity prices. Consequently, as shown in Figure 7.3, energy 

(electricity) price levels in Singapore are coupled to price changes of other fossil fuels 

such as petrol and gas. Hence, the same trends of 0% and 5% p.a. were used to assess 

the impact of electricity price changes on the competitiveness of e-taxis under these 

circumstances.  

 

Figure 7.3: Singapore fuel, gas and electricity prices (calculation based on [DSS13 table 19.3, DSS16 table 

22.4, EMA13 p61, EMA16 p89, TWB16]) 
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advantage for e-taxis if the trend is 5% instead because the Toyota Prius is affected more 

negatively by increased fuel prices.  

In summary, however, the effect of changed energy prices within this range on the overall 

competitiveness of e-taxis is minor regarding a TCO value of more than 300,000 SGD. 

The operating costs change only by a few percent. For the 0% trend case, the total 

reduction of the operating costs of e-taxis during their eight year lifetime is in the range of 

3,500 to 5,000 SGD only, whereby the BYD e6 shows a greater reduction due to its higher 

electricity consumption. Savings for the 2020 start year scenario are greater because 

there is no accumulation of price increases over the years compared to the baseline 

scenario. The operating costs of the Toyota Prius decrease by 7,329 SGD. For the 5% 

trend case, the operating costs of the Prius are 12,319 SGD higher compared to the 

baseline scenario, whereas the operating costs of the e-taxis increase by about 6,000 to 

8,500 SGD. The results for changed energy prices are summarised in Table 7.3. 

Table 7.3: Results for changed fuel and electricity prices 

Start 

year / 

trend 

Item Toyota 

Prius 

HEV 

BYD e6 Nissan 

Leaf 

Kia Soul 

EV 

VW e-

Golf
 

2016 

0% 

�" "#6C [SGD] 80,567 

(-7,329) 

55,980 

(-5,093) 

38,254 

(-3,480) 

38,799 

(-3,530) 

41,555 

(-3,780) 

 Δ daily profit [SGD] 1  

(+2.90) 

-11.87 

(+2.01) 

+9.36 

(+1.37) 

+10.40 

(+1.39) 

+4.08 

(+1.49) 

2016 

5% 

�" "#6C [SGD] 100,216 

(+12,319) 

69,362 

(+8,560) 

47,583 

(+5,849) 

48,261 

(+5,933) 

51,689 

(+6,354) 

 Δ daily profit [SGD] 1  

(-4.87) 

-9.50 

(-3.38) 

+13.44 

(-2.31) 

+14.42 

(-2.34) 

+7.84 

(-2.51) 

2020 

0% 

�" "#6C [SGD] 80,567 

(-14,575) 

55,980 

(-10,127) 

38,254 

(-6,920) 

38,799 

(-7,019) 

41,555 

(-7,517) 

 Δ daily profit [SGD] 1  

(+5.76) 

-4.39 

(+4.00) 

+13.05 

(+2.73) 

13.78 

(+2.77) 

+7.88 

(+2.97) 

2020 

5% 

�" "#6C [SGD] 121,813 

(+26,671) 

84,638 

(+18,531) 

57,838 

(+12,664) 

58,662 

(+12,844) 

62,828 

(+13,756) 

 Δ daily profit [SGD] 1  

(-10.54) 

0.59 

(-7.32) 

+21.61 

(-5.00) 

+22.23 

(-5.07) 

+15.77 

(-5.43) 

Note: values in brackets indicate change to the baseline scenario. For costs and expenses, - indicates 

improvement; for profits, + indicates improvement. 
1 Δ values are compared to the reference vehicle (Toyota Prius HEV) under changed fuel price conditions.  

These changes do not affect the taxi operator, but they are only relevant for the taxi 

drivers who have to pay for their own fuel or electricity. Consequently, there is a benefit or 
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risk for the drivers if energy costs fall or rise. Compared to the baseline scenarios, e-taxi 

drivers can expect to have up to 4.00 SGD more (0% trend case, 2020 start year) or 

7.32 SGD less (5% trend case, 2020 start year) in their pocket at the end of a working 

day.  

Misestimating the infrastructure costs would have a similar effect than misestimating the 

energy prices because they are part of the total energy costs (see Equation 5.22). Hence, 

a separate scenario investigating different infrastructure costs is omitted.  

7.2.2 Battery life 

For the baseline scenarios, a battery cycle life of 2500 complete charging cycles was 

used. This is considered a reasonable assumption regarding the range of values found in 

various sources (see Table 5.10). It is also the pessimistic value given by [Moe13 p32], 

which means that batteries of BEVs may even last longer so that e-taxis are more 

profitable.  

In order to investigate the situation of BEVs if the battery cycle life is shorter or longer than 

in the baseline scenario, battery life values have been varied in the model. A shorter or 

longer life means that the battery may endure less or more than 2500 complete charging 

and discharging cycles before its capacity is reduced to only 80% of its original capacity. 

In fact, battery life under taxi driving conditions in Singapore is highly unclear. As noted 

above, there are numerous factors including age, temperature or SOC range that impact 

battery life (see Table 3.1) so that it can hardly be predicted for a taxi that is not yet on the 

road. It is also likely that the battery life will depend of the individual charging and driving 

behaviour of the taxi drivers. In order to assess the significance of the battery life, values 

of 1500 (pessimistic scenario) and 3500 (optimistic scenario) cycles have been 

investigated. The most optimistic value follows the top battery life stated by [Moe13 p32].  

The Toyota Prius HEV also has a battery on-board, and similar to BEVs, statements about 

its battery life vary significantly (see section 5.1.3). There have been reports about taxis 

that have been using the same battery for over one million kilometres [She15]. In the 

baseline scenario, a battery life of 350,000 km was assumed. Regarding such variations 

of battery life values, a more optimistic scenario of 1,000,000 km was investigated. In 

addition, a more pessimistic scenario of 250,000 km only as included. The Volkswagen e-

Golf requires battery replacements every 237,589 km which is the most frequent 

replacement cycle among the e-taxis that were investigated. Regarding the sources about 

the Prius battery life [Ric13, She15], it is considered unlikely that a Toyota Prius requires 

more frequent battery replacements than a BEV.  

Varying the battery life confirms the expectation that it is crucial for the success of BEVs – 

at least under the conditions in this work (i.e. high annual mileages and multiple batteries 

throughout the usage period of the taxi). This is especially true as the battery life is varied 

within a selected range of values that is considered highly likely regarding the sources. 
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Battery costs can increase by over 30,000 SGD for the entire usage period of the taxi if 

the battery life is 1500 cycles only instead of 2500. The results for different battery lives 

are summarised in Table 7.4 below.  

Table 7.4: Results for changed battery life 

Start year / 

cycles /  

mileage 
1 

Item Toyota 

Prius 

HEV 

BYD e6 Nissan 

Leaf 

Kia Soul 

EV 

VW e-

Golf
 

2016 / 

1,500 

250,000km 

�t���"#C  

[SGD] 

19,232 

(+9,485) 

69,719 

(+24,708) 

59,710 

(+25,328) 

64,212 

(+32,689) 

67,017 

(+28,413) 

�$(%  

[SGD] 

-7,099 

(-3,554) 

-8,465 

(+6,118) 

-6,527 

(+967) 

-7,774 

(-2,730) 

-6,471 

(-315) 

 Daily rental fee 

[SGD] 2 

132.60 

(±0.00) 

158.52 

(+10.58) 

145.37 

(+8.65) 

145.57 

(+10.21) 

149.55 

(+9.42) 

 Δ daily profit 

[SGD] 2,3 

 

(±0.00) 

-21.51 

(-10.52) 

+2.27 

(-8.61) 

+1.74 

(-10.16) 

-3.88 

(-9.37) 

2016 / 

3,500 

1,000,000km 

�t���"#C  

[SGD] 

4,390 

(-5,357) 

22,409 

(-22,601) 

22,504 

(-11,878) 

20,354 

(-11,169) 

27,611 

(-10,992) 

�$(%  

[SGD] 

-7,647 

(-4,102) 

-10,913 

(+3,670) 

-7,122 

(+372) 

-5,296 

(-253) 

-7,304 

(-1,148) 

 Daily rental fee 

[SGD] 2 

132.60 

(±0.00) 

143.92 

(-4.02) 

-135.85 

(-0.87) 

134.53 

(-0.83) 

138.99 

(-1.14) 

 Δ daily profit 

[SGD] 2,3 

 

(±0.00) 

-6.98 

(+4.00) 

+11.75 

(+0.87) 

+12.73 

(+0.83) 

+6.62 

(+1.13) 

2020 / 

1,500 

250,000km 

�t���"#C  

[SGD] 

19,232 

(+9,485) 

62,871 

(+21,960) 

52,992 

(+22,006) 

56,977 

(+28,544) 

59,881 

(+25,630) 

�$(%  

[SGD] 

-7,099 

(-3,554) 

-4,693 

(+6,283) 

-6,608 

(+993) 

-7,887 

(-2,802) 

-6,550 

(-323) 

 Daily rental fee 

[SGD] 2 

132.60 

(±0.00) 

149.90 

(+9.48) 

140.26 

(+7.25) 

140.38 

(+8.42) 

144.55 

(+8.23) 

 Δ daily profit 

[SGD] 2,3 

 

(±0.00) 

-12.06  

(-9.43) 

+8.86 

(-7.22) 

+8.39 

(-8.38) 

+2.48 

(-8.19) 

2020 / 

3,500 

1,000,000km 

�t���"#C  

[SGD] 

4,390 

(-5,357) 

20,903 

(-20,008) 

20,454 

(-10,532) 

18,500 

(-9,933) 

24,863 

(-9,388) 

�$(%  

[SGD] 

-7,647 

(-4,102) 

-7,207 

(+3,769) 

-7,219 

(+382) 

-5,345 

(-260) 

-7,404 

(-1,178) 
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 Daily rental fee 

[SGD] 2 

132.60 

(±0.00) 

137.54 

(-2.88) 

132.71 

(-0.29) 

131.65 

(-0.31) 

135.84 

(-0.47) 

 Δ daily profit 

[SGD] 2,3 

 

(±0.00) 

+0.24 

(+2.87) 

+16.37 

(+0.29) 

+17.07 

(+0.31) 

+11.14 

(+0.47) 

Note: values in brackets indicate change to the baseline scenario. For costs and expenses, - indicates 

improvement; for profits, + indicates improvement.  
1 Battery cycle life for e-taxis, and battery life in kilometres for the Toyota Prius HEV.  
2 For the Toyota Prius under changed battery life conditions, the operator’s profit would be different than 

estimated in the baseline scenario because the real daily rental fee for the Toyota Prius is fixed (measured 

value). Consequently, the driver’s profit remains unchanged although the TCO changes.  
3 Δ values are compared to the reference vehicle (Toyota Prius HEV) under changed battery life conditions.  

Hence, it is suggested to focus research and development activities to improve battery life 

under real driving conditions – rather than laboratory conditions. In fact, extensive 

literature can be found on the investigation of the life of battery cells (see section 3.1.3). 

However, such research does not necessarily allow conclusions about the life of a battery 

pack under real life conditions that it is exposed to when used in taxi vehicles. Testing and 

simulating of real driving patterns over an extended period of time may be required to 

obtain more relevant results.  

The findings about the daily profit for taxi drivers implicate that the taxi operator hands on 

the savings (or additional costs) of a longer (or shorter) battery life to the taxi drivers in 

form of a lower (or higher) daily rental fee. Interestingly, even under optimistic battery life 

conditions, the BYD e6 is still less profitable than the Toyota Prius HEV in all cases. Only 

in the 2020 scenario when battery costs will have dropped, the BYD becomes 

approximately equally profitable (driver’s daily profit of +0.24 SGD per day).  

Moreover, increasing the battery life by 1000 cycles has a less significant effect than 

decreasing it by 1000 cycles. This can be explained by the fact that such an increase of 

the battery life saves a lower number of batteries than additional batteries are needed if 

the battery life decreases. For example, the Volkswagen e-Golf needs five in total during 

its usage period (see Table 6.10). This number increases to eight batteries (+3) in the 

pessimistic scenario, but it only reduces to four batteries (-1) in the optimistic scenario.  

For the daily profit and rental fee, the corresponding values of the Toyota Prius HEV and 

the e-taxis for the optimistic and pessimistic battery life scenarios were compared. Rental 

fee and driver’s profit would be different if no changes were assumed for the life of the 

Toyota Pius HEV battery.  

7.3 Changes to the taxi drivers’ revenue 

In order to improve the situation of taxi drivers with e-taxis, increasing the revenue of the 

drivers should be investigated as well, in addition to looking for possibilities to reduce the 
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costs. For the baseline scenarios, an increase of the taxi fare above the current level has 

not been taken into consideration following the results from the taxi passenger survey and 

from the taxi driver interviews because the acceptance of slightly increased flag-down 

fares by both drivers and passengers was lower than expected (see sections 6.2.3 and 

6.3.1). Investigating risks that may cause e-taxi drivers to lose money should also be 

addressed. In particular, waiting times at charging stations shall be analysed which may 

occur if inadequate charging infrastructure is available compared to the number of e-taxis 

in operation.  

7.3.1 Flag-down fare (trip fare) 

Although the flag-down fare for current standard taxis is 3.90 SGD or less, it is considered 

likely that flag-down fares for newly introduced taxis will pass the 4.00 SGD mark in the 

near future. In the past, new taxi vehicles in Singapore have often been introduced with a 

slightly higher flag-down fare compared to existing taxis. Hence, it seems reasonable to 

investigate to what extent the potentially higher costs of e-taxis compared to conventional 

taxis can be compensated by increased taxi fares.  

The range of flag-down fares for standard taxis at the time of data collection ranged from 

3.00 SGD to 3.90 SGD which is a spread of 0.90 SGD [LTA16j]. Regarding these values, 

an increase of up to 0.30 SGD compared to the currently highest flag-down fare of 

3.90 SGD is considered possible. For a passenger, this would mean an increase of 2.6% 

only considering an average total trip fare of 15.12 SGD (see Table 5.13) and the flag-

down fare of 3.80 SGD of the Toyota Prius at the time of data collection. Hence, a change 

of flag-down fares to 4.20 SGD for standard e-taxis has been analysed, which is the 

average increased amount that was investigated in the passenger survey.  

The results show that the impact of a flag-down fare of 4.20 SGD for e-taxis can be highly 

beneficial for taxi drivers. With an average of about 21 hired trips per day, such a fare 

would allow them to earn 7.39 SGD more per day. This fare is higher than 6.30 SGD (= 21 

· 0.30 SGD per trip) because peak hour and night fare surcharges apply on the flag-down 

fare. For the Kia Soul EV in the 2020 scenario, a driver could even earn 24.16 SGD more 

per day than with a Toyota Prius HEV, a plus of 16.6% taking into account the total daily 

profit (see Table 6.9). Of course, for a two shift taxi which is used by two or more drivers, 

the surplus would have to be shared. The results are listed in Table 7.5. As the daily rental 

fee does not change, the additional profit for the taxi driver compared to the baseline 

scenario is equal for all vehicles and both start years.   
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Table 7.5: Results for increased flag-down fare of e-taxis to 4.20 SGD 

Start 

year 

Item BYD e6 Nissan Leaf Kia Soul EV VW e-Golf
 

2016 Δ daily profit [SGD] 1 -3.59 

(+7.39) 

+18.27 

(+7.39) 

+19.29 

(+7.39) 

+12.88 

(+7.39) 

2020 Δ daily profit [SGD] 1 +4.76 

(+7.39) 

+23.47 

(+7.39) 

+24.16 

(+7.39) 

+18.06 

(+7.39) 

Note: values in brackets indicate change to the baseline scenario. For costs and expenses, - indicates 

improvement; for profits, + indicates improvement.  
1 Δ values are compared to the reference vehicle (Toyota Prius HEV) in the baseline scenario (section 6.4, 

Table 6.8 and Table 6.9).  

Under such conditions, even the BYD e6 taxi would allow the taxi driver to earn more 

compared to a Toyota Prius HEV in the 2020 start year case (when the TCO and daily 

rental fee of e-taxis are lower compared to 2016). However, the surplus is minor and 

occurs only towards the end of a day. This means that due to the high rental fee (fixed 

costs), a taxi driver of a BYD e6 would earn more on average, but also reach the profit line 

at a high daily mileage only. Consequently, drivers may not want to switch to such an e-

taxi.  

Compared to the changes to the costs which are described above, the taxi operator has 

control over a change of the flag-down fare. In contrast, regarding tax regulations for taxis 

such as the ARF exemption for the traction battery, the operator may be given a voice, but 

government authorities are likely to have the main influence. Battery life, battery costs and 

energy prices will rather be determined by technical and economic developments that are 

out of control of the taxi operator, and maybe even the government.  

Consequently, such a change of taxi fares can become an important lever regarding the 

viability of e-taxis because the taxi operator can manage it according to the prevailing 

situation, taking into account the acceptance by taxi passengers (and taxi drivers) as well 

as the potential earnings for taxi drivers. Thus, the taxi fare is an important instrument for 

the taxi operator to control cost changes that they have no or little influence on, but which 

can significantly change the costs of e-taxis.  

Therefore, it is considered important to take into account the acceptance of different (flag-

down) fares by both drivers and passengers, which has been done as a part of this study. 

It is suggested to do further investigations in order to better understand the results from 

the passenger survey and driver interviews. This could include doing real-world trials with 

e-taxis that have a higher flag-down fare and measure the results. Regarding the 

feedback from the interviews, some persuasion is probably required to get drivers to hire 

an e-taxi with such a high flag-down fare (see section 6.2.3).  
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7.3.2 Waiting times at charging stations 

Waiting times at charging stations may occur if their number does not meet the charging 

requirements of the number of e-taxis on the road. It may also occur if e-taxi drivers do not 

remove their vehicle from the charging spot upon completion of charging so that the 

charging facility is occupied for an unnecessary long period of time. The waiting times 

reduce the time that a driver can spend earning money.  

Hence, the effect of an average three minute time loss has been analysed, which occurs 

each time a taxi driver needs to recharge the battery of his or her taxi. The time loss has a 

more significant negative effect for vehicles that have a small battery and require more 

frequent charging. Thus, there is an advantage for the BYD e6 which has a big battery 

compared to the Volkswagen e-Golf which has the smallest one of all e-taxis.  

The results are listed in Table 7.6. For the 2016 start year case, a Volkswagen e-Golf 

driver would lose 5.94 SGD per day under such conditions, which also makes the e-Golf 

uncompetitive compared to the Toyota Prius HEV (-0.46 SGD per day). In theory, the daily 

rental fee also changes marginally compared to the baseline scenario because waiting 

times reduce the total daily mileage and thus the TCO of the e-taxis, including the 

operator’s share of the TCO. This would allow the taxi operator to lower the daily rental 

fee for the drivers. Under real-world conditions, the rental fee would probably remain 

unchanged as waiting times may be difficult to predict by the operator.  

Table 7.6: Results for an average 3 min waiting time at charging stations 

Start 

year 

Item BYD e6 Nissan Leaf Kia Soul EV VW e-Golf
 

2016 Δ daily profit [SGD] 1 -13.73 

(-2.74) 

+6.70 

(-4.18) 

+7.10 

(-4.80) 

-0.46 

(-5.94) 

2020 Δ daily profit [SGD] 1 -5.36 

(-2.73) 

+11.91 

(-4.16) 

+11.99 

(-4.78) 

+4.75 

(-5.92) 

Note: values in brackets indicate change to the baseline scenario. For costs and expenses, - indicates 

improvement; for profits, + indicates improvement. Steady daily rental fees were assumed for e-taxis 

compared to the baseline scenario.  
1 Δ values are compared to the reference vehicle (Toyota Prius HEV) in the baseline scenario (section 6.4, 

Table 6.8 and Table 6.9).  

7.4 Individual taxis: high versus low mileage 

In all calculations presented before, mean values have been used. These values 

represent the driving pattern of an average Toyota Prius or Chevrolet Epica taxi driver. 

The mean values used are listed in Table 5.13.  

In this section, results from individual taxis are presented in order to see whether taxis 

with particular driving patterns are more or less suitable for being replaced by e-taxis. In 
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particular, the annual mileage shall be analysed as it is a crucial parameter for the TCO of 

the taxis. For example, drivers of Toyota Prius taxis which accumulate an above-average 

annual mileage may benefit from switching to an e-taxi because the positive effect of low 

electricity costs (in relation to petrol costs) has a more significant influence compared to 

drivers who drive less. An extreme case would be a private vehicle which drives 

significantly less than a taxi so that the positive effect of low electricity costs may not be 

significant enough to make the BEV more cost-effective than a comparable ICEV. As 

these taxis are individual vehicles with different annual mileages and driving patterns, their 

results cannot be compared to the results from the baseline scenarios.  

From the data set, two different Toyota Prius HEV taxis were selected, one with an 

extremely the high recorded mileage, and one with an extremely low mileage which is 

close to the minimum of 250 km set by the Singaporean government [LTA15c]. The same 

analyses were performed as for the baseline scenarios, but instead of the mean values, 

data for the selected vehicles has been used. Table 7.7 contains the data for these two 

individual taxis.  

Table 7.7: Individual values from two Toyota Prius HEV taxis with above- and below-average annual mileages 

Description Variable Toyota Prius 

HEV 

(low mileage) 

Toyota Prius 

HEV 

(high mileage) 

Source 

Daily operating 

time 

��!"# [h] 7.1 18.3 extracted from 

[Sel15] 

Daily stationary 

time 

����� [h] 16.9 5.7 extracted from 

[Sel15] 

Stationary time: 

% break 1 

��wt#"�s  15.2% 27.6% extracted from 

[Sel15] 

Stationary time: 

% shift change 1 

��w�+�7�?+� 6" 84.8% 72.4% extracted from 

[Sel15] 

Daily total mileage �T��9C [km] 256 612 extracted from 

[Sel15] 

Number of hired 

trips per day 


+�#"T�#�!� 13.6 32.4 extracted from 

[Sel15] 

Dist. of hired trips: 

off-peak 1 

��w�77!"�s  38.4% 43.3% extracted from 

[Sel15] 

Dist. of hired trips: 

peak 1 

��w!"�s  43.9% 39.3% extracted from 

[Sel15] 

Dist. of hired trips: 

night 1 

��w �6+� 17.7% 17.3% extracted from 

[Sel15] 

Driving speed �T#�*" [km/h] 41.0 39.5 extracted from 
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[Sel15] 

Daily takings from 

trip fares 

�T��9C [SGD] 281.72 521.81 extracted from 

[Sel15] 

Annual days off 1 
T�C��77 14.5 3.0 extracted from 

[Sel15] 

Daily rental fee �#" ��9,T��9C [SGD] 133.75 133.75 taxi driver 

interviews 

Daily private 

mileage 1 

�T��9C,!#�*��" [km] 0 0 taxi driver 

interviews 

Annual rental-free 

days 1 


#" ��97#"" 12 12 [SMR16a] 

Annual bonus 1 � [SGD] 0 0 [SMR16a] 

Earning-speed 1 �"�#  [km/h] 35.8 33.5 calculated 

Distance per trip 

cycle 1 

��#�!?C?9" [km] 18.9 18.9 calculated 

Average trip fare 

(passengers) 

��#�! [SGD] 20.74 16.12 calculated 

1 These values remain unchanged for e-taxis.  

The results from these two taxis follow the trend of the baseline results. The BYD e6 is 

uncompetitive because it does not allow the taxi driver to earn as much as with the Toyota 

Prius. The other e-taxis are competitive except for the Volkswagen e-Golf in some cases. 

The results for the two selected reference taxis with a high and a low annual mileage are 

summarised in Table 7.8 below.  

The taxi with the high annual mileage covers 612 km every working day. It is likely that 

two or more taxi drivers share this vehicle (main driver and relief driver(s)) because it is 

unrealistic that such a long distance is driven by a single driver only. If this Toyota Prius is 

used as a reference taxi, the results for the e-taxis show a significantly reduced annual 

mileage. The reason is that the charging strategy of fast charging with 50 kW during 

pauses and slow charging at 3.6 kW during shift changes (see section 6) does not allow to 

charge enough energy in order to cover the mileage of 612 km per day. For example, the 

BYD e6 which has a comparatively high energy consumption can only drive 529 km per 

day under the given charging strategy. Due to lower energy consumptions, the other e-

taxis also show lower mileages than 612 km, although values are still higher than 529 km. 

The charging time restriction causes the Volkswagen e-Golf to turn uncompetitive in the 

high mileage scenario.  

Consequently, a different charging strategy with a higher share of fast-charging needs to 

be applied in this case. However, a higher share of fast charging may also damage the 
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battery quicker because the C-rate has an influence on the battery life (see Table 3.1). 

Moreover, fast-charging infrastructure is more expensive so that there are additional costs 

for the drivers, too. Nevertheless, e-taxis (except for the BYD e6) are still highly 

competitive if it is assumed that the required charging facilities are in place so that a 100% 

fast charging strategy is possible.  

For the low mileage taxi, profit values are lower than in the baseline scenario due to the 

lower overall mileage. The charging time restriction does not apply here so that the results 

are similar to the baseline results.  

Table 7.8: Results for taxis with low and high annual mileages 

Start year /  

mileage 
3 

Item Toyota 

Prius 

HEV 

BYD e6 Nissan 

Leaf 

Kia Soul 

EV 

VW e-

Golf
 

2016 / 

high 

mileage 

��!"#����  [SGD] 361,635 360,044 326,883 332,179 338,915 

�$(% [SGD] -7,546 -12,481 -6,057 -7,409 -6,690 

Daily rental fee 

[SGD] 1 

133.75 147.94 136.72 135.36 140.13 

Δ daily profit 

[SGD] 2 

(331.27) -74.35 3.20 2.23 -13.73 

2016 / 

low  

mileage 

��!"#����  [SGD] 205,551 209,491 190,487 189,381 199,534 

�$(% [SGD] -7,599 -11,583 -7,590 -5,773 -7,818 

Daily rental fee 

[SGD] 1 

133.75 147.94 136.72 135.36 140.13 

Δ daily profit 

[SGD] 2 

(120.52) -11.04 7.72 8.85 2.89 

2020 / 

high 

mileage 

��!"#����  [SGD] 373,965 360,515 325,770 330,608 337,734 

�$(% [SGD] -7,546 -8,817 -6,125 -7,513 -6,774 

Daily rental fee 

[SGD] 1 

133.75 140.42 133.00 131.96 136.32 

Δ daily profit 

[SGD] 2 

(326.49) -65.07 9.42 8.13 -7.54 

2020 / 

low  

mileage 

��!"#����  [SGD] 210,548 211,462 190,834 189,937 199,367 

�$(% [SGD] -7,599 -7,894 -7,699 -5,835 -7,932 
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 Daily rental fee 

[SGD] 1 

133.75 140.42 133.00 131.96 136.32 

Δ daily profit 

[SGD] 2 

(118.52) -2.85 12.50 13.31 7.70 

Note: for costs and expenses, - indicates improvement; for profits, + indicates improvement. No comparison is 

made to the baseline scenario due to incomparable mileages.  
1 The daily rental fee of e-taxis was not adjusted compared to the baseline results because it does not depend 

on the annual mileage of a taxi. Drivers are free to drive more or less without an adjustment of the daily rental 

fee.  
2 Δ values are compared to the reference vehicle (Toyota Prius HEV) with the respective high or low mileage. 

The reference values are given in brackets.  

The data set also reveals that there are some taxi drivers who do not meet the 

governmental requirement of 250 km per day. For example, there is a taxi with a mileage 

of only 223 km per day. In addition to not meeting the minimum mileage, this driver also 

indicated in the interview that he uses the taxi a lot for private purposes. As a 

consequence, he does only 11.5 trips on an average day, and only earns 1.10 SGD after 

paying for the rent of the taxi and for fuel. This result suggests that on average, the taxi 

driver stops working when he or she has recovered the daily expenses. In addition, this 

finding confirms statements from SMRT Taxis that some taxi drivers do not do their job in 

order to earn a considerable amount of money. This is in line with the results from the taxi 

driver interviews. Many drivers are of older age and only become a taxi driver when they 

reach retirement age, i.e. when they have quit their actual jobs and have access to 

retirement savings. Consequently, for some drivers, there is obviously no need to earn 

money as a taxi driver. Instead, they may choose to hire a taxi in order to have an own 

vehicle available when needed, or to remain an active member of the society.  

7.5 Limousine taxis: Chrysler 300 versus Tesla Model S 

For the baseline scenarios and for the discussion of certain changes to the baseline 

scenarios, standard taxis were used as reference vehicles. These standard taxis, Toyota 

Prius HEV and Chevrolet Epica Diesel, are not comparable to the Tesla Model S in terms 

of size and luxury. However, the Tesla Model S is a popular BEV which is sold in several 

countries around the world, and it is also used as a taxi in some cities, for example in 

Amsterdam [TEl16].  

Consequently, a brief analysis about the Tesla is incorporated in this work. The reference 

taxi for the Tesla Models S is the Chrysler 300 Diesel which is also operated by SMRT 

Taxis as a limousine taxi. It features a higher level of luxury which the passenger has to 

pay for in form of a higher trip fare. The flag-down fare for the Chrysler taxi is 5.00 SGD 

compared to only 3.60 SGD or 3.80 SGD for the Chevrolet Epica and the Toyota Prius 

respectively.  
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As a part of the data collection from taxis, data from nine Chrysler 300 Diesel taxis was 

obtained [Sel15], whereof average values were used here. Such a small number of 

vehicles does not provide a reliable data basis to provide solid results. Nevertheless, the 

data can be used to get an idea of the viability of Tesla Models S taxis in Singapore if they 

are operated as luxury taxis. In this work, the Tesla Model S 85D is used which is 

equipped with an 85 kWh battery. Contrary to the other e-taxis, Tesla has a battery pack 

made up of 18650-type battery cells which are cheaper compared to VDA-type cells 

[Koc14a] (see Table 5.9).  

Comparing the TCO of the two vehicles, the Tesla is cheaper in terms of service and 

maintenance costs in a similar way as the other e-taxis have lower maintenance costs 

compared to their reference vehicles. The Chrysler is subject to the special tax for diesel 

taxis (similar to the Chevrolet Epica Diesel) which does not apply for the Tesla. A major 

difference are energy costs. The electricity costs for the Tesla are found to be less than 

half of what a taxi driver would have to pay for the Chrysler. In return, some infrastructure 

costs as well as battery replacement costs apply for the Tesla, but not for the Chrysler 

taxi. In total, the operating costs sum up to 232,428 SGD for the Tesla Model S in the 

2016 start year case, and 311,462 SGD for the Chrysler 300 Diesel. However, much of 

this cost advantage of the Tesla is eaten up by high acquisition costs due to the Tesla’s 

big battery pack. A taxi operator would have to pay 295,744 SGD for the Tesla, whereas 

the Chrysler costs 216,164 SGD (assuming average 2015 COE prices). Taking into 

account the EOL tax return and the residual value of the battery of the Tesla at the end of 

the usage period of eight years, a cost advantage for the Tesla of 19,134 SGD remains.  

Similar to the result for the Chevrolet Epica Diesel taxi, the taxi operator would also make 

a loss renting out the Chrysler taxis at rental rate of 142.07 SGD per day. This is the 

average rate reported by the taxi drivers during the interviews. As the Epica, the Chrysler 

taxis are older as well so that it is likely that they were purchased at a time when COE 

price where lower than the ones in 2015. Consequently, in order to estimate the potential 

profit of the taxi drivers, it is assumed that the taxi operator would make the same annual 

profit from renting out a Chrysler taxi compared to renting out a Toyota Prius which has 

been brought on the road at higher COE prices. For the 2016 start year, the resulting daily 

rental fee is 196.79 SGD which is significantly higher than the 142.07 SGD payable for the 

Chrysler. This high amount can be explained by the assumed profit of the taxi operator 

who has to cover the high acquisition and battery replacement costs. In return, the taxi 

driver benefits from comparatively low electricity costs. However, at the end of a day, his 

or her earnings are significantly lower compared to driving a Chrysler taxi. A limousine taxi 

driver would earn 188.54 SGD per day renting a Chrysler 300 Diesel, but only 

148.77 SGD renting a Tesla Model S 85D under the these conditions. The results look 

better for the 2020 start year case due to increasing fuel costs and lower battery prices. 

However, the Tesla remains uncompetitive.  
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A summary of the results is presented in Table 7.9. It would be highly unlikely for a taxi 

driver to switch to a Tesla Model S if the daily earnings drop by 39.77 SGD (2016 start 

year) or 25.15 SGD (2020 start year). In addition, even if the potential earnings at the end 

of a day would be higher compared to a Chrysler taxi, it is doubtful whether the taxi driver 

would switch regarding the extremely high daily rental fee of 196.79 SGD. 

Table 7.9: Resluts for the Chrysler 300 Diesel vs. the Tesla Model S taxi 

Start year 2016 2020 

Vehicle Chrysler 300 

Diesel 

Tesla Model 

S 85D 

Chrysler 300 

Diesel 

Tesla Model 

S 85D 

Flag-down fare [SGD] 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 

Daily rental fee [SGD] 142.07 196.79 142.07 184.10 

Daily takings [SGD] 372.92 374.46 372.92 374.46 

Daily profit (takings less 

rental fee) [SGD] 

188.54 148.77 185.44 160.29 

Δ daily profit compared to 

reference taxi [SGD] 

 -39.77  -25.15 

Break-even profit compared 

to reference taxi [SGD] 
 n/a  n/a 

Daily total mileage [km] 334 335 334 335 

Operator’s annual profit per 

vehicle [SGD] 

7,256 7,256 7,256 7,256 

In contrast to standard e-taxis, slightly higher fares of limousine e-taxis may receive less 

negative responses because limousine taxi users may be less concerned about the trip 

fares than standard taxi users. Limousine taxi drivers reported during the interviews that 

they have regular customers who value a better service and a more luxurious ride. In 

contrast, standard taxis are also used by those types of people who only take a taxi if 

there is no other choice available (see section 6.3.2).  

Nevertheless, turning the Tesla Model S viable under the given circumstances would 

involve lowering its costs compared to the reference taxi. It is unrealistic that such a big 

gap regarding the earnings of the taxi driver can be closed by solely increasing the trip 

fare. Under the conditions mentioned above, the flag-down fare would have to be 

increased from the prevailing level of 5.00 SGD for the Chrysler to 7.44 SGD (2016 start 

year) in order to obtain a break even in terms of daily earnings for the taxi driver at the 

end of a working day. Hence, additional taxi incentives which target the acquisition costs 

would help because they allow the taxi operator to reduce the daily rental fee. However, 
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the daily rental fee for a Tesla e-taxi could still remain higher than the one of a Chrysler 

300 Diesel taxi because there is still a benefit for the drivers in terms of comparatively low 

electricity costs.  

7.6 Summary 

This section summarises the insights that changed parameter settings have on the 

viability of e-taxis. Directions are given that could potentially support the introduction of e-

taxis. All results are true for the city state of Singapore where the data used in this study 

was collected. The general approach of combining cost analysis and user acceptance, 

however, can also be applied in other locations (see section 8.1). The parameters 

investigated include an ARF exemption on the price of the traction battery which is initially 

installed in the vehicle, a variation of the battery pack costs per kilowatt hour, a change of 

fuel and electricity prices, the impact of misestimating the battery cycle life as well as a 

change of the taxi (flag-down) fare and waiting times at charging stations.  

Comparing the results about the four different e-taxis presented in section 6, the general 

trend of the competitiveness of the taxis remains when parameters are changed. I.e. the 

BYD e6 is least competitive compared to the other e-taxis Nissan Leaf, Kia Soul EV and 

Volkswagen e-Golf, even if the parameters are more favourable for e-taxis than in the 

baseline scenario. This can be explained by the comparatively high purchase price of the 

BYD e6 which is a consequence of its high OMV (due to its big battery), as well as its high 

energy consumption. A possibility to turn the BYD e6 competitive is, for example, to 

increase the flag-down fare from 3.90 SGD to 4.20 SGD. The other vehicles have smaller 

traction batteries and a comparatively low energy consumption which eventually make 

them competitive against the Toyota Prius HEV. In some cases, an additional daily profit 

of more than 20 SGD is possible which is a significant amount regarding the average daily 

profit in the range of 140 SGD. Of course, changes to the parameters which are not in 

favour of the e-taxis may turn them uncompetitive as well, such as higher battery pack 

costs, higher electricity prices or a shorter battery cycle life.  

The findings show as well that costs in general are a crucial factor for the viability of e-

taxis. The costs include costs for the acquisition and operation of the vehicle as well as 

some tax returns and battery EOL value upon deregistration of the taxis. These costs are 

influenced by both technical aspects and governmental (tax) regulations. In addition, 

general economic parameters such as the oil price have an impact on the (operating) 

costs. The technical aspects of BEVs such as the battery capacity and battery life are 

likely to improve in the coming years with the EV technology maturing slowly. Battery 

costs are also coming down (see Table 5.9). However, economic parameters such as the 

oil price are hard to predict which makes it difficult to provide an estimation about their 

impact on the future viability of e-taxis.  
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Regarding the situation in Singapore, governmental policies are found to have the most 

significant impact on the competitiveness of e-taxis. The reason is that an enormous 

percentage of the costs of vehicles, in particular the acquisition costs, are taxes. This 

includes the price for the COE which significantly influences the profitability of taxis 

[SMR16c p141]. Another major amount is the ARF. Looking at the results, it seems 

necessary to complement the current CEVS rebate by additional tax incentives if e-taxis 

should become more competitive. Hence, without governmental intervention, significant 

changes cannot be achieved.  

On the profit side, charging times which may shorten the time that taxi drivers have 

available for working and earning money are not found be restrictive. However, in general, 

the drivers’ daily stationary times which were recorded from taxis in Singapore allow them 

to charge enough energy for the mileage they drive. Only in extreme cases for taxis that 

are used by two or more drivers and that cover a much higher than average mileage, a 

charging strategy with a higher share of fast charging needs to be applied. This may lead 

to higher costs because fast-charging results in higher infrastructure costs which are 

handed on to the drivers, and because it may also shorten the battery life. Targeting the 

taxi fare has been investigated, too, because it is an important lever that a taxi operator 

can use to manage the competitiveness of e-taxis. As described in section 7.3.1, the 

BYD e6 taxi can become competitive with a flag-down fare of 4.20 SGD instead of 

3.90 SGD. However, the challenge will be to manage the acceptance of e-taxis with a 

higher fare by both drivers and passengers.  
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8 Summary and outlook 

This final section addresses the transferability of the results to locations or cities other 

than Singapore. In addition, a more in-depth overview of the similarities and differences to 

existing studies is given, and proposed future work and recommendations are derived 

from the limitations of this study. Sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.2 summarise the limitations of 

previous work and relate them to the outcomes of this study. In section 8.3, the limitations 

of the present work are described. Based on these limitations, directions for future 

activities are given which can contribute to increased EV usage in an urban environment. 

Section 8.4 contains the final conclusion of this thesis.  

8.1 Transferability of approach and results 

In this section, the transferability of the results and general validity of the approach is 

addressed. As mentioned before, the specific results presented in this work are based on 

data which was collected in Singapore. Consequently, they are not directly transferable to 

other locations or cities. However, the approach of analysing both the ‘hard facts’ in terms 

of costs of BEVs and the ‘soft facts’ in terms of user acceptance is recommended to 

analyse the situation in various cities.  

An overview of the taxi systems in major cities worldwide is provided in Table 3.4. In many 

cities, the taxi systems work in similar way to Singapore where taxi drivers lease a taxi 

from a taxi operator and keep the takings in order to earn their living. These cities include 

many Chinese megacities such as Beijing, Shenzhen and Hong Kong (see Table 3.4). In 

European and North American cities (e.g. London and New York), taxi drivers can also 

lease a taxi from an operator.  

Another common taxi business model is the owner operator who sometimes co-exists with 

larger taxi operators. Owner drivers can be found in various cities including European 

cities such as Amsterdam, Berlin and London as well in New York, Tokyo and Australian 

cities (see Table 3.4). In Singapore, there are also a number of such owner drivers who 

drive so-called ‘Yellow-Top’ taxis [Tax16]. Owner drivers own their taxi. Consequently, 

they are responsible for buying the taxi vehicle as well as maintaining it and paying all 

applicable taxes. In return, they do not have to pay a leasing fee to a larger taxi operator.  

The third main taxi operating model is a commission-based model. Taxi drivers are 

effectively employed by a taxi operator who owns taxi vehicles and they are paid a salary 

and/or a commission depending on their driving jobs. Such a model is common in 

Germany, and it sometime coexists with other taxi system models, for example in Sydney 

(see Table 3.4).  

The specific results presented in sections 6 and 7 have to be used with care when 

analysing the situation in other cities. The findings are based on data which was collected 
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in a highly controlled environment, and EV adoption in Singapore was still low at the time 

of data collection compared to some other cities so that respondents and taxi operators 

had little or no experience with EVs. That is to say that in areas were EVs are more 

common, such as some Chinese cities, responses from taxis drivers and passengers can 

be different and the acceptance may be better than in Singapore. The results about the 

costs of taxis which are affected by the specific taxation system in Singapore cannot be 

used for other cities either.  

Despite these restrictions, the TCO model as such as well as the topics about e-taxis that 

have been addressed in taxi driver interviews and in the passenger survey should be used 

as a basis for the analysis of the situation in other cities. They can serve as a general 

guideline and shall be adapted in order to obtain useable results and draw valid 

conclusions.  

A similar approach as presented in this work can be applied for all cities in which the taxi 

system works on a taxi operator – taxi leaser basis. The relevant cost, technical and 

behavioural data would have to be collected from the respective cities. The model 

structure would have to be adapted in order to incorporate the local taxi system 

requirements, including for example specific taxation regulations. The TCO model is 

designed to deal with individual data input instead of using the prefilled values which may 

only be valid for Singapore (see section 5.1). The driver and passenger questionnaires 

should also be adapted in order to match the local requirements, for example in terms of 

vehicle types and taxi fares. Due to the diversity of taxi systems and their particularities, it 

is not recommended to design a generic questionnaire which can be used in various 

locations because important details may be lost.  

Regarding the other types of taxi systems (owner drivers, employed drivers), the approach 

may have to be changed – in addition to modifications of the model or questionnaires. 

Owner drivers can be regarded as micro taxi operators. The difference is that in contrast 

to the leasing model, there is no rental fee which a driver pays to a taxi operator. Instead, 

the costs for an e-taxi are entirely covered by the driver, and they can be compared 

directly to the costs of a conventional taxi without paying attention to a rental fee and profit 

for the taxi operator. Nevertheless, in order to assess the viability of e-taxis, their 

acceptance by the owner operator (= taxi driver) and taxi passengers should be analysed 

in a similar way as it has been done in this study.  

The acceptance of e-taxis by taxi drivers who are employed by a taxi operator may also 

be of interest for an analysis of the viability of e-taxis, but with a regular salary in their 

pocket, the influence of the taxi drivers’ opinions could be less relevant. In such an 

environment, the potential profit for the taxi operator should be in the focus of the analysis 

because the profit may have an influence on an e-taxi driver’s compensation or salary.  

For all of these taxi models, there is no change on the passenger side. They still receive a 

similar taxi service across the cities by hailing or booking a taxi or by going to a taxi stand. 
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Hence, the acceptance of e-taxis by passengers remains untouched by the organisational 

structure of the taxi system.  

Hence, in order to conduct similar studies in other locations, some modifications should be 

made to the model and questionnaires, mainly on the input data side. A summary of 

proposed changes is shown in Figure 8.1.  

Figure 8.1: Proposed changes to conduct studies in other locations / cities 

 

8.2 Reference to existing studies 

Insights from previous studies have been summarised in sections 3.3.2 and 3.4.3. This 

includes both customer acceptance studies and cost analysis studies for EVs. In this 

section, the results from these studies are compared to the findings from this work, and 

similarities and differences are outlined.  

8.2.1 Studies focussing on costs and profit of e-taxi services 

Table 3.5 lists previous studies that investigated the costs and environmental advantage 

of private BEVs and e-taxis. The results from these studies are picked up and compared 

directly to the findings presented in the previous sections. For comparability reasons, only 

the studies which included taxis (lower part of Table 3.5) are referred to.   

TCO and revenue model:

- Data: Data basis (vehicle data, taxes, 

prices etc.)

- Structure: Vehicle taxation

TCO and revenue analysis

Driver’s questionnaire:

- Data: Fares and rental fees, some 

demographic questions

- Structure: no major structural changes

Passenger’s questionnaire:

- Data: Fares and rental fees

- Structure: Questions about e-taxis 

depending on the available types of taxi 

services  (e.g. standard, premium)

Acceptance studies
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Table 8.1: Comparison of cost and emission results from this and previous related studies 

Findings of reference study Findings of this study Comparability 

[Bae13] (Netherlands) 

Costs: 

Methodology: Total costs per 

vehicle.  

E-taxis economically viable due to 

subsidies, but range limits lead to 

higher per-kilometre costs compared 

to conventional taxis.  

Emissions: 

Methodology: WTW emissions, no 

emissions for vehicle production.  

No significant difference between 

EVs and conventional vehicles; 

however, higher emissions were 

found if compared to gas or diesel 

taxis.  

Costs:  

Methodology: TCO of 

individual vehicles.  

TCO of e-taxis greatly 

depends on the 

purchase price (OMV, 

battery costs) and 

energy consumption; 

most e-taxis are cost 

competitive in terms of 

TCO, especially if 

compared to existing 

diesel taxis; OMVs are 

higher compared to 

existing taxis due to 

expensive battery 

packs, but CEVS 

rebates can 

compensate for this 

disadvantage; 

operating costs of e-

taxis are mostly lower 

due to low energy 

consumptions 

compared to existing 

taxis.  

 

Emissions: 

Methodology: WTW 

and vehicle/battery 

production emissions.  

Lifetime emissions are 

compared (vehicle 

production, battery 

production, energy 

production and fuel 

production and 

combustion); emissions 

are mostly lower for e-

taxis than for 

conventional taxis, 

Similar: 

Total cost approach for 

individual taxi vehicles; 

findings comparable, e.g. 

subsidisation required for e-

taxis to be successful.  

New/different in this study: 

For the emissions, production 

of vehicle and batteries are 

also considered in addition to 

WTW emissions.  

[Koc16a] (Singapore) 

Costs: 

Methodology: TCO.  

E-taxi has higher acquisition costs, 

but lower operating costs compared 

to reference taxi, which makes the e-

taxi cost-competitive;  

e-taxi investigated is specifically 

designed for the city of Singapore, 

transferability of results is limited.  

Similar: 

Same approach; similar 

results for different taxi vehicle 

(prototype vehicle) in 

Singapore.  

New/different in this study:  

Consideration of vehicle 

lifetime emissions.  

[Li15] (Singapore) 

Costs: 

Methodology: TCO.  

E-taxis are cost-competitive in some 

future cases; policies are called for to 

accelerate BEV adoption; charging 

infrastructure should be given support 

in the early phase of BEV operations.  

Emissions: 

Methodology: WTW and 

vehicle/battery production emissions.  

Emissions of BEVs are lowest in 

most cases.  

Similar: 

Individual vehicle TCO 

approach; estimation of 

lifetime emissions; study from 

Singapore.  

New/different in this study:  

Focus on taxis only ([Li15] 

investigated BEVs in different 

types of vehicle fleets); study 

based on recorded travel data 

instead of literature values 

only.  
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[Sat14] (Barcelona) 

Costs: 

Methodology: steady-state 

equilibrium.  

Investigation of entire taxi system 

rather than individual vehicles; e-taxi 

systems have similar costs 

compared to conventional taxi 

systems.  

especially if compared 

to existing diesel taxis; 

replacement batteries 

cause additional 

emissions which 

negatively impact the 

environmental 

advantage of e-taxis.  

 

Profitability: 

Methodology: individual 

driver’s profit based on 

recorded travel 

behaviour.  

According to the TCO 

and revenue 

calculations, e-taxis 

can be profitable; 

results strongly depend 

on vehicle costs and 

regulatory framework; 

fare increases are 

suitable to make e-taxis 

more competitive, but 

they may be difficult to 

implement.  

New/different: 

Studies not comparable due to 

different focuses: system 

analysis vs. individual vehicle 

approach.  

[Tia14] (Shenzhen) 

Costs: 

E-taxis can be profitable if they 

receive support by specific policies.  

Profitability: 

Methodology: exponential equations.  

The profit of an e-taxi driver is lower 

compared to the one of a 

conventional taxi driver; future 

research suggested to target impact 

of decreasing battery capacity and 

optimal location of charging stations.  

Similar: 

Findings comparable, e.g. 

subsidisation required for e-

taxis to be successful.  

New/different in this study: 

Consideration of some ‘future 

research’ aspects according to 

[Tia14], e.g. decreasing 

battery capacity over time; 

consideration of vehicle 

emissions.  

In general, studies about e-taxis are still limited compared to studies which investigate 

EVs for private use. Nevertheless, there are findings which most studies agree on, 

including the present work. These include:  

- E-taxis can be cost competitive or taxi systems with e-taxis can be viable. 

However, this is usually the case for a particular environment in which subsidies or 

regulations support BEVs.  

- Current battery technology limits the usability of e-taxis, i.e. it limits the driving 

range per full charge. Given that taxis need to travel longer distances every day 

compared to private vehicles, a low range requires frequent charging and 

stopping.  

- Emissions of e-taxis are equal or lower than the ones of conventional taxis running 

on diesel, petrol or CNG.  

In terms of costs, some studies focus on the (total) costs of individual taxis whereas 

others take a system approach in order to make statements about the (economic) viability 

of an entire e-taxi fleet in operation. Regarding the environmental impact of e-taxis, WTW 
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emissions are often compared. In contrast, this work also includes emissions from vehicle 

and battery production. Hence, the following differences can be found: 

- Studies that investigate the carbon emissions of vehicles look at the WTW 

emissions, taking into account the emissions from fuel combustion as well the 

emissions from fuel and energy production. Emissions from vehicle and battery 

production are often not considered. However, it is important to include these 

emissions because there are differences between BEVs and conventional 

vehicles, in particular for the battery production if replacement batteries are 

considered.  

- It is not always clear whether battery replacements are considered, in terms of 

both costs and emissions. Only [Li15] does include them. Due to the high mileage 

of taxis, replacement batteries have to be considered in an investigation of e-taxis.  

[Tia14 p2479] mentions that future research regarding e-taxis should include the 

degradation of the traction battery which results in a continuously lower range per full 

charge over time. This point has been addressed in this work by implementing a battery 

cost model (see section 5.1.3, e.g. Figure 5.3) which assumes a steady degradation of the 

vehicle battery with every charging cycle. [Tia14 p2479] also notes that waiting times at 

charging stations and travel times to stations should be subject to future research. Some 

of these points have been considered as well. However, some more detailed data about 

the travel behaviour of taxi drivers was not available so that a simple sensitivity analysis 

on time losses at charging stations was performed only (see section 6.4 and 7.3.2).  

It is worth noting that all studies mentioned above have been conducted in different 

environments and at different times. This means that price levels as well as local 

particularities may influence the comparability of the results. However, all studies were 

conducted in urban areas which ensures a certain degree of comparability.  

8.2.2 Studies focussing on user acceptance of e-taxis 

Table 3.7 lists previous studies that focus on the analysis of user acceptance of public 

clean fuel vehicles including EVs. Similar to Table 8.1 above, the findings from these 

studies are compared directly to the results of this work (Table 8.2) in order to reveal 

similarities and differences.   
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Table 8.2: Comparison of user acceptance results from this and previous related studies 

Findings of reference study Findings of this study Comparability 

[Gao08] (hybrid-electric taxis in New 

York City) � taxi drivers 

Results: 

Estimation of taxi drivers’ WTP for 

HEVs to be used as taxis; focus on 

relationship between the drivers’ 

WTP and their personal 

characteristics; prediction of 

substantial hybrid-electric taxi market 

share.  

Survey method: 

Manual distribution of 

questionnaires.  

Taxi drivers: 

Financial attributes of 

taxis are most 

important (rental fee, 

flag-down fare); 

environmental 

attributes are not 

important; 

drivers have little 

knowledge about EVs, 

they misestimate the 

charging time needed 

and range required 

no significant 

relationship between 

the drivers’ personal 

characteristics and 

their acceptance of e-

taxis.  

Taxi passengers: 

Passengers react very 

sensitively to pricing 

questions, but pricing 

questions are rated 

more positively for e-

taxis compared to 

conventional taxis; 

the benefits of e-taxis 

(e.g. environmental 

aspect) do not target 

the main concerns of 

taxi passengers (e.g. 

taxi fare, time savings);  

Similar: 

Vehicle cost and pricing 

attributes are important to 

drivers.  

New/different in this study: 

Investigation of BEVs instead 

of HEVs; drivers’ personal 

characteristics do not play a 

major role; environmental 

aspects do not have a 

significant influence.  

[Liu12] (natural gas taxis in Nanjing) 

� taxi drivers 

Results: 

Investigation of willingness to switch 

to cleaner natural gas taxis; 

willingness correlates with personal 

characteristics, taxi utilisation 

(mileage) and vehicle features; even 

small incentives increase the 

acceptance.  

Survey method: 

Manual distribution of 

questionnaires.  

Similar: 

Cost factors play an important 

role.  

New/different in this study:  

Investigation of BEVs instead 

of natural gas vehicles; the 

drivers’ personal 

characteristics do not play a 

major role; no significant 

difference between low- and 

high-mileage taxis; incentives 

are not investigated.  

[Mou04] (fuel cell electric taxis in 

London) � taxi drivers 

Results: 

Investigation of taxi drivers’ 

willingness to switch to fuel cell 

electric taxis; financial gains and 

environmental concerns play an 

important role.  

Survey method: 

Face-to-face interviews.  

Similar: 

Cost factors (driver’s profit) 

play an important role.  

New/different in this study:  

Investigation of BEVs instead 

of FCEVs; the drivers’ 

personal characteristics do not 

play a major role; 

environmental aspects do not 

have a significant influence.  
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[OGa07] (fuel cell public buses in 

Berlin / London / Luxembourg / 

Perth) � taxi passengers 

Results: 

Investigation of passengers’ WTP for 

hydrogen fuel cell electric buses; 

positive WTP of both bus users and 

non-bus users; similar values for 

different locations.  

Survey method: 

Telephone interviews.  

no significant 

relationship between 

the passengers’ 

personal characteristics 

and their rating of e-

taxis. 

Similar: 

Positive influence of 

environmental aspects of e-

taxis on the passengers’ 

intention to use them; 

increased WTP for e-taxis 

compared to conventional 

taxis.  

New/different in this study: 

Study for taxi passengers 

instead of bus passengers; 

acceptance to pay a higher 

fare (positive WTP) is less 

significant.  

Although the previous studies investigated different vehicle types (HEVs, FCEVs, natural 

gas vehicles), all studies agree that financial attributes are an important factor for the 

adoption of clean taxi vehicles. This finding can be supported by this work for both taxi 

drivers and taxi passengers.  

In contrast, some findings of previous studies could not be confirmed: 

- Personal attributes of taxi drivers as well as taxi passengers are mostly 

insignificant for the acceptance of e-taxis or the WTP for them. Previous studies 

did find significant relationships, for example for the respondents' age or 

educational background (e.g. [Gao08]).  

- Environmental benefits are valued by taxi drivers and passengers. However, the 

acceptance of increased fares for environmentally friendly vehicles is very limited 

as it does not address the main concern of the passengers (time savings). For taxi 

drivers, the environmental advantages of e-taxis are not considered important 

compared to other attributes such as financial aspects or the reliability of the 

vehicle.  

It is important to note that the previous studies on public vehicles did not investigate pure 

BEVs, but HEVs, natural gas vehicles or FCEVs. In addition, as already noted by [OGa07 

p3631], studies of the preferences for alternative fuel vehicles are available for private 

vehicles, whereas public vehicles have been taken little note of.  

Moreover, unlike previous studies, this work investigated the views of both user groups of 

public vehicles, the drivers and the passengers. This aspect is considered highly 

important for a comprehensive analysis because it allows to take into consideration the 

opinions of all users of the taxis at the same time. It is suggested that future studies about 

public vehicles follow such an approach in order to obtain more valid and comprehensive 

results.  
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8.3 Future activities 

In this section, the limitations of this work are discussed followed by recommendations for 

future research and activities regarding e-taxi services. A few limitations have already 

been touched on in previous sections.  

- Multi-parameter analysis: 

Regarding the TCO and profit analysis, the present results are based on a model 

which allows to take into consideration a variety of interacting technical and 

economic parameters. In order to assess uncertainties and explore different 

scenarios, parameter values should be changed. Key scenarios are presented in 

section 7.  

In this work, only single parameters have been modified, but changing one factor 

may trigger other changes as well. For instance, misestimating the battery life 

would change the number of batteries required during the usage period of an e-

taxi. More batteries are needed which increases the operating costs. However, the 

residual value of the last battery may also change depending on when it has been 

installed in the vehicle. Thus, in addition to the operating costs, the value that a 

taxi (including its battery) has the end of its usage period changes, too.  

More sophisticated modelling techniques allowing a multi-parameter analysis may 

be more effective as they allow greater insights into which parameter or group of 

parameters has the greatest influence on the entire system. For example, this can 

be done by attaching probability distributions to values of single parameters. This 

allows to make statements about the probability of the overall results of the entire 

system if one or more parameter values are changed within a given range and with 

a defined probability distribution. Such a method is mentioned by [Sal99 p41]. The 

result of such an approach would be a better understanding of the variance of the 

total cost results, and thus an improvement of the validity of the estimation. 

- Involvement of users:  

The driver interviews and passenger survey which were conducted for this work 

reveal that there is a need to involve the public into EV activities, in case EVs shall 

become a future mode of transportation for them. In Singapore, knowledge about 

EVs is currently limited. This makes it difficult to convince the public of the 

advantages and viability of electric mobility options, and it may impact the 

significance of survey results. Future research activities should involve the 

potential future users not only by capturing their view of electric mobility aspects, 

but by allowing them to take part in research activities so that they can form their 

own opinion about it. This may facilitate subsequent research and allow more 

accurate results obtained from surveys or interviews because the users are more 

aware of the specific characteristics of the product or service which they are asked 

about. For taxi services, trials which allow drivers and passengers to use e-taxis in 

an everyday environment would be highly desirable. [LTA16f p19,47] also 
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suggests to educate consumers about EVs following the finding that almost no 

experience about EV driving exists in Singapore.  

- Management of increased e-taxi leasing fee:  

In most scenarios presented in sections 6 and 7, e-taxis have to be leased by the 

taxi operator at a higher rental fee in order to cover the high acquisition and battery 

replacement costs. If the higher rental fee proves to be a hurdle for the acceptance 

of e-taxis, more sophisticated models for the distribution of the costs may have to 

be set up. For example, taxi operators and energy providers may think about 

cooperating with the purpose of lowering the daily rental fee in return for an 

increased electricity price, whereby a share of the profit of the energy provider 

which is generated from the sale of electricity to the taxi drivers goes back to the 

taxi operator as a compensation for the lower daily rental fee. Such a pricing 

model is likely to increase the acceptance by taxi drivers who then face similar 

rental fees as for their conventional taxi while paying more for electricity. This 

pricing model could also be applied to a Tesla Model S e-taxi which would usually 

have to be rented out at a significantly higher daily rental fee compared to the 

Chrysler 300 Diesel taxi in order for the taxi operator to make a profit.  

In addition, the following general aspects should be considered for future research about 

electric taxi or similar services. These points are not directly related to the limitations of 

the present study, but they should be mentioned in the context of this work.  

- Research and development on BEV technologies:  

In general, further research and development is needed on BEV technologies. This 

includes the battery technology which is currently still a key factor for the high 

costs of BEVs. According to [Tok15 p2], manufacturing supply chains and 

manufacturing capacities will contribute to cost reductions in the future. In contrast, 

breakthroughs in battery technology such as power and energy density are likely 

to be tested for several years before it is used in series production vehicles. This 

means that future new battery technologies are not expected to lead to immediate 

financial gains. EV infrastructure such as charging stations should also be focused 

on, and the development of an adequate level of infrastructure should be ensured 

simultaneously to the development of BEV technologies.  

- Holistic approach regarding user acceptance:  

Looking at the previous studies on user acceptance of clean vehicles, single user 

groups have usually been targeted. From the point of view of this work, focussing 

on a single user group is appropriate for private vehicles, but not for public 

vehicles which are used by different groups of people with different interests. For 

taxis, these groups include the taxi drivers and taxi passengers, but public buses, 

trains or trams are similar in this regard. In addition, other entities such as (taxi) 

operators may play a role. For a holistic approach which allows to draw 

conclusions about the viability of an entire system, all user groups should be given 
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attention. Consequently, previous studies which target one user group only may 

not be suitable for decision making because they lack the opinion of major user 

groups (e.g. taxi passengers) which contribute to the functioning of the entire (taxi) 

system. Hence, future similar studies should take into consideration that multiple 

groups are involved in taxi or other public transport systems, and that their 

opinions require attention in order to obtain comprehensive research results. In 

this work, this drawback of previous studies has been addressed. Nevertheless, 

future work remains, for example regarding the inclusion of the behaviour of 

additional entities such as the taxi operator who has been considered as a ‘static 

component’ in this work (see section 5.2).  

- Focus on the time frame:  

Regarding the time of data collection, it is also considered crucial to obtain and 

analyse data from the same time frame as it was done in this work. This is 

particularly important for new technologies such as EVs which change fast so that 

costs, technical and behavioural data from different time frames may not be 

comparable. This means that, for example, using findings from older acceptance 

studies may lead to incorrect results if compared to more recent vehicle cost 

estimates.  

- Multidisciplinary research and interaction with decision makers:  

In general, for broader investigations about the future of BEVs, it is suggested to 

focus on multidisciplinary research activities. This includes technical, economic 

and behavioural modelling and data collection as presented in this work, but it also 

includes to interact with key entities and decision makers who incorporate 

research results into their decisions and activities. This helps to target activities 

and to incorporate adjustments where necessary if constant feedback is obtained.  

Summarising this work, three recommendations are given which are identified as being 

crucial for the adoption of e-taxis. They should be taken into consideration for designing a 

framework of EVs in Singapore:  

1. Target the TCO:  

The costs of BEVs which are supposed to be used as e-taxis are most crucial for 

their success. Hence, regulations should be designed in a way that the respective 

BEVs are viable in terms of costs compared to the taxis which they replace. The 

governmental policies, in particular vehicle taxes, are considered to be the key 

point for e-taxis to be successful because they are the main lever in the system. 

Taxi operators have little influence on them. Instead, they can adapt the fare 

system in order to cope with cost changes.  

2. Get the users involved:  

Other than the costs, users have to get involved more into the introduction of e-

taxis. Even if e-taxis are viable from an economic and system perspective, the 

users have to be convinced to use them. Regarding the feedback from the 
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surveys, in particular the interviews with taxi drivers, acceptance and knowledge 

about BEVs are still low which is also due to a lack of experience with EVs.  

3. Develop charging infrastructure network:  

For a smooth operation of an e-taxi service, it is required to set up and maintain a 

charging network that meets the charging requirements of a fleet of e-taxis. For 

this study, it was assumed that such a network is in place. At the time of research, 

however, such a network did not yet exist in Singapore. Efforts have to be made in 

order to develop the network of charging facilities prior or simultaneously to the 

introduction of e-taxis.  

8.4 Conclusion 

Both costs and acceptance of a new technology such as BEVs by the relevant user 

groups should be analysed in order to make a statement about the viability of the 

technology. However, a lack of existing research about BEVs regarding the combination 

of techno-economic analysis with user acceptance has been identified. Previous research 

in the field of EVs has been found to focus on either one or more user groups, or on the 

economic aspects of BEVs. Consequently, the conclusions that can be drawn are limited. 

For example, a detailed cost analysis of EVs (see section 3.3.2) in comparison to 

conventional cars may provide insights into the potential competitiveness or acceptance of 

those vehicles. However, real acceptance data is missing to confirm or evaluate the 

assumptions. On the other hand, detailed acceptance studies (see sections 3.4.2 and 

3.4.3) allow to capture the consumers’ opinions, but they do not provide information about 

the real costs of the vehicle and whether the consumers’ expectations can actually be met 

or not.  

In addition, regarding the increasing urbanisation [UN15 p1], studies should also focus 

more on public transportation options rather than private vehicles which were often 

subject to previous studies. Public vehicles such as taxis are also considered a better 

application for BEVs than private vehicles because the leverage effect of low operating 

costs has a more significant impact the more a vehicle is used. Private vehicles may not 

travel enough kilometres for their TCO to be lower than the one of conventional vehicles. 

Three research questions have been addressed. These questions target the pure 

economic competitiveness of BEVs compared to conventional vehicles, the acceptance of 

BEVs by their potential future users, as well as a combination of both costs and user 

acceptance in order to derive conclusions about the viability of BEVs.  

The study was conducted in Singapore where the taxi market has been identified as being 

suitable for the introduction of BEVs. E-taxis would support Singapore’s policies which aim 

at making the city greener and more liveable [MEW15]. Four different e-taxi models have 

been investigated and compared to two conventional taxis, one petrol HEV taxi and one 

diesel ICEV taxi which currently operate in the city.  
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Regarding the economic competitiveness, it has been found that already today (2016), e-

taxis can be cheaper in terms of TCO compared to conventional taxis. Battery costs and 

capacity as well as energy consumption and prices are found to be the main decisive 

factors. The situation of e-taxis is expected to further improve in the coming years thanks 

to technological advancements, notably on the battery technology. In fact, a drawback of 

BEVs is that their battery costs are still relatively high today which increases the overall 

costs of e-taxis. With increasing fossil fuel prices, e-taxis are also expected to become 

more competitive in the future. In general, the competitiveness of BEVs is dominated by 

their acquisition costs, and in particular by the vehicle taxes such as the COE which are 

imposed by the Singaporean government.  

Based on the TCO, the profit for e-taxi drivers has been estimated. Travel data which was 

collected from taxi drivers in Singapore was used as an input. The results mainly follow 

the TCO of the respective vehicles. Hence, some e-taxis which were found to be 

competitive in the TCO analysis also allow taxi drivers to increase their income. For the 

analysis, it was assumed that an adequate network of charging facilities is in place for the 

e-taxi fleet. In this case, the recorded standstill times of today’s taxis are sufficient to 

charge enough energy in order for the drivers to operate e-taxis in the same way as they 

would do it with their current taxis. A restriction, however, may be the small battery 

capacity of some of the e-taxi models.  

In order to evaluate the findings from the costs and profit analysis, interview data was 

collected from taxi drivers who participated in the study. In general, as BEVs were not 

commonly operating in Singapore yet at the time of this study, drivers had little knowledge 

about EVs. Their answers indicate that they underestimate the time they have available 

for charging. As a consequence, their acceptance of e-taxis with small batteries is very 

low as they do not want to stop multiple times during a day for charging. The acceptance 

of a higher daily rental fee (fixed costs) which compensates the taxi operator for the high 

acquisition and battery replacement costs of e-taxis is low, even if the drivers have to pay 

less for electricity than they would have to pay for fuel. Understandably, financial attributes 

are most important. Clear advantages of e-taxis such as their environmental impact (zero 

local emissions) are not important for the drivers.  

On the passenger side, acceptance of e-taxis is also low. This can be explained by the 

finding that these vehicles do not seem to target the key interests of the passengers, i.e. 

environmental benefits of e-taxis are not important compared to other parameters such as 

time savings. Passengers also react highly sensitive to slightly higher fares for e-taxis.  

All in all, the costs of conventional and e-taxis are decisive for their success as financial 

attributes are of great importance for all parties – drivers, passengers and the taxi 

operator. This may be different for private car users where value meanings of the car 

other than its costs play an important role [Tur07 p1222]. In regard of the feedback from 

the drivers and passengers as well as the Singaporean taxation system, the levers which 

are available to increase the viability of e-taxis by changing key parameters are more 
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numerous on the cost side than on the profit side. In particular, the taxation of taxis which 

is regulated by different policies determines a significant part of the TCO. The taxi 

operator can only influence the system by adapting taxi rental fees and fares. The 

possibilities, however, are restricted by the acceptance of passengers and drivers.  

Regarding the environmental benefit, e-taxis are mostly cleaner than the existing 

conventional taxis. This is not only true for the inner-urban tailpipe emissions, but also in 

terms of lifetime emissions if the current Singaporean energy mix is taken into 

consideration. The advantage is greatest if existing diesel taxis are replaced by e-taxis. 

Such findings can be used to promote e-taxis, to increase the awareness of BEVs and to 

create a positive image about them.  

The approach and results presented in this work are valid for the city state of Singapore. 

Nevertheless, a similar approach is recommended to analyse the situation in other cities. 

This is possible because in many cities, the taxi system works in a similar way with taxi 

drivers renting vehicles from a taxi operator. However, differences exist, for example in 

terms of taxation regulations and cost levels. As EV technology advances fast, up-to-date 

data should be used for assessing both costs and user acceptance.  

Future activities regarding e-taxis should focus on real-world trials rather than on 

collection of stated preference data. This would allow to get the users more involved. The 

present work shows that especially in markets where EVs are rare, knowledge about them 

is limited. This may have a negative impact on the validity of the results due to a lack of 

general knowledge about and understanding of the topic. Trials would also allow to 

validate the present results. Hence, the e-taxi trial which commenced in Singapore in late 

2016 [TST16b] is regarded as highly beneficial for investigating their future success. Such 

a step could convince government agencies to tailor policies in order to accelerate the 

adoption of EVs in general and e-taxis in particular.  
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�T��9C [SGD] Taxi driver’s daily revenue (from taxi driving) 

w7�T" [km] Loss of range per complete charging cycle 

w� � [km] 
Driving range on a new battery pack (maximum 

range) 

��#�! [SGD] Taxi driver’s average revenue per hired taxi trip 

�� - Adjusted coefficient of determination 

� =�B , �C> - Standard deviation (of variable J, �) 

� - Trend factor (annual change) 

��!"# [h] Daily operating time of a taxi 

����� [h] Daily stationary time of a taxi 

¹�¥ - Attribute ‘price level’ 

�T#�*" [km/h] Average driving speed of a taxi 

�"�#  [km/h] 
Average working mileage per working time 

interval of a taxi 
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�&� - Willingness-to-switch to an e-taxi 

J - Cost category 

J̅ - Mean (of variable J> 

¤�  Independent variable in regression function 

J� - Variable 

� - Year count 

�� - Mean (of variable �> 

�� - Variable 

�K - Base year 

� - Sample size 

£� - Factor of regression function 

Δ - Difference (between two values) 

W?+�#6� 6 - Charging efficiency 

μK - Reference value for t-statistics 

� - t-statistics 

Note: ��#�! and ��#�! may be slightly different for booked taxi trips due to booking fees going to the booking 

service provider. However, in this work, they are assumed to be equal.  
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Abbreviations 

a year(s) 

AB Attitude towards Behaviour 

AC Alternating Current 

ARF Additional Registration Fee 

AUD Australian Dollar 

BEV Battery-Electric Vehicle 

BC Behavioural Control 

CBD Central Business District 

CEVS Carbon Emissions-based Vehicle Scheme 

CNG Compressed Natural Gas 

CO2 Carbon Dioxide 

COE Certificate of Entitlement 

DC Direct Current 

DOD Depth Of Discharge 

ED Excise Duty 

EOL End-Of-Life 

ERP Electronic Road Pricing 

EUR Euro 

EV Electric Vehicle 

FCEV Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle 

GBP (Great) British Pound 

GHG GreenHouse Gas 

GPS Global Positioning System 

GST Goods and Services Tax 

h hour(s) 

HDB Housing Development Board 

HEV Hybrid-Electric Vehicle 

HITS Household Income and Travel Survey 
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ICE Internal Combustion Engine 

ICEV Internal Combustion Engine Vehicle 

IT Information Technology 

kg kilogram(s) 

km kilometre(s) 

kW kilowatt 

(k)Wh (kilo)watt hour(s) 

L litre(s) 

LCC Life Cycle Costing 

Li-ion Lithium Ion 

NEDC New European Driving Cycle 

NiMH Nickel Metal Hydride 

OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer 

OMV Open Market Value 

PARF Preferential Additional Registration Fee 

REEV Range-Extended Electric Vehicle 

PHEV Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle 

SGD Singapore Dollar 

SN Social Norm 

SOC State Of Charge 

SOH State Of Health 

TCO Total Cost of Ownership 

TPB Theory of Planned Behaviour 

TRA Theory of Reasoned Action 

USD US Dollar 

VQS Vehicle Quota System 

VW VolksWagen 

WTA Willingness-To-Accept 

WTP Willingness-To-Pay 
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Glossary 

BEV A battery-electric vehicle (BEV) is a vehicle with an electric motor to drive 

the wheels. The only energy source is a battery on-board the vehicle. 

The battery is rechargeable via an external power source. In order to 

save energy and limit wear of the mechanical brakes, regenerative 

braking can be used. In this case, the electric motor functions as a 

generator when the vehicle decelerates, and energy is stored back into 

the battery. In contrast to a vehicle with internal combustion engine, a 

BEV does not produce tailpipe emissions, but emissions from energy 

production in power plants have to be considered. This study focuses on 

BEVs used as taxis called e-taxis.  

EV An electric vehicle (EV) is a vehicle which is powered fully or partially by 

an electric motor. The energy to operate the motor can be stored in 

different forms on-board the vehicle, for example in a battery or in form of 

other fuels such as hydrogen. Examples for EVs are BEVs, HEVs and 

plug-in hybrid EVs.  

HEV A hybrid-electric vehicle (HEV) is a vehicle with both an electric motor 

and an internal combustion engine. There are different designs how both 

of them operate together in order to propel the vehicle. In the Toyota 

Prius HEV, a common HEV, both the electric motor and the internal 

combustion engine are connected to the transmission and contribute to 

the propulsion of the vehicle. HEVs have both a battery and a fuel tank to 

provide the energy for both motors. Regenerative breaking is possible. 

However, the battery of a HEV cannot be recharged by an external 

power source. Instead, a generator converts mechanical energy from the 

engine or from braking into electrical energy which is stored in the 

battery. 

ICEV An internal combustion engine vehicle (ICEV) is a vehicle which has only 

an internal combustion engine to propel the wheels. Despite the uptake 

of EVs, it is currently still the most common technology used in 

passenger cars. The energy source is typically fossil fuel such as petrol, 

diesel or natural gas which is stored in a tank on-board the vehicle. 

However, fuel from renewable sources can be used as well, for example 

biodiesel.  

TCO There is no overall standardised Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) concept. 

TCO approaches have rather been developed for specific applications 

which prevented standardisation. In the context of this work, the term 
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TCO describes the total costs associated with the life cycle of a product. 

The product is a (taxi) vehicle, and the TCO is the sum of all costs that 

accrue during the purchase, the operation and the end-of-life / resale of 

the vehicle. Hence, the TCO is a sum of different cost components such 

as purchase price, taxes, fuel costs, maintenance costs and insurance 

costs. The TCO describes the total costs that a vehicle user faces 

throughout the usage period of a vehicle. The TCO is greatly influenced 

by the (total or annual) mileage, but other factors such as fuel prices or 

tax regulations play a role as well.  

TPB The Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) is one of the most popular 

models to predict a person’s behaviour. It claims that behaviour is 

influenced by three main constructs and that it can be predicted by 

analysing the intention to perform this behaviour. The constructs are a 

person’s attitude towards the behaviour, the person’s perceived social 

norm and the person’s perceived behavioural control. The TPB was 

shaped by the social psychologist Icek Ajzen.  

WTP/WTA The Willingness-To-Pay (WTP) and Willingness-To-Accept (WTA) are 

related concepts. They refer to the amount that someone is willing to pay 

or willing to accept for an increased level of utility or to prevent a lower 

level of utility compared to his or her present situation. In the context of 

this work, the terms WTP and WTA are used when referring to the 

acceptance of costs, prices or technical characteristics of e-taxis by taxi 

drivers and passengers. Hence, the general term ‘acceptance’ is often 

used instead.  
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Appendix A: OMV Estimation 

Equations A1 and A2 were used in order to estimate the OMV of BEVs in Singapore 

based on the list prices of the respective BEVs in other countries. The equation is 

proposed by [Sel16] comparing the OMVs and list prices of conventional vehicles from 

Singapore, Germany, the U.K. and Australia.  

 
�(,- =  −11856 + 0.66421 ∙ �/$3 + 0.81872 ∙ �¾¿ 

�(,- =  −6669.1 + 1.2111 ∙ �/$3 

(A1) 

(A2) 

�(,- is the OMV of the vehicle in Singapore in SGD.  

�/$3 is the list price of the vehicle in Germany in EUR.  

�¾¿ is the list price of the vehicle in the U.K. in GBP.  

Equation A1 was used if both Germany and U.K. prices were available. Equation A2 was 

used if U.K. prices were not available. List prices in Australia were researched as well, but 

a better fit of the regression was found using Germany and U.K. prices only.  

Table A.1: List prices and OMVs 

BEVs 

(battery capacity) 

Estimated 

OMV 

[SGD] 

List Price 

Germany 

[EUR] 

List Price  

U.K. 

[GBP] 

Sources 

BYD e6 (61.4 kWh) 47,000 - - [SMR16b] 

Nissan Leaf (30 kWh) 35,253 34,316 29,700 [Nis16a, Nis16b, TWB16] 

Kia Soul EV (27 kWh) 33,087 30,729 29,965 [Kia16a, Kia16b, TWB16] 

VW e-Golf (24.2 kWh) 37,189 34,830 31,648 [Vol16a, Vol16b, TWB16] 

Tesla Model S 85D 100,947 85,900 - [ADA15] 
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Appendix B: Key vehicle data combined 

See text for data sources and calculations.  

 

Table B1: Conventional taxi data 

Start year 2016 2020    

Conventional vehicle 

(ICEVs, HEVs) 

OMV 

[SGD]  

OMV 

[SGD]  

dpqrfnefqde 
[SGD/km] 

oefeghi 
[L/100km] 

dqªqnn 
[kWh] 

Toyota Prius HEV 35,505 35,505 0.055 5.3 1.3 

Chevrolet Epica Diesel 20,858 20,858 0.066 10.4 - 

Chrysler 300 Diesel 58,119 58,119 0.097 12.3 - 

Table B2: E-taxi data (1) 

  Reference taxi 

Start year 2016 2020 Prius Epica Chrysler 

BEVs 

(battery capacity) 

OMV 

[SGD] 

OMV 

[SGD] 

oefeghi 

[L/100km] 

BYD e6 47,000 39,666 23.2 23.6 - 

Nissan Leaf 35,253 31,179 15.9 16.2 - 

Kia Soul EV 33,087 29,296 16.1 16.4 - 

VW e-Golf 37,189 33,635 17.2 17.6 - 

Tesla Model S 85D 100,947 87,783 - - 17.8 

Table B3: E-taxi data (2) 

BEVs 

(battery capacity) 

dpqrfnqfefde 
[SGD/km] 

dqªqnn 
[kWh] 

BYD e6 0.044 61.4 

Nissan Leaf 0.044 30.0 

Kia Soul EV 0.044 27.0 

VW e-Golf 0.044 24.2 

Tesla Model S 85D 0.069 85 
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Appendix C: Questionnaire for taxi driver interviews 

 

 
  

your taxi number plate: ________________ 

 

Part 1: General questions 

1. Tick your 3 most important criteria when you choose to hire a taxi.  

    Vehicle Reliability           Regular or Limousine Taxi 

    Depot Location          Taxi Company 

    Vehicle Type (sedan, wagon, MPV)        Location of Diesel/Petrol Pumps  

    Exhaust Emissions           Range on Full Tank  

    Income (rent / fuel consumption / flag-down fare etc.)      Booking system 

    Engine Power           New or used taxi  

    Vehicle Comfort           Other: __________________________ 

    Boot Size 

 

2. Rank your choices writing 1., 2., 3. next to them (1 = most important � 3 = least important) ↑ . 
 

3. Most important component of your total income from taxi driving?  

    Fuel consumption  

    Flag-down fare 

    Daily rent 

    Company benefits 

    All are equally important to me. 

    Other: __________________________ 

 

Part 2: Taxi tracking 

1. How many days do you drive?    _______ days per week 

 

2. How many km do you drive for work only? _______ km per day 

 

3. Private usage: km and time   _______ private km per day 

_______ hours _______ minutes private usage per day 

 

4. Indicate the time of following activities 

 Typical Weekday Typical Sunday 

1. Start Driving   

2. End Shift   

 

 Typical Weekday Typical Sunday 

 from to from to 

3. All Tea/Coffee/Lunch Breaks during shift     

     

     

4. Clean Taxi     

5. All Private usage     

     

     

6. Taxi used by Relief (2-shift only)     

7. Taxi Not in use (parked)     
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1. Breaks 

a. Total break time (during 1 shift): _______ hours _______ minutes 

b. Locations where you usually take breaks (list all): 

1. __________________________________  2. __________________________________ 

3. __________________________________  4. __________________________________ 

5. __________________________________ 

 

2. Cleaning 

a. How often: _______ times per week 

b. Total cleaning time (for 1 cleaning): _______ hours _______ minutes 

c. Locations where you clean (list all):  

1. __________________________________  2. __________________________________ 

3. __________________________________ 

 

3. Shift Change (2-shift only) 

a. How much time is the taxi parked during handover? _______ hours _______ minutes 

b. Locations of shift change: 

1. __________________________________  2. __________________________________ 

3. __________________________________ 

 

 

4. Fuel 

a. Fuel consumption of your taxi: _______ litres/100km or _______ km/litre 

b. Petrol stations: Choose all you use. 

    Esso       Caltex      Company-owned stations (at depot) 

    Shell       SPC       Other: ____________________________ 

c. Circle the one that you use most often ↑. 

d. Location of pumps: Usually, … 

�     I use a petrol station that is ‘on the way’ 

� I have to make a detour (without passenger) in order to refuel 

     Detour:     2km      4km      6km      8km      10km      >10km: _______

e. Fuelling: I fuel … 

    only when low on fuel       about every _______ km 

    before shift change (2-shift only)      Other: _________________________ 

f. Safety range: remaining range at which you would start going to a petrol station at the latest 

    5km                10km      20km      30km      40km      Other (>40km): _______

 

 

5. Rent 

a. How much rent do you pay? _______ S$/day 

b. How much does the relief driver pay you? (2-shift only) 

__________ S$/day 

    including fuel      relief pays fuel himself/herself 

 

 

6. Driving strategy: Choose all options that apply to you. 

    Use booking apps        Accept private jobs 

    Avoid (long) taxi queues      Avoid current bookings       Avoid advance bookings 

 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 
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Part 3: Battery-electric taxis 

1. From what you know about battery-electric cars: Would you like to hire one as a taxi? 

 
 

 

2. Typical characteristics of a battery-electric taxi COMPARED TO your conventional taxi: 

a. Equipped with brand new battery-electric technology 

  Attractiveness:    

  Influence on decision to hire:   

b. Less emissions (exhaust and other): 5-55% less 

  Attractiveness:    

  Influence on decision to hire:   

c. Less downtime (1 out of 3 service days saved) 

  Attractiveness:    

  Influence on decision to hire:   

d. More powerful acceleration 

  Attractiveness:    

  Influence on decision to hire:   

e. Smoother and more silent driving at all speeds 

  Attractiveness:    

  Influence on decision to hire:   

f. Maximum. 200 km range (full � empty) 

  Attractiveness:    

  Influence on decision to hire:   

g. 15 minutes charging per 200km (charging possible at convenient locations) 

Attractiveness:    

Influence on decision to hire:   

h. Higher daily rent & lower fuel costs 

(in total: same costs) 

  Attractiveness:    

  Influence on decision to hire:   

 

 

3. Considering all positive and negative characteristics together, I find THIS battery-electric taxi … 

 

1 2 43 5

Not Good

not like to hire

Maybe Not Good

rather not like to hire
No idea Maybe Good

rather like to hire

Good

definitely like to hire

1 2 3 4 5much less attractive much more attractive

not important at all very important1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5much less attractive much more attractive

not important at all very important1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5much less attractive much more attractive

not important at all very important1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5much less attractive much more attractive

not important at all very important1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5much less attractive much more attractive

not important at all very important1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5much less attractive much more attractive

not important at all very important1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5much less attractive much more attractive

not important at all very important1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5much less attractive much more attractive

not important at all very important1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5much less attractive to hire much more attractive to hire
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1. Considering all positive and negative characteristics, …  

a.     I would switch to THIS battery-electric taxi for at most …  

 
b.     I would switch to this battery-electric taxi only if the rent stays the same.  

c.     I would not switch in any case. 

 

2. Other drivers hire THIS battery-electric taxi with all its positive and negative characteristics for S$13 more daily rent. 

They like it because additional rent is offset by fuel savings. 

a.     I would also want to hire THIS battery-electric taxi.  

b.     I would still not switch.  

 

3. Now, you can choose the range and charging time for your battery-electric taxi.  

Circle the additional daily rent that you would choose (fuel savings compensate for the high rent)? 

                                     
charging                       range 
time per 200km 

130 km 200 km 250 km 

       60 min your current rent + S$ 6 + S$ 9 

       30 min + S$ 2 + S$ 8 + S$ 11 

       15 min + S$ 7 + S$ 13 + S$ 16 

 

 

4. Range and charging time 

a. Longest charging time PER SHIFT that you can accept? 

    20 minutes       30 minutes      45 minutes 

    1 hour       1.5 hours      2 hours 

    Other (>2 hours): _______ hours _______ minutes 

b. Shortest range (full � empty) that you can accept 

    100 km      150 km     200 km     250 km     Other (>250 km): _______ km 

 

5. What would be more important for you? 

a.     Long range between charging stops 

b.     Short charging time per shift 

 

6. Maximum additional flag-down fare for battery-electric taxi at which you think you will get the same number of 

customers? 

    no more      +10c       +20c       +30c       +40c 

    +60c      +80c       +S$1.00      Other (> +S$1.00): _______ S$ 

 

 

7. Environment 

a. I find that environmental protection in general is… 

 
b. I find that reducing air and noise pollution from traffic in Singapore is … 

 
c. Do you think that you personally can improve the environment in Singapore driving such a battery-electric taxi that 

has no exhaust emissions? 

 
d. Do you think that you will feel a significant improvement if a large number of taxis in Singapore are replaced by 

battery-electric taxi with no exhaust emissions? 

+ S$18 

or more

+ S$16 + S$14 + S$12 + S$10 + S$6 more daily rent+ S$8

not important at all very important1 2 3 4 5

not important at all very important1 2 3 4 5

cannot improve at all can improve very much1 2 3 4 5

feel no improvements feel significant improvements1 2 3 4 5

10. 

9. 

8. 

7. 

6. 

5. 

4. 
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Part 4: Demographics 

Please answer ALL questions. 

 

1. How many drivers are there for your taxi, including yourself? 

    1      2      3      4      >4 

 

2. How many years of taxi driving experience do you have? 

_______ years in total 

 

3. Number of vehicles in your HOUSEHOLD that you have access to? 

    taxi only      also private cars(s)      also motorbike(s) 

    how many: _______  how many: _______ 

 

4. Sex: 

    male     female  

 

5. Age: 

    30 or younger      31-35      36-40      41-45      46-50 

    51-55      56-60      61-65      66-70      71 or older 

 

6. Accommodation: 

    HDB      condominium      private house      other: _______________ 

 

7. Average PERSONAL income per month: 

    <S$1000      S$1000-1500      S$1501-2000      S$2001-2500 

    S$2501-3000     S$3001-3500      S$3501-4000      S$4001-5000 

    S$5001-6000     S$6001-7000      S$7001-8000      >S$8000 

 

8. Average total HOUSEHOLD income per month: 

    <S$1000      S$1001-4000      S$4001-7000      S$7001-10000 

    S$10001-13000     >S$13000 

 

9. Highest level of Education:  

    primary       secondary (O-Levels)      junior college (A-levels) 

    polytechnic diploma      ITE, university graduate     masters 

    PhD       other: ____________ 

 

10. Ethnicity: 

    Chinese      Malay     Indian     Eurasian / Caucasian      other: ____________ 

 

 

Which questions were difficult to answer for you? Why? 

 

Questions? Feedback? 
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Appendix D: Questionnaire for passenger survey 

Text layout was adapted from original online questionnaire.  

 

Welcome 

Dear participant, 

this survey is part of the work performed by TUM CREATE Ltd., which focusses on research and 

development of electric vehicles in Singapore. 

It should not take more than 15-20min to complete the questionnaire. Read the questions carefully, and 

answer spontaneously! 

Please answer all the questions to the best of your knowledge as only complete answers are useful for us. 

All information you provide in this survey is confidential. It will only be used for this research, and no 

individual will be identified. 

Click NEXT to enter the questionnaire. 

 

Age & Gender 

First, please indicate your age and gender. 

1) Your gender* 

Male 

Female 

2) Your age* 

19 or younger 

20-24 

25-29 

30-34 

35-39 

40-44 

45-49 

50-54 

55-59 

60-64 

65-69 

70-74 

75 and older 

 

Means of Transportation 

3) Which two means of transportation do you use most often in Singapore?* 

MRT / LRT / Public Bus 

Company / School / Shuttle Bus 

Van / Lorry 

Taxi 

Private Car 

Car-Sharing 

Bicycle 

Motorbike 
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Other: _______________________ 

 

Usage of Taxis 

4) How often do you take a taxi in Singapore? Count every single taxi trip you do (e.g. 2 trips to somewhere 

and back).* 

Less than 1 trip/month 

1-4 trips/months 

5-10 trips/month 

more than 10 trips/month 

5) Which type of taxi do you usually take in Singapore? 

Standard taxi service: for example Hyundai Sonata (Comfort/City), Hyundai i40 (Comfort/City), Chevrolet 

Epica (SMRT), Toyota Prius (SMRT), Toyota Wish (TransCab), UberX, GrabCar Economy 

Limousine or Premium taxi service: for example Mercedes e-Class (Comfort, Premier), Chrysler 300 

(SMRT), Toyota Vellfire (Prime), UberExecutive, GrabCar Premium* 

Standard taxi service 

Limousine taxi service 

Other: _______________________ 

 

Limousine Taxis 

6) Which taxi company does the limousine taxi that you usually take belong to? 

SMRT 

Comfort / CityCab 

Prime 

TransCab 

Premier 

Don’t know 

Other: _______________________ 

7) What about the fare type when you take a limousine taxi?* 

I usually pay the metered fare. 

I usually pay a flat fare. 

Other: _______________________ 

8) Do you have a particular limousine taxi driver?* 

Yes. 

No, I usually take any limousine taxi. 

 

(Drop-outs: quotas on age, gender; conditions for taxi usage) 

Thank You! 

Sorry! Based on your initial answers, you do not qualify to take this survey. 

 

Click NEXT to exit the survey. 

 

Reasons for Taking a Taxi 

9) Why do you usually take a taxi? Choose all important items (max. 5).* 

Cleanliness 

Reimbursable trip fare 

Environmental friendliness 
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Flexibility / Independence 

Comfort 

Weather 

Convenience 

Price (reasonable trip fare) 

Security / Safety 

Health reasons 

Privacy 

Showing social status 

Reliability (compared to other modes of transportation) 

Time savings 

Lack of alternative transport options 

Ride experience 

Travelling with luggage, infants, elderly etc. 

Other: _______________________ 

10) Please rank your chosen items from the most to the least important one.* 

11) Which means do you use to get a taxi? (tick ALL means that apply to you)* 

Flag-down 

Taxi stand 

Current (normal) booking 

Advance booking 

 

Taking a Taxi 

12) In percent (%), how often do you take a taxi by the following means? (sum must be equal to 100%)* 

13) Do you sometimes use booking apps to book a taxi? (usually, booking apps run on smartphones and 

allow the user to call a taxi by entering the desired pickup point and the destination of the trip)* 

Yes 

No 

14) How many % of your bookings do you make using a taxi booking app?* 

15) Which taxi booking apps do you currently use in Singapore? (tick ALL options that apply to you)* 

HailO 

EasyTaxi 

Comfort/CityCab mobile app 

SMRT mobile app 

GrabTaxi/GrabCar 

Uber 

TransCab mobile app 

Other: _______________________ 

 

Booking Apps 

16) Which taxi booking app do you use most frequently?* 

 

Usage of Taxis 

17) Standard taxis (not limousine taxis) in Singapore have a flag-down fare between S$3.20 and S$3.90 

depending on the vehicle and taxi company. 

To what extent do you agree or disagree to the following statements?* 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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Disagree 

Compl. 

Disagree 

Mostly 

Disagree 

Slightly 

Agree 

Slightly 

Agree 

Mostly 

Agree 

Compl. 

In general, regarding this range of 

flag-down fares, I don't care about 

which standard taxi I get. 

      

I tend to avoid the booking fee by 

flagging down a standard taxi or 

going to a taxi stand. 

      

I try to avoid flagging down a 

standard taxi which has a higher 

flag-down fare than others. 

      

If there are several standard taxis at 

a taxi stand, I try to take the one 

with the lowest flag-down fare. 

      

 

18) limousine 

 

Usage of New Taxis 

19-21) When taxi companies in Singapore start to replace existing taxis by newer vehicles, the new taxis may 

have a higher flag-down fare. 

To what extent do you agree or disagree to the following statements if in addition to existing standard taxis, 

there are new standard petrol/diesel taxis with a flag-down fare of S$4.00/4.20/4.40? (all other fare 

components remain unchanged) 

Reminder: the flag-down fare for existing standard petrol/diesel taxis is between S$3.20 and S$3.90.* 

 1 

Disagree 

Compl. 

2 

Disagree 

Mostly 

3 

Disagree 

Slightly 

4 

Agree 

Slightly 

5 

Agree 

Mostly 

6 

Agree 

Compl. 

In general, considering all my taxi 

trips, I wouldn't mind to spend this 

much. 

      

Usually, I would avoid flagging 

down such a taxi on the road. 

      

If there is such a new taxi together 

with other standard taxis at a taxi 

stand, I would avoid the new taxi. 

      

If possible, I would try to avoid 

booking such a taxi. 

      

 

22) Considering all your taxi trips in Singapore, how often do you think you can choose to hire or not hire 

such a new taxi? 

Note: you may sometimes not be able to choose, depending on whether you book or flag down a taxi, or go 

to a taxi stand.* 

Never Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Mostly Always 

 

Do you think that new standard petrol/diesel taxis in Singapore will have a flag-down fare of 

S$4.00/4.20/4.40?* 
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Definitely Not Probably Not Rather Not Rather Yes Probably Yes Definitely Yes 

 

23-24) limousine 

 

E-Taxis 

The following questions are about different aspects of battery-electric taxis (called e-taxis) which may be 

relevant for you as a passenger. 

Unlike conventional cars or taxis which use a petrol or diesel engine, e-cars or e-taxis have an electric motor 

only. The energy to run the electric motor is stored in a big battery on-board the vehicle. 

E-taxis are not hybrid taxis, which have both an electric motor and a petrol engine (such as the Toyota Prius 

taxis operating in Singapore). 

Click NEXT for the questions about e-taxis. 

 

25) What is your experience with battery-electric vehicles?* 

 Yes No Don’t know 

I have been a passenger in a 

battery-electric car before. 

   

I have been driving a battery-

electric car myself. 

   

 

26) What is your experience with hybrid vehicles?* 

 Yes No Don’t know 

I have been a passenger in a hybrid 

car before. 

   

I have been driving a hybrid car 

myself. 

   

 

Opinion about E-Taxis 

27) From the description about e-taxis and your knowledge about battery-electric vehicles, what do you think 

about e-taxis if they are introduced in Singapore, compared to existing petrol/diesel taxis? 

For each item, indicate your opinion on the 5-point scale below: 

I think, e-taxis in Singapore will be / will have ...* 

 

 ++ + o - -- 

lower trip fare | higher trip fare      

safer | more dangerous      

more comfortable | less comfortable      

more reliable | more breakdowns      

faster | slower      

more environmentally friendly | 

more polluting 
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more positive social image | more 

negative social image 

     

easier to hire | more inconvenient to 

hire 

     

 

Environmental Aspect of E-Taxis 

28) To what extend do you agree or disagree to the following statements?* 

 1 

Disagree 

Compl. 

2 

Disagree 

Mostly 

3 

Disagree 

Slightly 

4 

Agree 

Slightly 

5 

Agree 

Mostly 

6 

Agree 

Compl. 

It is important to reduce pollution 

from traffic in Singapore. 

      

Operating a large number of e-taxis 

in Singapore will bring noticeable 

improvements to the environment 

(e.g. better air quality, less traffic 

noise ...). 

      

Considering its environmental 

aspect only, I would choose an e-

taxi over a petrol/diesel taxi. 

      

E-taxis which have low emissions 

compared to petrol/diesel taxis 

should have a slightly higher flag-

down fare. 

      

 

Ride Experience / Comfort of E-Taxis 

29) To what extend do you agree or disagree to the following statements?* 

 1 

Disagree 

Compl. 

2 

Disagree 

Mostly 

3 

Disagree 

Slightly 

4 

Agree 

Slightly 

5 

Agree 

Mostly 

6 

Agree 

Compl. 

A ride in an e-taxi is smoother and 

quieter than a ride in a petrol/diesel 

taxi (e.g. no gear shifting, no engine 

noise). 

      

It would be important to me to 

travel in a taxi that drives more 

comfortably than existing 

petrol/diesel taxis. 

      

Considering its ride experience 

only, I would choose an e-taxi over 

a petrol/diesel taxi. 

      

E-taxis which offer an improved 

ride experience compared to 

petrol/diesel taxis should have a 

slightly higher flag-down fare. 
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Social Aspect of E-Taxis 

30) To what extend do you agree or disagree to the following statements?* 

 1 

Disagree 

Compl. 

2 

Disagree 

Mostly 

3 

Disagree 

Slightly 

4 

Agree 

Slightly 

5 

Agree 

Mostly 

6 

Agree 

Compl. 

Considering its social image only, I 

would choose an e-taxi over a 

petrol/diesel taxi. 

      

E-taxis which have a more positive 

image compared to petrol/diesel 

taxis should have a slightly higher 

flag-down fare. 

      

I usually care about the opinion of 

people whom I know well. 

      

People I know would generally 

support the operation of e-taxis in 

Singapore. 

      

 

Convenience of Use of E-Taxis 

31) To what extend do you agree or disagree to the following statements?* 

 1 

Disagree 

Compl. 

2 

Disagree 

Mostly 

3 

Disagree 

Slightly 

4 

Agree 

Slightly 

5 

Agree 

Mostly 

6 

Agree 

Compl. 

In general, it should be facilitated to 

book or get an e-taxi compared to 

petrol/diesel taxi. 

      

Considering their potential 

convenience of use for passengers 

in Singapore, I would choose e-

taxis over petrol/diesel taxis. 

      

E-taxis which are easier to hire 

compared to petrol/diesel taxis 

should have a slightly higher flag-

down fare. 

      

If e-taxis are introduced, Singapore 

will probably make it easier to hire 

an e-taxi compared to a 

petrol/diesel taxi. 

      

 

Attitude towards of E-Taxis 

32) To what extend do you agree or disagree to the following statements?* 

 1 

Disagree 

Compl. 

2 

Disagree 

Mostly 

3 

Disagree 

Slightly 

4 

Agree 

Slightly 

5 

Agree 

Mostly 

6 

Agree 

Compl. 
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Operating e-taxis instead of 

petrol/diesel taxis would be 

beneficial for Singapore. 

      

I have a positive attitude towards 

using battery-electric vehicles in 

general. 

      

Petrol/diesel taxis in Singapore 

should be replaced by e-taxis. 

      

In general, I would favour the e-taxi 

compared to a petrol/diesel taxi. 

      

 

Usage of E-Taxis 

33-35) To what extent do you agree or disagree to the following statements if in addition to existing standard 

taxis, there is a standard e-taxi with a flag-down fare of S$4.00/4.20/4.40? (all other fare components remain 

unchanged) 

Reminder: the flag-down fare for standard petrol/diesel taxis is between S$3.20 and S$3.90.* 

 1 

Disagree 

Compl. 

2 

Disagree 

Mostly 

3 

Disagree 

Slightly 

4 

Agree 

Slightly 

5 

Agree 

Mostly 

6 

Agree 

Compl. 

In general, considering all my taxi 

trips, I wouldn't mind to spend this 

much for a trip in an e-taxi. 

      

If possible, I would try to avoid 

booking such an e-taxi. 

      

Usually, I would avoid flagging 

down such an e-taxi on the road. 

      

If there is such an e-taxi and a 

standard petrol/diesel taxi available 

at a taxi stand, I would avoid the e-

taxi. 

      

 

36) Considering all your taxi trips in Singapore, how often do you think you would be able to choose to hire 

or not hire such an e-taxi? 

Note: you may sometimes not be able to choose, depending on whether you book or flag down a taxi, or go 

to a taxi stand.* 

Never Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Mostly Always 

 

Do you think that standard e-taxis in Singapore will have a flag-down fare of S$4.00?* 

Definitely Not Probably Not Rather Not Rather Yes Probably Yes Definitely Yes 

 

37-38) limousine 

 

Importance of E-taxi Attributes 
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39-41) Rank these aspects according to how much they would influence your decision to take an e-taxi or not 

take it, from the most to the least important one.* 

Environmental aspect 

Ride experience / comfort 

Social aspect / image 

Convenience of use 

Price: S$4.00/4.20/4.40 flag-down fare 

42) limousine 

 

Intention to Use E-Taxis 

43) To what extend do you agree or disagree to the following statements?* 

 1 

Disagree 

Compl. 

2 

Disagree 

Mostly 

3 

Disagree 

Slightly 

4 

Agree 

Slightly 

5 

Agree 

Mostly 

6 

Agree 

Compl. 

In general, I would prefer to take an 

e-taxi compared to a petrol/diesel 

taxi. 

      

If e-taxis are introduced in 

Singapore, I will definitely try them 

out. 

      

I would recommend others to take 

an e-taxi. 

      

I would like to get an e-taxi every 

time I take a taxi. 

      

 

Price of E-Taxis 

44-46) What would you do regarding an e-taxi in which a ride is 10/30/50 cents more expensive compared to 

the taxi you usually take?* 

I would try to AVOID it ... 

Never Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Mostly Always 

 

47) limousine 

 

Price of Taxis 

48-50) And: What would you do regarding any petrol/diesel taxi in which a ride is 10/30/50 cents more 

expensive compared to the taxi you usually take?* 

I would try to AVOID it ... 

Never Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Mostly Always 

 

51) limousine 

 

E-Taxis in Singapore 

52) Do you think that there will be e-taxis operating in Singapore in ...* 
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 Definitely 

Not 

Probably 

Not 

Rather 

Not 

Rather 

Yes 

Probably 

Yes 

Definitely 

Yes 

... 2 year from now?       

... 5 years from now?       

... 10 years from now?       

 

Taxi Stand 

53-55) There is an e-taxi and a petrol/diesel taxi available at a taxi stand. Which taxi would you take if the 

flag-down fare of the e-taxi is 10/30/50 cents more.* 

E-Taxi 

Petrol/Diesel Taxi 

56) Which taxi would you take if both have the same flag-down fare?* 

E-Taxi 

Petrol/Diesel Taxi 

Don’t care 

57-58) limousine 

 

Demographics 

D1) Types of motor vehicles in your household (tick ALL options that apply to you)* 

Motorcycle / Scooter 

Car (off-peak) 

Car (normal) 

Light Goods Vehicle 

Taxi 

None 

Other: _______________________ 

D2) Type of accommodation you live in* 

HDB 

Condominium 

Private House 

Other: _______________________ 

D3) Number of people living in your household, including yourself (adults and children)* 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 or more: how many? __________ 

D4) Your highest level of education* 

Primary 

Secondary (O-Levels) 

Junior college (A-levels) 

Polytechnic diploma 

ITE 
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University graduate (Bachelor) 

University graduate (Master’s) 

PhD 

Other: _______________________ 

D5) Your main occupation* 

Student 

Employed (public sector) 

Employed (private sector) 

Self-employed 

Military 

Pensioner 

Unemployed 

Other: _______________________ 

D6) Your average monthly personal income 

No personal income 

S$1 - S$999 

S$1000 – S$1999 

S$2000 – S$2999 

S$3000 – S$3999 

S$4000 – S$4999 

S$5000 – S$5999 

S$6000 – S$6999 

S$7000 – S$7999 

S$8000 – S$8999 

S$9000 – S$9999 

S$10000 and above 

D7) Average monthly income of the household you live in 

S$1000 or less 

S$1001 – S$3999 

S$4000 – S$6999 

S$7000 – S$9999 

S$10000  - S$12999 

S$13000 and above 

D8) Ethnicity 

Chinese 

Malay 

Indian 

Eurasian/Caucasian 

Other: _______________________ 

 

Thank you! 

Thank you! You have answered all the questions. Click SUBMIT or NEXT to complete the survey. 

You may leave a comment in the textbox below. 

 

 

Note: Questions about limousine taxis other than the general questions 6) to 8) have been omitted here. They 
were part of the original questionnaire, but only nine useable responses were obtained due to the low number 
of limousine taxi users, which is not a representative sample size.  


